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Research Question
How can painting be used to change perceptions of colour and review
connections with the contemporary landscape?

Abstract
Through the practice of painting this research questions how geologically
distinct earth colours that are constantly forming from coal mine water treatment
waste in geographically varied landscapes across the UK can be used to re-view
perceptions of colour, material, and connection with the contemporary landscape.
If historical connections between colour and landscape have been expressed
through the names of colours such as burnt sienna and, in the context of the UK,
Oxford ochre, how can finding, naming and using new sources of earth colour
re-establish links between colour and landscape? Over the course of several
journeys across the UK, visiting 34 Mine Water Treatment Sites run by the Coal
Authority, five previously un-used and un-named earth colours from different sites
are selected and used here for the first time. What sets these new ochres apart
is the quality of their colour and their formation processes inside the flooding
cavities of former coal mines, inadvertently providing a sustainable source of
earth colour at a time of increasingly scarce mineral resources that paradoxically
point towards the causes of industrial pollution. The practice of making individual
artworks reveal optical and material distinctions between the new colours while
suggesting unexpected idiosyncratic connections between individual colours and
the unique landscapes they belong to, further contributing to the discourse on
contemporary landscape. This practice-led fine art research has inspired plans
for the commercial production of a new paint made from these earth colours
with AHRC collaborative partners Winsor & Newton. In addition, the informal
partnership with the Coal Authority has laid foundations for a substantial collaboration
that includes potentially naming and designating select Mine Water Treatment sites
as new public artworks, with the possible formation of a pigment processing factory
on one of these sites. These opportunities form the basis for further research.
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Introduction
This fine art research follows the discovery of new sources of waste ochre
forming from mine water treatment across the British landscape and considers
the significance of its use as contemporary earth colour. Through the practice
of painting I examine how these waste ochres can be repurposed to change
perception of landscape and establish a new relationship between colour and
place. The research is led by interactions in the landscape and practice in the
studio, it is further informed by material analysis to draw together experiential and
analytical methods of research.
These earth colours have a different genesis from traditional ochres as they
are being generated as waste resulting from the treatment of polluting ground
water in ex-coal mining regions across the UK. I examine the unique geological
setting of the ochres as they form in individual landscapes and then follow the
transition of each raw ochre from its landscape context into usable colour material
through the formation of artworks. Knowledge of the colours are further informed
by material research in the Winsor & Newton laboratory that analysed their optical
quality by comparing them to currently available industry standard earth colours.
With reference to developments made in British land art in the 1970’s, the
research proposes that reviewing and re-presenting the industrial processes of
‘Mine Water Treatment’ run by the Coal Authority can radically reshape perceptions
of colour and the landscape by revealing the formation processes of colour in its
setting. In this way a visible connection between colour and the post-industrial
landscape is made that can challenge perception about the legacy of the coal
mining industry.
The research methods are framed by a series of journeys to landscape
sites across the UK during which the context of ochres forming through mine
water treatment are thoroughly examined. This report documents my relationship
with each landscape and its material as samples are collected and brought back
to the studio. A detailed exploration of the material and optical characteristics of
each colour is achieved by fully immersing in their behaviour during the practice
of painting. The attention to each materials’ transformation is made through
interactions in the landscape and immersion in the studio and synthesised through
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painting to examine the relationship between colour and landscape. These insights
are supported by material analysis in the laboratory including x-ray diffraction and
microscopy, and methods of testing colour by a paint manufacturer.
As an AHRC Collaborative Doctoral Award the research involved an
intensive period working with collaborative partners paint manufacturer Winsor &
Newton. I worked under their guidance at their London laboratory to examine how
these new mine-water ochres compare in optical and material quality to currently
available earths and historical single source earth colours such as the famous
but now extinct pigments known as raw and burnt sienna and the less well known
Oxford ochre. The laboratory staff were able to compare the mine-water ochres
with industry standard earth colours. This has helped pave the way for the next
phase of research to develop a watercolour and oil paint using the repurposed
waste mine-water ochres as pigment for paint. Therefore, the research has
identified and defined new sustainable sources of coal mine-water earth colours
and named them by the landscapes they belong to for the first time.
The research practice reaches between gaining an understanding of the
landscape context and speculative practical work undertaken in the studio and
combines these two positions in the work and the writing. My immersion and
involvement with the formation processes of the iron oxides at a geological level,
as well as the shaping of the landscape at a human level has identified that the
processes performed by the Mine Water Treatment Schemes in generating the
ochre are an important cultural event occurring in the post-industrial landscape
that acknowledges, in a visible and tangible way, the history of mining and its
legacy in the UK. Citing the historical precedent set by John Latham’s Derelict
Landart : The Five Sister’s 1976, I propose that the Mine Water Treatment Scheme
itself should be designated an artwork highlighting these ochres’ emergence
as new culturally potent materials. I suggest that the site of ochre production
forms an important mark in the ground, making a watercolour painting in the
landscape that indicates and visualises the ex-mines and their cultural legacy.
Therefore naming the formation of ochre in the landscape as a performance of
colour manufacture and the process underway at the sites as an ongoing act of
making - the designation of the Mine Water Treatment Schemes as new public
artworks makes a new contribution to British land art. In addition I propose that
one designated site should incorporate as a fully functioning pigment processing
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factory engaged in the production of ochre for sale as pigment.
Therefore a new collaboration with the Coal Authority has been formalised
and plans are underway for designating the Mine Water Treatment Sites as
artworks and setting up a sustainable pigment processing factory at one location
to establish a self supporting industry that recycles profits into further creative
research and practice. The Mine Water Treatment Site will itself be named an
artwork.
The terminology that is employed intends to situate the work between the
frameworks of landscape painting and land art while also acknowledging the
specific terms of reference used in paint making, land use and land remediation.
‘Landscape’ therefore refers both to its wider use as an art historical term through its etymological roots - as well as making direct reference to the individual
sites in the research. I use ‘site’ as a term that is distinct from landscape when
referring specifically to the Mine Water Treatment Schemes as ‘Sites’. However I
acknowledge the term has an art historical precedent as a frame of reference in
the earthworks cited by Robert Morris, Michael Heizer and by Robert Smithson
in particular, and while I do not align my research with the genre of American
earthworks I do acknowledge their significance in framing my own position within
British land art and contemporary approaches to landscape. These are stated
specifically, in relation to my engagement with Magdalena Jetelova’s work in the
Forest of Dean and the innovative works undertaken by John Latham that are
discussed in the chapter Cuthill.
I have considered using systems of measurement or categorisation to
present each colour, following methods exemplified in the work of artists such as
herman de vries or Maria Lalic whose particular approaches to landscape and its
materiality touch closely to the ideas brought forward by my own thinking. However
it became clear through practices undertaken in the studio that formal methods
of organising or cataloging the materials suppressed the idiosyncrasies of their
earthy materiality. The colour materials would not comply with a predetermined
form, format or formula.
I define colour as material as a way of re-routing the physicality of colour with
its place as a worldly material agent, in counterpoint to colour as a disconnected
homogenous simulacra of material. This position is discussed with reference to my
own past conceptual difficulties with using colour in painting in which placement of a
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colour referent had been unreliable or overly subjective. In addition, a proliferation
of ‘immaterial’ colour as light frequency and wavelength in the digital realm further
increases the subjective instability of colour. This has created a demand for a reexamination of our relationship with colour as a culturally potent material agency
that draws together the subjective affects of physiological perception of colour,
while locating and re-connecting with its real worldliness, so that it may become a
vehicle for knowledge and insight that transmits to the viewer as a physical form.
I acknowledge research on universal lexical frameworks and culturally
symbolic colour values asserted by Jessica Hemming and Spike Bucklow to
support my own material led assertions of the interdependence of the colours with
the specificities of their physical formation and their cultural, industrial landscape
contexts. To support this I draw on attitudes to colour from the medieval world and
the ancient archaic symbolic associations of coloured materials. This material led
view directed and informed an encounter with the archeological site and ochre
coated remains of the Red Lady of Paviland in the chapter Tan-y-Garn.
The term ochre is used specifically to refer to the material in its geological
setting or when referring to historical materials and paint products that use the
name ochre such as Oxford ochre. The term pigment describes the physical
condition of ochre in a dried, processed form ready for preparation as paint. I use
the term colour to emphasise the expansive condition of the both the ochre and
pigment and its cultural, material and optical phenomena.
I have used a combination of methods to fully extend the ‘language’ by
which the colour material can be read, expressed and perceived. While these
include measurements based on scientific methodologies such as comparative
analysis of physical and optical behaviour using the methods employed by the
chemist / earth scientist and the paint manufacturer, they draw fundamentally
on my experiential knowledge assembled by following their formation in their
landscape setting, and the slow handling of the colours in the studio. In this way
the science supports discoveries made in the landscape and during preparations
in the studio and the formation of artworks.
This is exemplified by the research period with collaborative partners
Winsor & Newton which established a clearer understanding of the manufacturing
standards required to develop earth pigment into a commercial material for use
as a watercolour and oil paint. Beyond the current project this research will inform
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the development of the manufacture and production of a new British earth colour
paint that acknowledges the cultural, environmental and economic conditions of
its genesis.
The research asserts therefore that the symbolic connections between
colour and place that have endured in name only, such as sienna and to a lesser
extent Oxford ochre,1 can now be made real by these new earth colours in order
to reintegrate the perception of colour with its place of origin, thereby establishing
for the first time in over 50 years a real connection between landscape and colour
through the formation of a pigment that is named by its place of belonging.
Structure
The report is structured around six individual journeys to each landscape
where the earth colour is found. Each site is observed from the position of finding
and collecting earth samples, and continues with observations in the studio
and laboratory and with the formation of new artworks. The landscapes are
the foundation of the colours identity. I have therefore spent considerable time
immersed in each of the six places in order to bring the landscapes’ context
of each colour into the studio as I work with it. The studio is where the colours
express individual personalities and where the relationship between the material
and the form it desires begin to emerge and intensify.
The chapters are organised by the the name of the landscapes where the
colour materials come from:
1.

Six Bells, Abertillery , Blaenau Gwent, South Wales.

2.

The Forest. The Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire, England.

3.

Tan-y-Garn, Garnswllt, Ammanford, South Wales.

4.

Cuthill, Addiewell, West Lothian, Scotland.

5.

Caphouse, Caphouse Museum, Yorkshire, England.

6.

Saltburn, Saltburn-by-the-Sea, Cleveland, North Yorkshire, England.

The chapter titled Six Bells opens with an overview of key strands including
1
The name Oxford ochre is used in the current Fired Earth interior paint colour range.”Fired
Earth,” Floor Tiles, Wall Tiles, Paint, Kitchens & Bathrooms | Fired Earth, accessed January
08, 2016, http://www.firedearth.com/oxford-ochre-5.9 ColArt Standard Test Method For Raw
Materials. Jivan Patel 2nd October 2001. A consistent recipe and method for mixing all colours in
watercolour and oil. Ochre is ground and mixed with gum arabic and safflower oil and painted out
in a specific way - see images.
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an introduction on the geological influence of iron and its role in three key varieties
of ochre genesis. It continues by detailing how iron oxide minerals are formed as
waste pollution and their relationship to the legacy of the coal mining industry.
I confront my own difficulties with the subjective realm of colour by asserting a
clear position for colour as material defined by physical, industrial and cultural
contexts. These positions are further scrutinised throughout the report during
detailed accounts of the particular qualities of each ochre during the formation of
paintings.
Six Bells continues with an additional section Oxford Ochre that draws
together key points in the history of earth pigment manufacture in the UK and
contextualises the changing use of ochre and its relation to place.
The Forest, widens the focus by examining connections between iron
and other materials and processes and their relationship to the formation of the
ochres. It draws out historically related materials, processes and the communities
that shaped them. The section focuses on the formation of a new public work
using charcoal material recycled from a decommissioned oak sculpture. This is
followed by an introduction to Deep Material Encounters; a symposium in a cave,
a cross-disciplinary conference in an ancient iron ore mine 100ft below ground that
I organised to coincide with the opening of the public artwork Charcoal Measure
2016 in the Forest of Dean. This symposium brought together academics and
artists in a discussion around the uses of earth material in the context of current
environmental conditions.
Tan-y-Garn delves into a close encounter with the transformative processes
of ochre material as it becomes usable paint in the formation of new paintings. It
argues that colour and its materiality are inseparable by asserting ochre’s symbolic
and real affinity with the human body throughout human cultural evolution and
observes differences between this wild and unwieldy colour found in the landscape
and the tamed manufactured equivalents. It continues with a detailed account of
the work conducted in the London laboratory of the collaborative partners Winsor
& Newton.
Cuthill digs into the idiosyncrasies of the constructed landscape as a site
of material processes causing the formation of colour. The section draws upon
the art historical president of John Latham’s designated work of land art Derelict
Land Art: The Five Sisters, 1976 and proposes a radical redefinition of the site
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and the industrial processes performed by the Mine Water Treatment Sites as
artworks in themselves.
Caphouse Mine Water Treatment Scheme sits beside the National Coal
Mining Museum for England outside Wakefield and the section considers the
colour as an artwork in the world in relation to the context of its formation. Drawing
upon Robert Morris’s seminal essay Aligned with Nazca the chapter considers the
real alongside notational abstraction using the site as a vehicle for challenging
perception of colour as landscape.
Saltburn, considers the visibility of these colours in the landscape and
demonstrates how methods of viewing through Google Earth can influence
perception, citing Henri Bergson and Christopher Tilly to consider embodied/
disembodied perceptions of landscape. New works exploit different printing
methods and digital media using tactile material and remote imaging to examine
the paradoxical condition of distance and proximity to place.
During the course of my intellectual and physical absorption with each of
the six materials over the research period I have come to realise how each colour
has shaped and changed the way I work. The colours have slowly revealed their
idiosyncrasies and independence as I have worked with them in the studio - and
their particular individual qualities have come to completely direct and shape the
formation of each artwork. These differences, I now realise, are reflected in the
way I write about them too. The result is a series of chapters that expresses the
individuality of each colour as they have formed from landscape and developed
in my studio.
This report supports the main thesis, which resides in the making of artworks
with supporting research images illustrating the formation of work. These are
presented alongside the report and selected artworks are presented at the end
of each landscape section. All the physical artworks are presented together in
Volume 2 and three films are presented on a separate memory key. The structure
of Volume 2 is organised to correspond to the structure of Volume 1, with images
following the same chapter headings. The two volumes can and should be read
together.
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Preface
One of the most highly valued earth colours in the past - raw sienna - was
dug from the surrounding landscape. The last batches of genuine sienna pigment
came from the lower slopes of Monte Amiata, a kidney-shaped mountain to the
south of Siena and the highest in the region.2 Now that synthetic versions have
largely replaced original natural earths, their names only fabricate a connection
with place that has been lost. But the names stick: raw sienna, burnt sienna, burnt
umber, English red earth, Oxford ochre, Bideford black, Cappagh brown, Verona
green. Do these names reflect a desire to connect with or imagine a place or to
hold on to a tangible link with history and origins or beginnings or even to the
earth itself? A few years ago I drove in a circle around the landscape surrounding
the town of Siena hoping to find a clue leading to the source of that colour. In the
distance between trees I saw a flash of red and found a road leading to a farm
where freshly ploughed fields were glowing ridiculously bright red in comparison
to the surrounding landscape, I stopped the car and filled several bags with it. I
brought it home (somehow through customs), washed and dried it. Did I acquire
my own ‘genuine’ sienna pigment? Whether the ‘original’ sienna earth pigment
ever had a genuine geographical connection with that place or not and, however
synthetic its modern equivalent – it still symbolises a link with the cultural heritage
of the grand European tradition.3 Are the names of colours cultural rather than
geographical?
The last colour manufactured from a UK sourced earth pigment was in the
1950s when the last batches of yellow ochre from Shotover Hill, Oxford were
finally used up.4 Small scale mines and quarries produce tiny amounts of colour,
and limited paint ranges are produced in small batches from old stock, but there
2
Ian Garrett personal email correspondence and “Winsor & Newton Archive of 19th
Century Artists’ materials,” Fitzwilliam Museum Hamilton Kerr Institute, accessed 01/07/17,
http://webapps.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/wn/index.php.
3
Spike Bucklow, “The Names of the Earths,” in Turning Landscape into Colour, by Ruth
Siddall, Jo Volley, and Onya McCausland, comp. Onya McCausland (London: Slade Press, 2013)
4
Ian Garret personal email correspondence and “Winsor & Newton Archive of 19th
Century Artists’ materials”, Fitzwilliam Museum Hamilton Kerr Institute, accessed 01/07/17, http://
webapps.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/wn/index.php.
The word ‘ochre’ comes from the Greek word ‘okros’ meaning pale yellow, and is now used to
describe any strongly iron stained earth. The terms “ochre” and “earth pigment” are interchangeable
and are both used in this text.
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is no longer any major commercial production in the UK.5 Further afield the earth
pigment mines in the hills of Monte Amiata have also been exhausted.6 Natural
earth paints are now made from pigments mixed from numerous sources from
across the globe with little or no reference to place.7 This loss of connection
between a material and its source is symptomatic of the pattern of global mineral
mining and the increasing need to travel further to find good sources of earth
colour as those nearby are mined out, leading to further separation between
people, material and place.

5
Clearwell Caves in the Forest of Dean sell red ochre from the deepest parts of their mine,
but they are only sold in the local mine museum shop and only in small quantities from 15ml pots
up to 250ml pots. Richard Maddrell - Vitalis.co.uk, “Ochre mining at Clearwell Caves,” Clearwell
Caves - Ancient Iron Mines. The Royal Forest of Dean’s Iron Mining Museum, accessed February
15, 2016, http://www.clearwellcaves.com/. Also see “Oil Paints & Mediums”, Pip Seymour Fine Art
Products | Acrylic paint and primers | Oil Paint and Mediums, accessed February 18, 2017, http://
www.pipseymour.co.uk/.
6
The last of the colour was sold in the 1980s and the final artist oil and water colours made
solely with this earth was sold in the UK in 1991. Personal email communication with Ian Garrett
who was responsible for making this final order from the mine at Monte Amiata. Also see “Winsor
& Newton Archive of 19th Century Artists’ materials,” Fitzwilliam Museum Hamilton Kerr Institute,
accessed 01/07/17, http://webapps.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/wn/index.php.
7
I have bags in my studio labeled Natural Iron Oxide, Hematite, Red Earth with no clue to
their origins. The internationally recognised colour index system ignores reference to geography.
Kremer pigment suppliers have a pigment called English Light Red which is described as a
natural inorganic pigment with mixed red earth, orange, burnt Fe2O3 + CaCO3 with pigment
index number PR 101.77491. Kremer, Burgundy Red Ochre Deep, English red light, accessed
January 17, 2015, http://shop.kremerpigments.com/en/pigments/english-red-light.
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SIX BELLS

Onya McCausland, Red Earth, Settling DVD 13’ (still) 20148

Geology
The Allende Meteorite fell to Earth on the 8th February 1969. A small piece
of it - 15mm long is visible through a pair of inverted binoculars in Dr. Ruth Siddall’s
UCL office.9 It is dark silvery grey with round whitish grey disc shapes all over
and metallic shiny strips running across it, like scratches. It was from this very
meteoric rock that the age of the solar system has been measured at 4.567 billion
years old. This small piece of iron therefore marks the date of the beginning of
the Earth’s formation. The Greek word for iron is sideros which in Latin translates
as sideris meaning constellation a word that is also acknowledged in the first
geological period of the Proterozoic, the ‘Siderian’.10 Meteors are like tiny mini
early earth-forms made up of almost the same ratio of iron to silicate, or mantle
to core. The mantle:core ratio in the earth is 82:17, and the stony:iron ratio of a
meteorite fallen from the sky is 92:6 : distant relatives of those same early earth
forming processes.11
8
Red Earth Settling, 2014, DVD duration 13’. The video follows the movement of pigment
as it settles in water. See video documentation on memory key, end of Volume 2
9
Dr. Ruth Siddall has a cross polarised light microscope which I used to look at the
pigments, in conversation the subject of the Allende Meteorite came up. Ruth has a tiny slice of
the original.
10
Peter Toghill, The geology of Britain: an introduction (Shrewsbury, England: Swan Hill
Press, 2000).
11
James Calvert, “Iron,” Iron, December 13, 2002, accessed June 03, 2015, https://mysite.
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Iron is a relatively heavy element - it is its nature to sink. In geological
terms it is described as ‘Neptunian’ because it falls from the sky and gravitates
downwards towards the Earth’s centre.12 The iron on Earth exists mainly in the
core, formed when scattered debris of a dying supernova began to contract.13
Dust and hydrogen spinning in a revolving radiating soup, getting hotter and
denser until thermonuclear fusion began. Simple elements combine to make
complex ones. Masses of iron meteors and silicate get sucked together inside
dusty spinning nebulous clouds binding together into a hot iron core.14
In the UCL ‘Rock Room’ I held a piece of Lewisian Gneiss in my hand - one
of the oldests rocks on earth at three billion years. The Precambrian contains the
classical name for Wales: before memory. Glimpses of evidence of the earth’s
‘basement’ push up through the earths surface in one or two places, like the Isle
of Skye, scars of violent beginnings.15
In keeping with iron’s magnetic properties, certain objects have gravitated
towards this research - the Allende Meteorite fragment no. 2.936 laid out on the
white formica table link the earliest moments of the Earth’s formation with the
dissolved iron minerals that spring from the depths of abandoned coal mines.
Meteoric iron and the iron found in the Earth’s crust are formed by different
processes, but they are connected by being the same element and have similar
properties, the meteor points to the beginning of time while the iron on the Earth’s
surface is a finite resource.
The oceans of ice and silicate that formed in the Earth’s first billion years
contained green iron dissolved in solution, silicate rocks and melt undergoing
processes of subduction and eruption, pleating and folding the forming earth.
Then bacteria learned to use the sun’s energy and absorb carbon dioxide,
du.edu/~jcalvert/phys/iron.htm#Intr.
12
Siddall, Ruth, “The Iron Forest; Ochres in the Forest of Dean” Lecture, “Deep Material
Encounters” Clearwell Caves, Forest of Dean, April 15 2016.
13
Dobson, David, “A Colour History of Iron in the Earth” Lecture, “Deep Material Encounters”
Clearwell Caves, Forest of Dean, April 15 2016.
14
I had been struggling to write this particular section, when I left the studio and stepped
over a sheet of magazine lying in the road. The article “Life, the Solar System and Everything”
outlined the very subject I had been struggling to articulate. So I include it here for reference.
Colin Stuart, “Life, the Solar System and Everything,” New Scientist, April 23, 2016, , April 20,
2016, accessed January 08, 2017, https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23030700-400-howdid-we-get-here-a-lot-earlier-than-we-thought-it-turns-out/.
15
For the purpose of the research I bought a second hand van to use for my journeys
around the UK. I collected it from the seller on the Isle of Skye, north west Scotland - the exact
place was a tiny sliver of Lewisian Gnesis on the south east peninsula. The van is a Fiat, Ducato,
Meteor… METEOR! So it turns out that my journeys to collect iron oxides across the UK are made
in a meteor that came from Skye the colour of burnt red ochre.
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releasing oxygen into the green iron oceans - iron sucks up oxygen - and a
miraculous transformation was triggered, turning the iron-rich oceans from green
ferrous iron (Fe2+) into RED ferric iron (Fe3+), from soluble to insoluble, liquid into
particle. Bacteria and sunlight combined and particles of red iron develop. The
early forming Earth turned from green to red.
The heavy sinking now particulate iron is drawn down towards the centre
of the still forming earth, weighted, drawn to the core. Settling on ancient ocean
floors intermittent layers of magnetite/ silicate/ haematite/ silicate/ magnatite
layering the Banded Iron Formations,16 a slow geological formation, now mined
for steel - iron is intimately bound up with the history of human evolutionary
cultural practices and technological developments. Now in 2016 the annual world
trade of iron ore is 1.3 billion tonnes. It is the second most traded commodity in
the world after crude oil.17
Siderite (iron carbonate FeCO3) and pyrite (iron sulphide FeS2) minerals
are mobilised from the exposed rock surface of abandoned coal mines - the act
of mining increases the surface area of the rock and introduces oxygen. The
iron rich solution streams through the empty passages, transported in the water
courses and caverns underground, developing just like the early earth forming
irons from green to red as they oxidise on contact with oxygen in the air - these
young iron oxides mimic those early ancient earth forming processes as particles
settle in river beds and lakes where they form deposits of hydrated ferric oxides.
There are three types of naturally occurring ochre formation; primary,
secondary and tertiary or ‘artificial’ ochre. Primary ochres are caused by the
weathering of a body of ore in-situ and the pigment can be mined directly as a
by-product of the ore.18 This is the case with the ochres at Clearwell Caves in
the Forest of Dean. Secondary ochres have been incorporated into sedimentary
strata via the processes of weathering, transported in fluid and then deposited
in either a marine or terrestrial setting. Such an environment are the Shotover
ironsands also known as the Whitchurch Sand Formation of Oxfordshire where
ochres which were once sold under the name of Oxford Ochre are formed. Thirdly,
16
Peter Toghill, The geology of Britain: an introduction (Shrewsbury, England: Swan Hill
Press, 2000). The film still Red Earth, Settling, DVD 13’ 2014, records the process or ochre/iron
settling described in this section.
17
Vladimir Basov, “Infomine” http://www.mining.com/true-giants-of-mining-worlds-top-10iron-ore-mines/ accessed 12/05/16
18
R. Siddall, Ochre; Visual Thinking Workshop: Turning Landscape into Colour. Camden
Arts Centre, 12 March 2014., http://www.ucl. ac.uk/~ucfbrxs/Homepage/walks/Ochres-TLIC.pdf.
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‘artificial’ ochres are partly generated via human intervention, they are products
of acid mine drainage. Waters accumulating in mines (coal, tin, ironstone, copper
mines etc.) are enriched in iron derived from the surrounding rocks. This is the case
across the Pennines, Lancashire, Yorkshire, Durham, Northumberland, Cumbria,
large areas of Wales and the Lothian’s in Scotland, Cornwall and Devon. In fact,
there is nowhere where mining has taken place across the UK that is not affected
by mineral or acid mine drainage. It is this third kind of ochre formation ‘artificial’
that this research is primarily concerned.

The South Wales Coalfield
During the Carboniferous period, the UK was located near the Equator, the
land alternated between marine and terrestrial conditions as sea levels rose and
fell over millions of years. When sea levels fell back the area became dense
humid swampy forest, when it rose again sandy sediments were laid down. This
created the ‘layered cake’ stratigraphy of the Coal Measures, with its layers of
mudstone, limestone and sandstones. This layering can be seen when the earth
gets cut away in large sections - by chance I drove passed an open cast coal
mine operating on the site of the former Tower Colliery19 illustrating this effect
perfectly with huge sections of the Coal Measures exposed in a cross section
by the current excavations.20 Jet black bars rise diagonally across the face of
the exposed rock, between intermittent brownish coloured layers like dirty tiger
stripes. It was impossible to visualise exactly how the scale, depth and colour
of the geological strata appear until I saw them in this way, as they are normally
hidden underground. After the Coal Measures were laid down, this whole area has
been lifted, folded and faulted,21 which distorted and rearranged the subterranean
material sections crumpling and folding the settled layers, some areas sinking and
19
One of the few mines that was taken over and run collectively by the miners from
December1984 until January 2008. Now “Tower Regeneration,” Is a Joint Venture between
Tower Colliery Ltd and Hargreaves Services Plc, http://www.towerregeneration.co.uk/about.php.
accessed October 26, 2016
20
Steve Leary, “Tower Colliery Surface Mine Extension Proposed,” No Opencast Coal,
accessed August 15, 2016, http://noopencastnetwork.org.uk/blog/tower-colliery-surface-mineextension-proposed/. The high quality anthracite mined here is sold primarily to Aberthaw
power station and Port Talbot Steelworks and into the wholesale and retail sized coal markets.
Energybuild also operates the Nant y Mynydd opencast coal site nearby. As of April, 2011 the
company became a subsidiary of Walter Energy Inc, a large US coal producer based in Alabama
which took over Western Coal.
21
Peter Toghill, The geology of Britain: an introduction (Shrewsbury, England: Swan Hill
Press, 2000), 20.
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others rising so the Coal Measures form steep anticlines and synclines echoing
the surface topography underground in some places. The spread of the South
Wales coalfields is visible on the geological map,22 it is marked as a huge greycoloured oval mass stretching across parts of Pembrokeshire, Carmarthenshire,
Swansea, Neath, Port Talbot, Bridgend, Rhondda, Cynon Taf, Merthyr Tydfil,
Caerphilly, Blaenau Gwent and Torfaen. Even viewed from above through Google
Earth the true extent of this coalfield is difficult to grasp.

Geological strata exposed by open cast mining at the former Tower Colliery site near
Hirwaun. 2015

Landscape Journey No.1
The journey to South Wales from London takes me about four hours,
travelling slowly in the old van. Three hours west along the M4 and one hour
north. Six Bells, the place I have come to visit is an ex-colliery village about 1km
south of the town Abertillery, Blaenau Gwent, South Wales in the Ebbw Fach
valley. Grid ref: 51°44′N 3°08′W / 51.73°N 3.13°W / 51.73; -3.13. It sits towards
the eastern side of the coalfield deep into the Welsh Valleys. A change in scale
between the last and the first three hours is marked by the sudden end to the
monotony of the horizontal motorway as a new vertical landscape rises up around
22
K. C. Dunham, “Geological Map of the British Isles,” map, in Geological map of the British
Isles based on the work of the Geological Survey, 5th ed. (Southampton: For the Institute of
Geological Sciences, 1969).
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me with dark green bushes pushing in close to the road. The further north I drive
on the A4042 to Pontypool the steeper, darker and greener the hillsides get. Then
I turn west across towards Crumlin then north again following the valley up the
A467 Aberbeeg Road along the Ebbw Fach towards Abertillery.
The town of Six Bells sits beside the Ebbw Fach river surrounded by hills
that spread up and out steeply on either side of the valley. The west hill is covered
with trees, with the east side slightly tilted towards the south and more built up,
gradually thinning out towards the tree line up the hill. Further to the north the
houses merge with the larger town of Abertillery. The banks of the Ebbw Fach are
thickly covered with beech, hazel, birch, sycamore, hawthorn and oak, further up
the hillside dark green conifers, Scotts pine and Douglas fir. The whole valley is
strikingly green.
The day after I arrive Gareth Tomwar meets me at the Six Bells Mine Water
Treatment Site (also known as Vivian), at 9.00am. He works for Severn Trent
Services that manage the site on behalf of the Coal Authority. Gareth, along with
his son who has recently joined, and his colleague Keith take care of all the South
Wales sites - Mountain Gate, Blaenavon, Corrwg, Craig y Aber, Glyncastle, Gwynfi,
Lindsay, Morlais, Taff Merthyr, Tan-y-Garn, Ynysarwed and Six Bells/Vivian. Part
of his job involves travelling between all the sites checking the fluctuating iron
levels and pH of the water and preventing the build up of ocherous crusts forming
in the lagoon channels and cascades of the water treatment system. Ochre has a
tendency to stick to itself, forming crusts that build up into thick deposits blocking
pipes and channels. The ochre crust has to be regularly scraped back to prevent
the treatment system becoming blocked.
This Mine Water Treatment Site at Six Bells is very peaceful. The main
road is about 20 metres to the west, but the sound of cars are drowned out by
the sound of water cascading down the mine water aeration system. A group of
seven pigeons circle the site and come down to land on railings. Walkers pass by
around the rim of the high green mesh fence. Bright blue and green dragonflies
dart close to the ground. Close to the waters edge reeds, rushes, grasses and wild
iris are growing, moorhens and reed warblers nesting. A contractor comes to cut
the vegetation around the edges of the ponds in the summer. The reed beds and
lagoons are cleaned out every five or so years. Paradoxically, the management of
the sites have become a balance between a functioning water treatment system
28

that requires continual maintenance and an ecologically diverse habitat that
requires protection.

Six Bells Mine Water Treatment Scheme, 2016
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The Mines
The mines under Six Bells are a complex network spanning one hundred
years of mining. The layered interlaced subterranean workings trace a vast unseen
three-dimensional physical structure. The most recent workings are furthest from
the surface, while the oldest workings are shallowest: Soap Vein, Three Quarters
Vein, Yard Vein, Meadow Vein, Red Ash, Garn Seam, Mynydd Islwyn, Old Coal,
Big Vein, Black Vein, and Farewell Rock.

Map section, Gray Pit Vivian/Six Bells. Reproduced with the permission of © The
Coal Authority. All rights reserved
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The Mine Water Treatment Site at Six Bells sits over the old shaft entrance
of Vivian pit, which is 262.4 metres deep. Black Vein, the oldest worked coal seam
in this area, was the furthest from the surface and the most recently mined.23 The
depths of some of the mines shown on the mine abandonment plans can be
misleading because Mine Datum is set at a constant 10000ft (a measurement
set beyond the depth of any likely mine workings), rather than using sea level as
the datum (as is usual for surface mapping). Using Mine Datum rationalised the
depth of workings so they were not distorted by the changing surface topography,
making them easier for miners to read. So, ‘352 yards’24 on a map could actually
mean ‘550 yrds’ underground because of the surface rise and the position of the
shaft.

Map, Six Bells and Abertillery, Cat No.: “SWR3925,” in The Coal Authority Archive.
Reproduced with the permission of © The Coal Authority. All rights reserved.

23
This pit finally closed after the miners strike in 1987.
24
Measuring systems vary between imperial and metric according to the date and the
region. Therefore I have quoted them to differentiate the system used.
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The intricate and carefully drawn maps around the area of Six Bells begin
around the end of the 1800s. Faintly drawn surface features provide orientation,
the railway line, the river, dotted buildings and trees. But underlying these scantily
traced surface features is a deep complex intersection of networks of geometric
grid structures one overlaying another, distinguished often by different coloured ink
separating one layer of coal from another, one colliery from another. The entrance
shaft at Six Bells runs north under the town to a relatively shallow seam under the
hill at the back of the still small town to an earlier mine where the coal was shallow
and easily ‘won’.25 The map depicts a delicate grid structure in square sections
fanning out, each section dated by month and year. The mined sections follow
the curves and contours of the surface topography, the contour of the surface
matches the flow of the coal seam a few metres below. As mining and dewatering
technology developed, deeper mining became possible. For the deeper workings,
the surveyed drawings don’t correspond with the surface contours in the same
way anymore. A map dated 1975 shows a grid structure depicted in neat pink
rectangles.26 These later mines are less in sympathy with the contouring surface
topography and produce a strange asymmetry between above and below. The
names give clues to the nature and character of the workings, there is Old Coal,
not surprisingly one of the deeper levels, then Big Vein, Black Vein and Farewell
Rock, which miners believed to be the end of the coal.

25
One mine in Derbyshire is named ‘A Winning’ , a second nearby named ’B Winning’ taken
from the term to ‘win’ the coal
26
“Six Bells Colliery Threequarter Seam,” map, in Coal Mines Surveyors and Plans, Coal
Authority Archive (Coal Board, 1975).
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Waste Tips
Tracing the contours of a Google Earth image over the older paper mine maps,
it is possible to locate exactly where the seams appear over the contemporary
landscape features. A map dated 1930 shows huge areas hatched out under the
steep forested green hill to the West of the town.27 On the opposite side of the
valley the hill (which now appears comfortable and undisturbed) was the focus of
a geological report written in July 1971 on the huge waste tips that had started to
re-shape the landscape surrounding the town of Abertillery and Six Bells:
Topography - tip site on broad gently sloping top of Cefn Bach Hill,
immediately west of Abertillery. Ground falls 500ft over distance of
1300ft. Mostly rests on thick succession of Sandstone of the Brithdir
Series. Southern / eastern ends of hill show fissuring.
Hydrology: Water coming from Mynyddislwyn for domestic use. Along
west side Ropeway tip there are numerous seepages and small springs.
Mostly rainwater but “there is a possibility that it could originate from a
small spring line buried by the tip.” The springline could be produced
by a thin mudstone near the top of the sandstone. But, old plans don’t
show any spring line.
Fissuring of the Sandstone will facilitate the passage of water into the
deeper strata. Such water would be anticipated to drain out of the
hillside at lower levels at any convenient aquitude. Much of the hill top
has been considerably fissured by subsidence.
The Six Bells Ropeway tip has many seepages and issues along its
western edge. This may have led to a small amount of slippage of tip
spoil on this side,….The water emerging from this side of the tip is
probably from rain water collecting on top of the tip and natural ground,
but there is a possibility that it could originate from a buried spring
line.28
The report, written five years after the Aberfan subsidence disaster in
October 1966 that killed 116 children and 28 adults due to the lubricating effects
of buried spring lines on the landslide, underlines the precariousness of mine
waste and the communities that live near them. The tips are no longer visible,
looking at the landscape I can’t see where they were, as the hill already slopes
27
“Cat No.: SWR3925,” map, in The Coal Authority Archive (Mansfield: The Coal Authority
, 2003).
28
M. D. Wright, Topographical Survey report Six Bells, report no. Cat.No.:SWT 3855 99
9999, Mansfield, The Coal Authority Archive, accessed March 16, 2015, https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/coal-mining-records-data-deeds-and-documents.
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at such a steep angle and this side of the hill is now densely covered in trees. I
now wonder if they were planted to prevent erosion or further subsidence. A large
painting by LS Lowry painted in 1962 called Six Bells, Abertillery29 shows bare
hills either side of the flat bottom of the valley where the railway line ran beside
the river, these same hills that are now thickly covered in trees.
Standing above the town on a hill to the south - I drove up to find a quiet
road where I could park for the night - I have a clear sight line looking directly
down onto the town, and the Mine Water Treatment Site I have come to visit
with its two rectangular lagoons prominently reflecting the sky back upwards like
mirrors. It is almost a bird’s eye view from a farm track through a line of hawthorn
trees, which must be 1500 ft above the town, almost the distance of the depth of
the mine workings below ground.

Mountain road to Pontypool past St Illtyd’s Church. 2016

29
L. S. Lowery, Six Bells Abertillery, 1962, Art in Britain after 1930, National Museum,
Cardiff, Visited, August 17, 2015.
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Acid Mine Drainage
When the mines were dug they descended below the water table, floodwater
had to be pumped out for the mines to be worked. When the pits closed, the pumps
stopped and the mines flooded. The resultant mine water emerged at surface and
entered the local water courses, turning the rivers and canals bright tomato soup
red. Six Bells Colliery was the last to close here in 1987; after the mining stopped
the Ebbw Fach river also turned bright orange.30 The water will flow endlessly
through these mines - mine water levels will rise and fall with weather conditions,
and climatic variations, but the water will keep flushing through the miles of
workings picking up mineral residue along the way. This ‘legacy’ of the mining
industry is an ‘environmental project’ that will go on for decades, or hundreds of
years – inadvertently and unavoidably turning the landscape into an iron oxide or
‘ochre’ pigment production site of industrial proportions.
The Coal Authority (a non-departmental government body created in 1994
to take over the regulatory functions of the former Coal Board) manage mine
water pollution issues caused by former coal mining across the UK. The first Mine
Water Treatment Schemes were set up in the mid 1990s.31 Huge deep concrete
lagoons filling with polluting ocherous water constantly pumped from the flooding
mines, diverting the polluting water away from water courses and drinking water
supplies.
Different mine water treatment methods are used in different schemes
according to the levels of contaminants in the water, the volumes of water, the
space available, and the landscape context. Some methods are described as
‘active’ and others as ‘passive’ according to how much intervention is require to
treat the polluted water. More or less technical maintenance is required at each
site, depending on the complexity of the treatment process.
The treatment of coal mine waters starts with collecting the mine water,
either by pumping the water from depth or by capturing water flowing out from
30
Tom Philips writes in Mining:The Abertillery Urban District to 1958 that the river had been
wrecked by industrial pollution by the 1950’s, but officially the mine water pollution only began
after the mines shut in 1987 and water began to fill the cavities underneath and then leach back
into the river carrying polluting metal minerals picked up in the empty mines. Official reports of
pollution are published by the CA from 1997.
31
Dave Johnston et al., “Abandoned Mines and the Water Environment”, www.gov.uk,
August 2008, accessed October 27, 2016, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/291482/LIT_8879_df7d5c.pdf.
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the former workings under gravity, and transporting it to the treatment site (which
may not be immediately adjacent to the point of collection). When the raw mine
water first emerges at surface, it often looks clear and deceptively benign as the
iron is predominantly in the soluble ferrous form. On contact with the atmosphere,
oxygen in the air reacts with the mine water. This causes the iron to oxidise
to the insoluble ferric form. Hydrated iron oxides start to precipitate forming
particles of ochre. It is these ochre particles which give mine water at the surface
its characteristic orange colour. This process will occur naturally given sufficient
space and time. However, during mine water treatment the efficiency of the
process can be enhanced by adding more air or other chemicals to speed up
the oxidation process. In the UK, the majority of mine water treatment schemes
are based primarily on passive treatment methods. Stepped cascades are used
to help oxygenate the water. The mine water then passes through settlement
lagoons, where the larger ochre particles settle out under gravity. The lagoons are
usually followed by artificial reed beds used to polish the mine water. The reed
beds are planted with species such as Phragmites australis (Common Reed).
The reed stems and rhizomes provide a large surface area, which helps filter the
smaller ochre particles from the mine water. At some sites, these passive methods
are supplemented by adding other chemicals into the raw mine water to alter the
pH or to boost oxidation. At fully active treatment schemes, the lagoons and reed
beds are replaced by high density sludge processing using artificial polymers
to boost ochre particle formation and settlement rates. The Coal Authority aim
to find the most efficient and cost effective treatment and management system
possible for each particular site.
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Cascades, Six Bells Mine Water Treatment Scheme, 2016

The mines and mine shafts often run into one another underground. As one
mine closed another would continue working beyond at another level, underneath
or overlapping it. In 2001 a borehole was driven 216m down into the old mine
workings at Vivian shaft where an underground roadway had been backfilled in
1962.32 From this borehole polluted water is now pumped out of the mine before
it reaches the river preventing the water from being polluted with raw mine water.
Six Bells is an ‘active’ treatment site, hydrogen peroxide is added to the
pumped mine water. Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, is a relatively unstable compound,
its desire is to become water, which it does by readily letting go of its second
oxygen atom to whatever will take it. Iron takes up oxygen so an exchange
takes place and the iron is exposed to greater concentrations of oxygen than
by aeration alone, speeding the oxidising process. The polluted water, pumped
directly from the mine is first mixed with the hydrogen peroxide and then pumped
out through a channel up to the top of a three metre high fibreglass cascade that
looks like a giant staircase structure, further increasing exposure to oxygen in the
air. The water travels down the aerating cascades into two parallel deep lagoons
measuring 1540m2 each where the water and newly oxidised pigment particles
32
Jennifer Geroni, Rates and mechanisms of chemical processes affecting the treatment
of ferruginous mine water, Master’s thesis, Cardiff University (Cardiff: Cardiff University, 2011),
61-70.
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settle. The mine water treatment process is concluded by passing the water with
it’s residual load of suspended iron particles through an artificial reed bed.
When the pumping started in January 2002 the acidic mine water contained
250mg of iron per litre of water. After a period of four months the iron concentration
in the water had stabilised to 50mg per litre of water.33 By the time the water
flows into the river the iron content has reduced down to less than 1mg per litre
of water, which is the environmental quality standard for discharge to surface
waters. For 15 years the polluted mine water has been continually pumped from
these underground workings 24hr an day, at a rate of 40 litres per sec.34

Pump, Six Bells Mine Water Treatment Scheme, 2016
33
Coal Authority, Environment schemes, Available at: http://coal.decc.gov.uk/en/coal/cms/
environment/schemes/schemes.aspx (Accessed: 20th September 2013).
34
Jennifer Geroni, Rates and mechanisms of chemical processes affecting the treatment
of ferruginous mine water, Master’s thesis, Cardiff University (Cardiff: Cardiff University, 2011),
61-70.
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Collecting Ochre
The ochre settled underneath the waters surface appears to be dark
greenish brown like a murky pond, but with a slightly unusual warmth underneath.
An orange rust brown is visible about 20cm from the surface disappearing away
into the ponds interior like a soft red velvet blanket lining the pond. Here the
colour is not as immediately obvious as in some of the other sites where the water
is clearly bright orange.
I park the van between the ponds and the drying beds and get the gear out,
plastic 10 lt. food containers with lids and handles, a plastic fishing net on a long
pole, latex gloves and wet wipes. Gareth tells me where he thinks the ochre has
most accumulated. I start at the far end of the second lagoon alongside a metal
railing that runs along an overflow channel. Using the fishing net on a long pole I
dip the net into the water carefully and scoop out the sludge, trying not to disturb
the water too much. It touches down softly into the ochre, the rim of the net cuts
through the sediment of ochre easily and I scoop it softly through the ochre and
gently lift it up out of the water. At first it seems heavy with ochre, but a lot of clear
water drains from the bottom of the net and after the weight decreases only a
large hand full of ochre remains. The next scoop is better and I collect a good half
a net full.
The colour that comes out of the pond is a warm muddy brown, in some
places it looks greenish but most of the colour is a soft rust brown orange.
Concerned that the greenish colour could contaminate a good red colour I check
the green colour between my fingers and it opens up to reveal an almost acidic
yellow undertone.35 The green becomes yellow, and the muddy red opens into
an almost satsuma orange. It is far more intense than it appears through the
water, revealing a warm rusty yet also citric yellow. In the bucket it settles down
retreating again into the warm muddy brown, but my gloves are stained with
bright citric yellow orange. The ochre is slimy, almost oily. I fill a 10 litre tub, letting
as much water drain from the net each time as possible.
The acidity and iron content vary with seasonal changes and in response
to significant rainfall events,36 this accounts for slight discrepancies in the colour
35
The red / green mottling effect shows that the iron oxidation process is only partly complete
at this point.
36
P. Williams, Environmental Chemistry Data report/Six Bells, July 5, 2016, raw data, Six
Bells Coal Mine, South Wales.(Chemical data sheet provided by the Coal Authority)
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that I have observed at sites and in processing back at the studio.
There are rusty iron stains all around the site - on the cascades and the
edges of the concrete channels, and spilt down the edges of the bank where I have
collected material. A skinny ginger cat, weirdly matching the scene, approaches
the buckets of ochre cautiously. I fill two containers with sludge from two ends of
the lagoon. There is no obvious difference between the two colours.
I collect a third container from a ‘drying bed’ where the colour is dumped
when it is sucked out of the ponds during periodic maintenance. Here the colour
is a much darker brown with a singed umber crust, it is like burnt toast, weathered
looking. The surface is like cracked leather, forming weird rounded domed humps
as wet material has shrunk, it looks like a dried out parched swamp. Digging down
through the crusty surface by a few inches exposes a soft buttery like texture
underneath, where the colour is much lighter, like caramel - a lot more yellowy
brown than on top. Sometimes there are streaks like strata running through the
the compressed ochre butter as a different ochre composition has been laid down.
Differences appearing perhaps after a storm, or if ground water levels have risen
or fallen dramatically, reaching and unlocking new minerals which then appear in
the sedimented sludge. A version in miniature of the processes that formed the
coal measures under the surrounding hills.
Variations between ochres of different places can be extremely subtle or
very obvious. The pigment arising from the mines at Six Bells is quite distinctive.
It looks and feels different to the others I have studied. Initially unremarkable, its
green brown/brown orange with an oily looking film on the surface and a bright
yellow/orange underbody make it rather unusual.
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Drying beds, Six Bells Mine Water Treatment Scheme, 2016

Studio/Processing
When I return to the studio I take the ochre that is the texture of butter from
the drying beds and wash it in a bucket of water. It is slimy and oily and doesn’t
want to break up and disperse easily in the water - I have to work in smaller
quantities to let the water penetrate. It feels as if the particles are tightly packed
together like a very fine clay or slip. I squeeze and stir in a large plaster bucket to
loosen the tightly bound sticky sludge, gradually the stiff buttery material becomes
a reddish brown liquid soup. As the liquid spins I can just about perceive that
slight greenish yellow tinge. The ochre feels thin in the water as if the thick sludge
has evaporated away leaving a fine watery soup. I let the bucket stand for a few
moments and watch as the ochre begins to separate leaving a clear water film
behind as the colour slowly sinks to the bottom of the bucket. I leave it over night
and return to find the pigment has sunk about half way down the bucket, enough
to drain off the top clear water. There is a oily looking residue on the water’s
surface - this is a microbial biofilm and drains off with the surface water easily. I
add more clean tap water and wash the ochre again thoroughly by really allowing
all the pigment particles to suspend fully in the water. This time I let it settle
only for a minute, and still spinning, pour off the suspended pigment mixture into
41

another bucket pouring slowly and gently - I can see the colour clearly curling
round in loops as mini swirls and eddies form in the water. The liquid is a lovely,
even warm, orange brown, still with this slight greenish yellow - this is not quite
visible but more of an atmosphere underneath the colour, as if there is a yellow
hiding inside the colour’s outward appearance.

Washing ochre in the studio, Woodstock Buildings, Archway, London 2016

Colour
Colours seem to hide their complexities in the spaces between the words
we use to describe them. My language falters when trying to fully express
colour’s multiple impressions and characteristics. The colour suspended in
water is completely different as a dry powdered pigment, its lustre changes, its
physicality alters, weight, smell, texture are all different articulations of a single
colour material. Colour won’t conform to lexical systems of words and naming.37
37
Some cultures don’t have a word for ‘colour’ others only one or two words isolating
specific ones. Mario De Bartoli and Jesus Maroto, “Colours across Cultures, Global Propaganda”,
accessed October 31, 2016, http://globalpropaganda.com/articles/TranslatingColours.pdf.
An influential but controversial study in 1969 identified 11 Basic Colour Terms.
University of California, Berkeley, 1969; reprinted in paperback, 1991, 209 pp. Color Research
& Application 17, no. 5 (1992): doi:10.1002/col.5080170514. It is now considered that culturally
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Slips between the focal points of colour vision and the focal points of perception,
not to mention the culturally relative, are undervalued and left unexamined.38 The
rigours of measurement are blind to the physiological, psychological, emotional
and phenomenological uncertainty of colour – it is not possible to explain colour
in units of language39 - “Perception cannot be accurately measured”.40
Research by Berlin and Kay in 196941 shifted the prevailing view that colour
was culturally specific by grounding it in neurophysiology, causing huge debate
across many different disciples. Jessica Hemming counters this, stating that the
fixed “focal points” of each elemental colour do not necessarily translate into
what she calls the ‘cultural focal points” of the perceiving subject. The geographic
reach of the symbolism associated with the term “red” highlights the relationship
between perception of colour and its prime place in the universal lexical framework,
but crucially the particular red may differ across cultures from deep blood red to
orangey-red for example, suggesting that colour categorisation is integral to the
environment in which it is lexically linked.42
In the past I had found colour very difficult to work with in painting and I
spent most of my time avoiding using it. I found it difficult to correspond the colour
in the paint tube with colour in the world - the more I looked the more complicated
relative experience of colour was profoundly overlooked in their research methodology.
Paul Kay et al., “Color naming across languages,” Color Categories in Thought and Language:
209, doi:10.1017/cbo9780511519819.002.
38
Jessica Hemming, “Red, White, and Black in Symbolic Thought: The Tricolour Folk Motif,
Colour Naming, and Trichromatic Vision.” Folklore, 2012, 310-29. All languages encode between
two and eleven basic colour terms. Black White and red are always lexicalised first suggesting
these colours have a pre-eminence in symbolic thought.
39
“Although semiological approaches consider painting as a language, they do not allow for
an equivalent for colour within the elements of language identified by linguistics. Does it belong
among phonemes, morphemes, phrases, or lexemes? If it ever was fruitful, the language/painting
analogy, when faced with the problem of colour, becomes untenable”; Rudolf Arnheim, “Colour:
Irrational and Rational.” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 33, no. 2 (1974): 149-54.
Also see David Batchelor, Chromophobia (London: Reaktion, 2000), 79.”To attend to colour, then,
is, in part, to attend to the limits of language. It is to try to imagine, often through the medium of
language, what a world without language might be like”.
40
Kristeva ‘locates’ the wordlessness of colour – its more-than-colour ness within the
psychoanalytical space of primary, preconscious processes in her essay Giottos Joy, - imagining
aligning psychical developmental stages with phases of chromatic acquisition and individual colour
perception. Colours possess the capacity to carry the subject back to their psychic beginnings.
Any attempt to introduce words, lexical structures interrupts this directness. Kristeva, Julia. Desire
in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art. New York: Columbia University Press,
1980, 33.
41
Kay, Paul, Brent Berlin, Luisa Maffi, and William Merrifield. “Color Naming Across
Languages.” Color Categories in Thought and Language: 21-56. Accessed June 30, 2014.
doi:10.1017/cbo9780511519819.002.
42
Jessica Hemming, “Red, White, and Black in Symbolic Thought: The Tricolour Folk Motif,
Colour Naming, and Trichromatic Vision.” Folklore, 2012, 310-29.
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it became. I wanted a visual language that could explore sensation without the
specificities of representation or by relying on the subjective emotive qualities
that colour could evoke to communicate something that was both visceral and
cerebral. So I began thinning out coloured paint, draining it of all its complexity,
diluting the colour to nearly nothing— what little remained of the colour - was a
faint dissolved stain, or a scatter of particles straining to keep structure. It was
a way of using colour physically rather than relying so much on its visibility or
opticality.
I was interested in colour at its most reduced, fragile, indistinct. It occurs
to me only now that I was trying to control the colour to avoid any unintended
placement within the painting. Colour was maverick, unreliable, unruly and
stronger than I was - any single individual colour opened up a confusing plethora
of associations, sensations, emotions.43 Paradoxically, avoiding colour has led
me directly to it.
What I had discovered by using paint in this diluted thinned out way
emphasised to me the very fine and subtle differences of individual colours as
material. I began to notice how very different lamp black is from mars black diluted lamp black is faint thin and oily and leaves a stain embedded into a white
canvas ground, its particles are impossible to see, so very fine and delicate, its
blueish hue is cold and hard. Whereas mars black is warm and red, and the
thinner the paint became the warmer and rosier it gets, in the end I was making
pale pink paintings using very diluted mars black pigment,44 its structure was
stronger, more forgiving, it enjoyed being in oil. Whereas lamp black seemed like
it was always trying to escape its medium. Painting like this drew me closer to
an empathy for the material characteristics of paint colours and opened up many
questions about their individual physical properties that I had, until then, taken
for granted or not noticed. Some of these names give clues: cadmium orange,
43
I could also say that using saturated colour (in a way that I did not) begged the question
- why red? Or blue or green? The answer was never fully articulable, the desire to use colour
was there, but I feared its implications – without a rationale for using this colour or that, or this
colour not that, would lead to further trouble - a furry fuzzy zone of feelings and emotions that just
wasn’t getting near to what I wanted. The indistinct non-locate-ability of colour made it unusable.
The only person I looked to who used colour in a way that was independent, non referential and
yet entirely focused was Agnes Martin. I could grasp the relationships between mark, surface,
structure and the colour in her paintings was un-theoretical, intuitive, rigorous.
44
Mars pigment is made from oxidised salts of iron calcined at high temperatures. Nicholas
Eastaugh et al., The pigment compendium: a dictionary of historical pigments (Amsterdam:
Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, 2004), 253.
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cobalt blue, zinc and titanium white, burnt sienna, raw umber. Then there are
the paradoxical names; lamp black and ivory black which sounded contradictory
but materially authentic too. Following the names however was fraught with
complexity, as they did not always reveal that much about how the colour was
attained.45 But, the processes behind the names were still beyond reach - the
paint materials (and their sometimes allusive names) guarded the mysterious
inaccessibility and illusiveness that I felt surrounded colour.

Material-Immaterial
Most painters are aware of the transition that is made when the physical
material of paint (in the form of pigment particles in a binder) become a coating
of colour on a support. In that moment it becomes subsumed into the world of
multiple possible identities, it suddenly breaks wildly free, and yet gets swallowed
up in an ocean of subjectivity and history, willingly and unwillingly contextualised
and dematerialised. What did Frank Stella really mean when he said he wanted
“to keep the paint as good as it was in the can”? 46 In the can the paint is contained
- fixed to its industrial manufactured material origins? Once on a canvas it is
unleashed into a new illusive domain overflowing with subjectivity, context,
possible histories. Donald Judd desired his colour to be integrated with the art
object’s materiality to avoid it looking like a ‘coating’ or like paint at all, with all of
its implications of illusion, representation, deception.47
This contradiction between the intangible perception of colour and its very
obvious material belonging is something all painters must have to deal with in one
way or another. My ‘solution’ to this trouble led me to avoid colour by treating it as
a material instead that was shaped through gesture, and that dealt with residues,
deposits and trace. This began an ongoing series of drawings using lamp black
pigment pastels and an eraser. The drawings are constructed through a series of
repeated gestures erasing the black pigment covered ground and depositing its
45
The paintings of Maria Lalic further extrapolated a visible and physical inference between
colour and its material origins in her restrained compositions, drawing out a relationship between
the name of a colour and its material origins, often connected with the metals. Maria Lalic, “Colour
and Metal,” REF 2014, accessed July 08, 2016, http://impact.ref.ac.uk/CaseStudies/CaseStudy.
aspx?Id=42895.
46
David Batchelor, Chromophobia (London: Reaktion, 2000), 98.
47
Donald Judd, Theories and documents of contemporary art: a sourcebook of artists’
writings, ed. Kristine Stiles and Peter Howard Selz (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
2012), 138.
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residue on a another sheet of paper - a process much like carving and modelling.
The motion of transporting material from one part of a drawing work to another
pointed to structural processes outside and beyond the studio that involve systems
of material-human exchange, human-material restlessness and human-material
belonging.48 At the time I was living close to Gloucester Cathedral and its material
source - an oolitic limestone quarry. The buildings material presence points to a
material absence in the form of a hole in the ground, materially the two states
(presence/absence) are connected, locatable and real, one contains the other,
relies on it. This resonance between the landscape and the architecture emitting
from it is best expressed by Adrian Stokes in the Stones of Rimini in which he
describes “a Greek temple is an ideal quarry reconstructed on the hill.”49

Resemblance and Abstraction
The ochre colour suspended in a bucket of water in my studio is one version
of many possible states that the colour can inhabit, but my vocabulary is limited
and frustrated in describing it. The increasing technologically complex relationship
between things, materials and colours has become less distinct over the passage
of time. There are too many colours to be able to name them all – the more
variation of colour there is in the environment, the more information a singular
colour term must carry, like red for example, the weight of associations it bears is
huge. Lexical frameworks reduce the million colours perceived by individuals into
a handful of recognisable ‘Basic Colour Terms’.50 The ratio between what we can
say about shape and the language we have to describe colour is thought to be
about 50:1.51 Language, it seems struggles to keep up and yet colour acts directly
on the nervous system.
Historically, the colours used in painting describe human technologies
evolving and perceptions changing. The complex alchemical methods employed
48
I continue to make this series of drawings. Recent works are made using charcoal from
the Forest of Dean and new processes of material exchange. The development of these drawings
are discussed in The Forest.
49
Adrian Stokes, “The Pleasures of Limestone: a geological medley,” in The Critical writings
of Adrian Stokes, ed. Lawrence Gowing, vol. 1 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978), 197.
50
R. Merrifield, “Brent Berlin and Paul Kay, Basic color terms: their universality and evolution.
Berkeley and Los Angeles: The University of California Press, 1969. Pp. xi 178.,” Journal of
Linguistics 7, no. 02 (1971): , doi:10.1017/s0022226700002966.
51
Rudolf Arnheim, “Colour: Irrational and Rational,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism 33, no. 2 (1974): 150.
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by the medieval painter demonstrated a synthesis of material properties,
knowledge and cultural values. Complex recipes to extract intense blue from lapis
lazuli brought together tacit knowledge, symbolism and science. A single colour
brought together aesthetic value, physiological benefits and spiritual beliefs.
Spike Bucklow describes the intricacy involved in methods of pigment processing
and how these join up with other areas of human experience:
Extracting the deep midnight blue of lapis lazuli was complex,
expensive and time consuming – but it was favoured over a similar
blue that was 10 times cheaper because the material properties of
Lapis were thought to connect heaven and earth. The elemental
composition of the blue stone required very specific processes and
methods to extract the blue pigment successfully. The physical
material of colours was thought to exert influence over the physical
body, just as the perceptual nature of colour exerts influence over the
mind.52
The relationship between colour and material has become increasingly
illusive as the connection between a single colour and its material properties
becomes less direct or lost altogether. While colour was always used as a material
that could represent other materials (like hematite and blood), now colours imitate
other colours and their materiality is far more ambiguous and uncertain. The
material of colour - the ironness of red oxide for example - once connected colour
material with the physiology of perception and the imagination, as iron hematite
pigment was simultaneously blood, life and rebirth etc. now blood red colour is
a simulacra used to stand for a multitude of things, signs, adverts etc. While the
earth colours retain their physical earthy materiality, they have never-the-less lost
all connection with their identity through a de-valuing of place, as global mineral
sources remain unnamed, and thus their ability to connect colour and place is
lost.
In my studio the washed ochre collected from Six Bells is left to settle, the
clear water is drained off and the residual sludge scooped out into shallow drying
trays and put close to the window where the sun comes in, to dry it out. As it dries
the colour darkens and dulls, developing a dark chocolate crust on the surface,
similar to the parched dried ochre in the drying beds in the landscape. It contracts
and breaks into a cracked pattern. I manually break it up further to speed the
52
Spike Bucklow, The Alchemy of Paint: Art, Science and Secrets From the Middle Ages
(London, New York : Marion Boyars, 2009), 43.
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drying - letting the air get further in to it. I notice the small pieces are very brittle
and snap rather than crumble when I break them apart. I manually grind up a
small quantity with a mortar and pestle, it is very hard and takes much grinding.
Gradually the brittle grittiness gives way to a powder and the colour gradually
lifts from a very dark brown to a dull greenish brown. I continue to grind until the
sound changes and the bowl starts to ‘sing’ - the crushing of the particles is taken
over by the ringing sound of ochre powder between stone. The feeling of grinding
changes from resistance to a feeling that the ochre is lubricating the movement
easing the revolution around the bowl. Six Bells is sharp, grainy and brittle, unlike
some other colours which crumble more easily. This is reflected in its colour too,
which is also sharp. It seems brighter than the others, more transparent and
intense. This difference is exaggerated even further when I look at it under the
cross-polarised light microscope in Ruth Siddall’s office.

Goethite, Digital Photograph Cross-Polarised Light (XPL) x1000, Field of
view 0.1 mm Photograph Ruth Siddall/Onya McCausland, 2015
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Mounted on a slide in dispersion, a single particle of yellow amber iron oxide
suddenly comes into focus. It looks like a crushed fragment of caramel, but much
more jewel like and translucent. The edges are hard, straight and sometimes
sharp and glassy looking. A single bright particle of the ‘rust’ of iron. Under crosspolarised light the ochre looks like a translucent amber crystal glowing in dark
space. Turning the dial trying to refocus, more crystal fragments of particles of
ochre appear through the lens. Amber with sharp edges glowing like tiny pyramids.
The colour and the material - the optical and tactile converge.
Iron oxide particles are made up of numerous different kinds of mineral
composition that determine their structure, such as haematite, goethite,
ferrihydrite, limonite - there are many more. Some structures are amorphous
and others crystalline, and although this one seemed clearly crystalline through
the lens of the microscope I had been prepared to expect that these young
iron oxides would more than likely be the amorphous iron structure ferrihydrite.
Viewing through the microscope determines this to a degree - a crystal structure
will glow through cross polarised light, while an amorphous structure will not, as
the light is not refracted back in the same way. But determining exactly what kind
of crystal structure would require X-Ray diffraction.
UCL Earth Sciences were able to conduct X-ray diffraction tests on the
pigments. A method that determines the atomic and molecular structure of a
crystal by measuring the reflection patterns of a beam of X-rays off the crystal to
determine its structure.53 The resulting graph reveals peaks according to where
the beams have found a particular atomic spacing in a crystal structure. A small
quantity of pigment, about a heaped teaspoon, was carefully placed in a crucible
which was mounted and secured onto a rotating platform surrounded by a huge
steel casing.

53
Discussion during X-ray set up with Professor David Dobson in the UCL Earth Sciences.
Also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-ray_crystallography
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The red peak in the x-ray diffraction pattern indicates the presence of the crystal structure of
the mineral goethite. Tests conducted in UCL Earth Sciences with Pro-fessor David Dobson
2015

The results gave a clear indication of the presence of the crystalline structure
of the mineral goethite.54 It was interesting to see this, and to know the exact
mineral I was working with - to name it. Subsequently I have learned through
handling the pigment - and comparing it to other similar goethite from established
pigment sources - that its colour, texture and behaviour all consistently point to
the mineral goethite.55

54
An iron hydroxide mineral that was named in 1806 in honour of the German poet, novelist
and geoscientist Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
55
An iron oxide hydroxide often with some substitutions of manganese; FeO(OH).
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Perception
The chemical and physical composition of individual earth pigments effects
their colour. At first the colours in the ground at different mine sites seem fairly
similar, it would not be inaccurate to describe them generically, as orange. But then
differences start to become apparent as each colour behaves, feels, smells and
looks different during processing. The thin bright yellow underneath that muddy
dull brown-green of Six Bells that took so long to settle in water, reveals that it
has a very fine particle size. The finer yellower particles remain in suspension
for much longer, and the darker larger heavier particles sink first. The smaller
particles, reflecting more light, show off this singing bright yellow, while the larger
particles hide their true character under a coat of rusty brown which reveals less
immediately a warm golden orange.
The ground up brownish dust in a bowl in front of me again looks
unremarkable. It is the processed, washed and dried colour from Six Bells. It
completely hides its remarkable crystalline sharp yellow interior, and as I stare
down to look at it, it is hard to believe in the bright golden shard seen through
the microscope. But this IS the same colour. I spit on my finger, dip it into the shit
brown coloured pigment and rub it into a piece of paper and the golden yellow
colour re-appears. A colour so reminiscent of the famous Italian ochre, raw sienna
and burnt sienna in its intensity and richness.
It is unusual to hear of iron oxides used as a dye colour for fabric, usually it
is too course or corrosive for fragile materials, but about five years ago goethite
was discovered coating the death shroud covering the body of King Midas’s
father in a tomb hidden deep inside a burial mound in the Phrygian kingdom in
central Turkey between 740 - 700 BC. The shroud was made from fabric woven
and coated with goethite pigment that would have given it a golden sheen. It is
thought to be the oldest known use of the pigment in this way.56

56
Brian Rose, “The Penn Museum,” Penn Museum - University of Pennsylvania Museum
of Archaeology and Anthropology, accessed February 08, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=NPgZhBagmbk.
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Onya McCausland, Separation: Reflection and Shadow, Oil on ply and aluminium,
136cm X 100cm x 2cm, 2014
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This amazing fact is entirely conceivable to me now as I look at a bright
golden colour bound in oil coating the surface of a painting - one part a bright
gold ‘under tone’ the other deep rust brown ‘mass tone’. The paintings opticality
literally highlights the golden quality of this remarkable colour and its even more
remarkable setting and genesis.57 Paradoxically, a pigment that not only looks
like gold but has ancient golden connections is now sent to landfill or dumped in
heaps in drying beds until an economic use can be found for it.58

NB: On the 28th June 1960 Six Bells suffered a tragic accident when an underground
explosion resulted in the death of 45 miners. The local news reports describe how
rescuers found groups of dead miners still in their positions of work as they became
overcome with gas. An ignition caused by a spark from a block of quartzite falling onto
the canopy of a steel shelter used for shielding behind during blasting operations caused
a massive explosion which ignited raised coal dust, spreading a fire throughout the entire
mine working region.
The accident left its mark on the town, I find several references to it in local literature,
the heritage centre devotes much of its display material to the disaster, and it comes up
in conversations with locals. Lowry’s painting, one of his largest was made after a visit
here in 1962. And now a 20 metre high monument of a miner by artist Sebastian Boyesen
‘Guardian’ stands over the shaft entrance overlooking Parc Arael Griffin (the reclaimed
and landscaped former colliery site). The coal mines remained the predominant economic
emphasis here until the general run down of the industry in the 1980s.59 The mine finally
closed in 1987 and all the old mine buildings where demolished soon after and no other
colliery buildings exists in the area anymore.
At the time of writing this August 2016, the high street at Abertillery, once the largest
shopping centre in Monmouthshire is now very run down. Every couple of shops has a
‘To Let’ sign, many are closed and the general feeling is of severe economic depression.
57
Later, when I get the opportunity to burn Six Bells something even more remarkable
happens. Using this burnt ochre will form a forthcoming body of work.
58
There is currently research looking into new uses for the ochre sludge in the building
industry, where its use has been tested in the past, but there are still challenges because of the
relatively high processing costs for a relatively cheap end-product, previous attempts at using
the pigment commercially have come to nothing. Sivachidambaram Sadasivam and Hywel Rhys
Thomas, “Colour and toxic characteristics of metakaolinite–hematite pigment for integrally coloured
concrete, prepared from iron oxide recovered from a water treatment plant of an abandoned coal
mine,” Journal of Solid State Chemistry 239 (2016): , doi:10.1016/j.jssc.2016.05.003.
59
Six Bells Mining Heritage Centre, notes in museum display, Chapel Road, Tyebbw Fach,
Six Bells, Wales.
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Over the years the local museum, which is run by a small group of elderly volunteers, has
collected bits and pieces from the towns past - old shop signs, stained glass windows
from demolished churches, and most remarkable and beautiful of them all, a Carrara
marble cafe counter with marble soda pump and brass counter rail with a huge original
steam coffee machine that used to belong to a famous Italian coffee shop run by Tony
Cavaciuti and his family in the 1960s. It is an unlikely reminder of the radical cultural and
economic changes that have occurred here.
Unlike some of the other sites explored in this research where the landscape
context has enabled adaption to change, Six Bells has not recovered economically, and
new investment is scant. The old pub used by miners, the ‘Coach and Horses’, is now the
heritage centre and cafe, (one tiny room devoted to the trauma of the strike and the mine
explosion disaster). The man I speak to tells me most people now commute to Cardiff,
and young people don’t have opportunities to develop their potential and many work in
call centres. A group of volunteers had got together to set up a Social Enterprise scheme,
applied for funding and established the Centre. They have just secured a deal to get the
cruise ship tours to stop over on their land stops, the ‘Guardian’ sculpture at Parc Arael
Griffin was a key attraction. But tourism from the Brecon Beacons National Park doesn’t
quite flow this far south. And new industries are few and far between.
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Oxford Ochre

Oxford Ochre held at the Winsor & Newton Archive Hamilton Kerr Institute.

Other than raw and burnt sienna, umber, Verona green and one or two other
examples, there are very few commercially available earth colour paints that
carry a connection to their place of belonging. Specialist pigment suppliers such
as Kremer have managed to acquire batches of earth pigment from historic earth
sources such as the red earth near the Loire valley and even small quantities of
genuine sienna pigment from Monte Amiata, sold as dry powder. On their website
Kremer occasionally give the circumstances of a particular earth pigment, often
limited in quantity and availability.
In western Burgundy, south and north of the river Loire, numerous
mines produced a local shade of natural earth ochre. Long before it
became famous for its wines, and ochre was pulled from the earth,
thin layers of iron ore were mined in the region, establishing a smelting
industry and contributing to its wealth. Besides ochre and iron ore,
there are also significant occurrences of gray clay which burns to a
light color in ceramics. The ochre veins run only about a foot thick,
and usually deep in the earth. After taking over the S.O.F. (Societe des
Ocres Francaises) in 1970, the ochre producers of southern France
closed all mines in Burgundy which had turned unprofitable, since the
mines of the Luberon in the Provence region yield a higher volume and
55

are more accessible. By chance we have obtained a good amount of
the Burgundy ochres from old stock.60
Most earth pigments’ names rarely signify their genuine place of origin
anymore. The earth pigment known as English red earth or English red deep and
English red light sold by Kremer are given as “mixed red earth, orange, burnt” or
“German, mixed red earth, burnt, cool red” with colour index no. PR 101.77491.61
Genuine UK red earth pigment historically came from Florence mine in Cumbria,
and the other notable UK source of red ochre was called Crawshay red from the
Forest of Dean.62 The iron ore mine at Clearwell Caves still produces a range of
ochres from bright red to yellow and purple. The caves at Clearwell iron ore mine
are of particular significance here and it will be discussed in the next section.
Other sources of earth pigment in the UK are limited to small and irregular
supplies here and there. Bideford black is available, but only to those who know
how to get to the thin vein outcropping on the North Devon coast accessible via a
single track road and across several fields along a stretch of beach. But there are
no longer any major sources of ochre dug from the earth in the UK and sold as
commercially available paints, an exception is the paint range developed by Pip
Seymore who sells a paint called Florence red and Florence deep red produced
from old stock sourced at Florence mine.63 Florence mine itself is a remarkable
project run by a small community called the Florence Paintmakers who make
and sell their paint - from the remaining hematite - locally.64 These are examples
of earth pigments drawn from finite supplies from small scale workings, or small
quantities of colour sold from old stock from mines and quarries that have become
uneconomic. These sources are not usable for large scale paint manufacture
because the colour supply cannot be guaranteed and colour consistency can not
be relied upon.
The most recent source of UK earth pigment that was widely available came
from Shotover Hill just east of Oxford and was widely known as Oxford ochre.
60
Kremer, “Burgundy Red Ochre Deep,” English red light, accessed January 17, 2015,
http://shop.kremerpigments.com/en/pigments/english-red-light.
61
Kremer, “Natural earth pigments,” English red light, accessed January 17, 2015,
http://shop.kremerpigments.com/en/pigments/english-red-light.
62
Nicholas Eastaugh et al., The pigment compendium: a dictionary of historical pigments
(Amsterdam: Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, 2004), 183.
63
“Oil Paints & Mediums,” Pip Seymour Fine Art Products | Acrylic paint and primers | Oil
Paint and Mediums, accessed February 18, 2017, http://www.pipseymour.co.uk/.
64
“Hand Made Paint,” Florence Paintmakers, accessed February 18, 2017, http://www.
florencepaintmakers.co.uk/.
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The pit, on the site of a private estate run by the Stanier family, was producing
ochre commercially until the 1920s when the supply began to dwindle, but the
last batches bought by commercial paint manufacturer Winsor & Newton lasted
into the 1950s when the association between the place and the colour was finally
lost.65 The name has recently been revived by the house paint manufacturer Fired
Earth who sell Oxford Ochre wall paint, a pale synthesised version of the once
famous original bright yellow.66 The Winsor & Newton catalogues show the last
entry for Artist Oil Colour Oxford Ochre (Yellow Ochre Pale) is 1948.67 The 1931
and 1940 formulations for AOC (Artist Oil Colour) show the colour Yellow Ochre
comprised of 2 parts Oxford Ochre to 1 part Yellow Ochre (of unknown origin),
the batch number of the Oxford Ochre used indicates it was bought in 1913. The
formulation for Yellow Ochre Pale uses only Oxford Ochre from the same delivery.
But by at least 1965 Yellow Ochre Pale was based on a synthetic iron oxide.68
From early on the colour of Oxford ochre was described as being a very
light bright yellow ochre.
Yellow Oaker, is of two sorts; the one gotten in England, the other
brought from beyond the Seas: the one is light Yellow, much like the
colour of Wheat straw; the other is somewhat of a deeper colour. 69
The earliest detailed account of Oxford ochre is given by Robert Plot, the first
Professor of Chemistry at Oxford University. In his Natural History of Oxfordshire
of 1677, he describes how difficult it was to find:
They dig it now at Shotover on the East side of the hill, on the right
hand of the way leading from Oxford to Whately [Wheatley], though
question-less it may be had in many other parts of it; the vein dips from
East to West, and lies from seven to thirty feet in depth, and between
two and seven inches thick; enwrapped it is within ten folds of earth,
65
The earliest mention of ochre from Oxford was by Norgate in the early seventeenth
century and later in 1676 John Smith remarks that most comes from the Shotover Hills near
Oxford, England.
66
“Fired Earth,” Floor Tiles, Wall Tiles, Paint, Kitchens & Bathrooms | Fired Earth, , accessed
January 08, 2016, http://www.firedearth.com/oxford-ochre-5.
67
The actual paint made from this supply lasted into the 1950s when the batches were
replaced with synthetic and mixed sources of pigment. Ian Garrett, Personal email correspondence
and “Winsor & Newton Archive of 19th Century Artists’ materials,” Fitzwilliam Museum Hamilton
Kerr Institute, accessed 01/07/17, http://webapps.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/wn/index.php.
68
Winsor & Newton Archive of 19th Century Artists’ materials, Fitzwilliam Museum Hamilton
Kerr Institute, accessed 01/07/17, http://webapps.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/wn/index.php.
69
John Smith. The Art of Painting. 1676. p.22. Patrick Baty Historical paint consultant RSS,
accessed February 08, 2017, http://patrickbaty.co.uk/2011/08/25/oxford-ochre/.
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all which must be past through before they come at it; for the earth is
here, as at most other places, I think I may say of a bulbous nature,
several folds of divers colours and consistencies, still including one
another, not unlike the several coats of a Tulip root, or onyon.70
I visited the site of the Oxford ochre pits in 2014. The owner of the estate,
Sir Beville Stanier, took me to the place were the last pits were dug and where a
clearly visible depression had been hollowed out mechanically in the landscape,
with steep banks now partially covered with semi-mature trees. But I did find a
tiny speck of bright yellow ochre rock. It was surprising to see that a site with
such a reputation was so modest. Indicating perhaps the relatively small scale of
pigment mining in the UK, which was a side show to metal mining, iron, copper,
tin, and of course, coal.

Oxford Ochre, Shotover Hill ochre Pit, Wheatley, Oxford, 2014. The last source of
ochre manufactured in the UK by Windsor & Newton

70
“Patrick Baty – Historical paint consultant | Patrick Baty,” Patrick Baty Historical paint
consultant RSS, , accessed February 08, 2017, http://patrickbaty.co.uk/2011/08/25/oxford-ochre/.
Robert Plot. Natural History of Oxfordshire. 1677. p.55
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THE FOREST

Onya McCausland, Charcoal Measure, Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail, 2016.71 Photograph by
Gareth Bowden.

During the course of this research I travelled to distinct geological and
industrial settings in search of iron oxide pigments that are connected by the
conditions of their genesis inside former coal mines. The Forest of Dean in
Gloucestershire stands out from the other sites discussed because it focuses
on the geological materials and processes that cause the formation of the iron
oxides. Through the development of a new public artwork I have examined
interrelationships between the coal measures, mining activity and the formation
of ferric oxyhydroxides. Beneath the surface of the Forest of Dean the earth once
held a material abundance of coal mines, iron ore mines and ochre pits, and the
landscape above was harvested for charcoal, used to fuel small-scale industries.
It was in this forest that I first found and collected red ochre pigment 300ft deep
in an iron ore mine at Clearwell Caves in 2008 and made a direct connection
between a colour and its origins in the landscape, triggering the course of the
current research. The mines and natural cave systems at Clearwell Caves (where
an historically important red ochre pigment can still be bought from the mine
shop) have been pivotal in comprehending the complex geology forming ochre,
iron ore and also coal and how these materials interact to produce other materials
71
Charcoal Measure by Onya McCausland; Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail, http://www.
forestofdean-sculpture.org.uk/charcoal-measure- by-onya-mccausland/.
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such as the ochre pigments, oxyhydroxides or ferrihydrite formed from acid mine
drainage in former coal mines. The forest landscape also provides the context for
gaining insight into material technologies and material and human interactions,
such as the process of burning (long performed in this forest landscape) not
only as a means to change a materials physical state - burning ochre, smelting
iron - but also as a symbolic and cultural signifier that join together material
transformations with human ones.
My re-connection with the Forest of Dean was preceded by a project
conducted at Camden Arts Centre in 2014 which involved burning ochre in their
garden, Ochre Burn was a collaborative event between myself and Dr. Spike
Bucklow from the Hamilton Kerr Institute at Cambridge University to test out
the physics of burning ochre under the most basic conditions - digging a round
hole, building a small fire, waiting for the fire to produce embers, placing a few
lumps of yellow ochre in the centre of the fire and sprinkling in some ochre dust.72
The burn successfully produced burnt red ochre from a yellow rock, meaning its
transformation was possible at relatively low temperatures, or below 500 degrees.
Shortly after this event the Forest of Dean Sculpture Trust contacted me about
the opportunity of a commission, also involving burning - to make charcoal, and
the forest landscape began to refigure in the current research. Consequently, the
material dominant in this section is not red, but black.

Forest Formation
Forests were forming here during the upper Carboniferous around 300
million years ago during a period of wet humid conditions sup-ported tropical
vegetation and rich dense forests. The pink-tinged earth that follows a course
up through the South West of England under the Bristol Channel through Wales
and the Forest of Dean is influenced by the iron rich Devonian sandstone called
‘Old Red Sandstone’ that is formed of oxidised irons which filtered through hot
dry sandy beds. Its formation was followed by periods of marine transgression
72
Spike Bucklow and Onya McCausland, “Visual Thinking: Turning Landscape into Colour
- What’s On,” Camden Arts Centre, March 2014, accessed February 11, 2017, https://www.
camdenartscentre.org/whats-on/view/tlic. By chance this took place on or near by the site where
Keith Arnatt had dug a hole for his public land art work Invisible Hole Revealed by the Shadow of
the Artist in 1968-9, which, although not particularly important to our event, none the less provided
a significant contextual backdrop for it.
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where rising sea levels and marine life, returned the pink desert back into a wet
swamp. These old forests grew, trapped sunlight and decayed, dried out, became
swamp again, grew and decayed, over and over and the dark organic matter of
the black coal seams was formed in layers over the sandstones and between the
mudstones and limestones. Subsequent tectonic activity created the synclined
basin of Carboniferous Limestone sitting over the Old Red Sandstone creating a
cup-shaped depression, where deposits of iron-rich ochre carried in water filled
the cavities in the ‘crease’ limestone, forming the deposits found in Clearwell
Caves.73
Iron is described as Neptunian because it travels down from above, through
porous surfaces, creases, fissures and cracks - ore-bearing sediments become
bedded in limestone and scatter particulate in sandstone, or become locked up in
the coal measures. But it is also thrown back up to the surface, carried in bodies
of water. Iron is drawn out and up through the Earth in multiple variants staining
river banks, gurgling up from stinking sulphurous iron springs, blood like, seeping
up onto the surface, young iron forced out of disturbed sediments of the fossilised
carbon Forest.
Landscape Journey No.2
Driving west from the city the Forest feels like an ancient relic - overgrown
and hidden. The topography is deeply rumpled, uneven and difficult to discern
under all the foliage. Trees obscure the shape of the distant landscape and
mosses, ferns and brambles envelop the closer surfaces - heaps, bumps, scoops
and hollows softly covered with green disguise centuries of digging. The Forest is
like a double labyrinth, an obfuscation, you can’t see out to get orientation (wi-fi
reception is intermittent), and below the ground’s surface exists another matrix of
time, carved out tunnels, chambers and caves. Historically the Forest is shaped
by centuries of resistance and descent. Defiance against change, defended
partly by its peculiar geography - its basin shaped plateau held between two
rivers - the Severn to the east, the Wye to the west. It has held off the powerful
forces of large scale industrialisation and corporatisation, possibly by a fluke of
history - the famous, and enduring ‘Freeminers’ rights to mine in the Dean are
73
Ruth Siddall, “The Iron Forest: ochres in the Forest of Dean” (lecture, Deep Material
Encounters, Clearwell Caves, Coleford, April 15, 2016).
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said to have been granted by King Edward 1 in 1296 as a gesture of gratitude
for their role in defending Berwick during the Scottish War of Independence by
tunnelling through the line of defence. The Freeminers have defended this right
ever since, resisting numerous trade offs of crown property, as thousands of acres
here and there were used as bribes, provoking further riots, forcing retraction and
reinstatement, overturning land deals - tearing down enclosures, reclaiming the
common grazing rights - rights that remarkably still hold today.

English Red Earth
The Forest’s unique geology has defined production, harvest and material
uses that have shaped the economy in this landscape for hundreds of years. The
long history of mining is intertwined with other industries, such as the production
of charcoal to fuel iron smelting furnaces, and the use of raw timber to build ships.
Later, when coal was mined it took over from the charcoal industry which slowly
died out, however the relationship between charcoal, coal and iron endures. The
remnants of these industries are visible in the bright orange staining in one or
two places around the forest as iron pyrites release into flood waters that flush
through the exposed cavities of the empty mines, oxidising on contact with the
air and leach out through spring lines and streams collecting in depressions and
ditches, just as in other parts of the country where the mines are on a much larger
scale. The Forest embodies cycles of material exchange, the harnessed energy
of one material fuelling transformation into another material or state.
One of Forest’s oldest iron ore mines has been producing red ochre for
many centuries.74 For years the ochre was more valuable than the primary metal
ore that was also mined there. The pigment was considered one of the finest red
ochres available and was named English Red Earth or Terra rossa d’Inghilterra.75
Remarkably, English Red Earth is still available today but the pigment is only
sold commercially in tiny quantities directly from Clearwell Caves gift shop,76
74
Nicholas Eastaugh et al., The pigment compendium: a dictionary of historical pigments
(Amsterdam: Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, 2004), 183.
75
Nicholas Eastaugh et al., The pigment compendium: a dictionary of historical pigments
(Amsterdam: Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, 2004). 150. Also H. Howard, Pigments of english
medieval wall painting (London: Archetype, 2003), 141.
76
Clearwell Cave gift shop stocks small pots of pigment that mine owner Jonathan Wright
collects himself from the deepest parts of the mine. Clearwell Caves The Rocks, Nr Coleford,
Royal Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire GL168JR
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while large scale synthetic manufacture of a colour with the same name barely
resembles the original natural earth - the synthetic version has a uniform flatness
and a heavy opaque colour in comparison to the glowing deep warm transparent
red of the genuine earth.
During a year as Artist in Residence at Gloucester Cathedral in 2008 I had
spent very little time in the nearby Forest of Dean up until a connection became
apparent between tiny flecks of red paint on the walls of the buildings Romanesque
limestone interior and the ancient iron ore mine producing red ochre in the Forest.
Until the Reformation, the Cathedral walls, ceilings and woodwork would have
been covered with painted images. The few remaining traces of colour now point
in a direct line back to the history of fervent iconoclasm. Leftover specks of red
that contain almost as much violence as the aggressive cut marks and smashed
stone heads scarring the altar of the Lady Chapel - visible evidence of where
the kings soldiers sharpened their swords. In this context and at that moment
the colour in the Cathedral became intensely powerful and potent. It became
a physical container or conduit for so much history not merely an elusive or
intangible abstraction or decoration. I wanted to find out what the red pigment
was, and where it came from.

Traces of red paint in a niche along the north isle of Gloucester Cathedral,
2008
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The word ‘colour’ is also taken from the old Latin word ‘Colos’ meaning ‘a
covering’ akin to celare which is ‘to hide or conceal’,77 but here it seemed as if the
opposite was at play. This red in the cathedral, probably dug from a cave in the
Forest of Dean, absorbed the geological folds of the Earth into the infinite folds
of the Baroque and Romanesque architecture. This red colour seemed more
akin to the Greek Kosmos, relating to the word cosmetic, glimpses of the cosmos
contained in the flecks of red on thousand year old limestone walls.

Red ochre (hematite) in the iron ore mines of Clearwell Caves, 2016

77
Robert K. Barnhart and Sol Steinmetz, Chambers dictionary of etymology (Edinburgh:
Chambers, 1999).
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This red stood out in opposition to the stripped, blank iconoclasm of the
Protestant walls. This red defied obliteration. The tiny traces of colour became
an aperture into other worlds - it was as if the red was a container of multiple
states, perspectives, and time frames. The red ochre expressed the abundance
of (invisible) images through the circumstances of their absence. The red paint
was simultaneously the red earth of the cave, red of fire, and red of excess.
The colour in the Cathedral and in the Cave opened many questions that
related to painting that offered a way to explore colour as physical corporeal
material that had previously been too elusive and abstract to get to grips with,
caught up in the slippery complexities surrounding the relationship between
colour, material and language.78 The red in the Cave-Cathedral was a crack that
opened the possibility of colour as a physical tangible material with agency and
potency. Its visceral and emotional power on humans can be traced through its
physical and material belonging to the earth. This applied to all colour materials,
including black.

The Mines
At the centre of the Forest the coal measures sit at their deepest and at
its edges around the parameter the coal rises close to the surface where it
occasionally outcrops onto the surface. The Forest once encased a mineral
treasure chest filled with iron ore, ochre, coal and also gold. The forest trees
provided charcoal and coal that fuelled iron production, preserved in the local
town names like Cinderford and Coleford. Centuries of quarrying have remodelled the surface of the Forest. Mounds and depressions sculpted by the
hands of Romans miners, expelled earth forming into heaps and shallowed out
‘scowls’79 where surface outcrops of iron and coal have been scooped out of open
pits leaving behind an unusual contour of waste heaps beside deep hollows, and
later drift mines carved deep into its surface, and finally deep vertical shafts sunk
with names like Hopewell, Speculation, Oakwell, Phoenix, Rose in Hand, Cannop
Drift, Monument. The later workings are mapped and documented, named and
78
Rudolf Arnheim, “Colour: Irrational and Rational,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism 33, no. 2 (1974): 151.
79
Scowles or scowle holes, the depression left by outcrop iron/coal workings, have taken
their name from either the Welsh ‘ysgil’, which means recess, or the old English ‘crowll’ meaning
cave.
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remembered by place or person; Smith Coal, Parkend, Starkey, Churchway or
by the material seam; Twenty Inches, Rocky, Yorkley, High Delf and Brazilly.
Some names are self explanatory or descriptive Oakwell, Churchway, Twenty
Inches, but Brazilly - a strange name for a seam of coal in the Forest of Dean. An
exotic sounding anomaly which on closer inspection reveals etymological origins
that point to the Portuguese trade in a red dye extracted from ‘brazilwood’ that
was said to glow ‘red like an ember’ from the latin ‘brasa’ or ‘ember, glowing
charcoal’80 - and begins to draw together the complexities of this materially rich
landscape and its expression in colour.

Red burning coals buried inside the heap of charcoal, 2015

80
Robert K. Barnhart and Sol Steinmetz, Chambers dictionary of etymology (Edinburgh:
Chambers, 1999).
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Charcoal
The Forest of Dean Sculpture Trust invited me to return to the Forest to work
on the decommissioning process of Magdalena Jetelova’s sculpture Place.81 The
sculpture, that was made of whole round oak tree trunks, had become unstable
and would be turned into charcoal (as Jetelova had originally intended) and I
would reuse the resulting material to make a new work/s.
The trees here have been burned to make charcoal for centuries.82 The
charcoal making tradition was originally driven by the abundance of iron ore found
in the forest. Charcoal was used to fuel the iron furnaces before coal took over
as the predominant heat source. Charcoal burns at 2,700°C so it can be used to
smelt iron which has a very high melting point to transforms iron ore into steel.83
Making charcoal from the decommissioned sculpture was both finally honouring
the artists original intentions by performing a gesture of the forests’ history, as
well as fuelling the formation of new artworks. The act of burning Place would
unsettle, disrupt and transform the site, the sculpture and the people involved.

81
I was approached by the Trust in November 2014 because they had seen a talk I had
done in Yorkshire Sculpture Park Revisiting The Quarry: Excavation, Legacy, Return, Yorkshire
Sculpture Park, speakers: Joy Sleeman, Luke Bennett, Onya McCausland, Charles Danby and
Rob Smith, Mark Peter, Wright, Rob Le Frenais 15 May 2014 (REMOVE)
82
Rapid deforestation occurred in the 1630s, caused by the frenzied expansion of world
trade and its defence that was supported by ships made from the Forests trees. More recently huge
fires burned heaps of dead livestock during the foot and mouth disease in 2001. Consequently the
emotional resonance of fire in this landscape is incredible strong.
83
R. Haaland, G. Haaland, and R. Suman, “The Social Life of Iron. A Cross-Cultural Study
of Technological, Symbolic, and Social Aspects of Iron Making,” Anthropos 97 1 (2002):. Materials
and processes that are evident all over the world from the Neolithic to the present day.
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Magdalena Jetelová, Place, Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail, 2015
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Place
I met up with Magdalena Jetelová in her studio in Dusseldorf to understand
more about her intentions for the burning of the sculpture 29 years before. She
talked about some of the circumstances of her history, defined by a spirit of revolt,
resistance and defiance when her home in Czechoslovakia succumbed to the
invasion of Russian tanks following the Prague Spring in 1968 and she was
forced to emigrate to Italy for involvement in the political movement as a young
student. She spoke of burning as an act of transformation, of impermanence and
change, and the sign of the smoke across the landscape was a symbol of this.
When I first visited the Forest of Dean I heard about the tradition
of charcoaling there. I was fascinated by this landscape due to the
contradiction between the beauty of the imposing view and the scar
which was incurred through the logging on this site. This is why I chose
this location for my art. I strove to connect the imposing view with the
positive energy of the charcoal tradition.84
That same year, 1986, David Nash had also made reference to the charcoal
tradition in his sculpture Black Dome85 which can still be seen installed deeper
into the Forest trail.86 But the Forestry Commission would not allow the burn to
take place as Jetelova had intended because it was deemed too dangerous.
So the sculpture remained intact overlooking the Cannop valley for 29 years. A
monumental landmark that could be seen for miles.
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Personal email correspondence with Magdalena Jetelová September 2015.
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Rupert Martin, Martin Orrom, and Bruce Allan, The Sculpted Forest: Sculptures in the
Forest of Dean (Bristol: Redcliffe, 1990), 66.
86
David Nash, “Black Dome“; Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail, accessed March 2015. https://
www.forestofdean-sculpture.org.uk.
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David Nash, Black Dome, charred larch, Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail. Installed 1986
photograph Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail Archive.
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The Symbolism of Fire
Resemblance, expressed by the ‘Doctrine of the Signatures’87, states that
the heavens are reflected on earth, and both heaven and earth are reflected
in humanity, as the macrocosm mirrors the microcosm and corresponds with
qualities expressed in the four elements Earth, Air, Fire and Water. The golden
colour of resin, gum, wax and oil, pyrite and bronze as well as the red of ochre
are all indicated by elemental fire. It follows that the redness of iron oxide (ruled
by the god of fire and the planet Mars) is related to glowing charcoal embers, as
exemplified in the etymological roots of the name of the red pigment brazilwood.
Up to the end of the sixteenth century, resemblance played a
constructive role in the knowledge of Western culture. It was
resemblance that largely guided exegesis and the interpretation of
texts; it was resemblance that organized the play of symbols, made
possible knowledge of things visible and invisible, and controlled the
art of representing them.88
Fire is personified by Aries and Mars, the gods of war and elementally iron
is associated with fire because it generates a spark,89 weapons were forged in the
Forest using trees turned into charcoal fuel that burned hot enough for smelting
iron. But iron also produces a blood red coloured rust - this rusting process has
been harnessed in the manufacture of synthetic iron oxide pigments that have
largely replaced natural earth pigments - it is no coincidence that the name given
to the fiery ‘mars’ colours acknowledges the traditional relationship between the
planet Mars and the metal iron.
Pliny said that the:
benevolence of nature has limited the power of iron by inflicting on it
the penalty of rust…making nothing in the world more mortal than that
which is most hostile to mortality.90
The Greeks called rust antipathia – summoning up the shadow nature the
rust has with its metal; iron contains the seed of its opposite – its healing power;
87
Titus Burckhardt, Alchemy: Science of the Cosmos, Science of the Soul, trans. William
Stoddart, 4th ed. (Louisville, Kentucky: Fons Vitae, 1997), 59.
88
Michael Foucault, “The Prose of the World,” in The Order of Things, 3rd ed. (New York:
Vintage Books, 1989), 16.
89
Spike Bucklow, The Alchemy of Paint: Art, Science and Secrets From the Middle Ages
(London, New York : Marion Boyars, 2009), 49.
90
Spike Bucklow, The Alchemy of Paint: Art, Science and Secrets From the Middle Ages
(London, New York : Marion Boyars, 2009), 127.
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Pliny continues:
..the effect of rust is to unite wounds, though it is with iron that wounds
are chiefly made!91
Now matter has become stuff, it is mere fact - and empathy and ‘resemblance’
with its elemental cousins has been lost - matter has lost its mirror with the spirit.
The essence, the content, the qualitative unity of a thing, can never
be grasped by ‘a step-by-step’ process of measurement, but only by a
comprehensive and immediate experience or ‘vision’ 92
The red ochre particles in the cathedral are simultaneously in the creases
and folds of the subterranean Forest. Red burning embers of charcoal link the
fiery nature of iron oxide with the carboniferous coal measures. The charcoal burn
reignited the memory of where my connection with colour began in the Cathedral.
In the Cathedral the (erased) colour was missing, its materiality was amplified by
its absence. In recalling this fact, and returning to the forest - the red ochre of the
cathedral, the red ochre in the cave and in the ditches and streams, infiltrating the
red sandstone and in the cracks and fissures of the coal measures - multiple folds
coalesce, touch and open out in altered forms.

Performing a Charcoal Burn
Iron in the Forest of Dean now comes mainly in the form of imported steel
for building, and charcoal is made (not from these trees) for summer barbecues.
However, remarkably there is a scattered group of people from different parts of the
UK who meet in the Forest twice a year in order to re-enact a traditional charcoal burn
in an attempt to keep the tradition alive.93 I attended one of the annual charcoal burns
to learn about the process.The communality and ritual of the burn involved a group of
10 or so people who took turns in slowly walking round a huge earth covered mound
of steaming wood, watching in pairs for a few hours each over a period of three days
and two nights. This same group agreed to lead a burn on Cannop hill in the Forest
of Dean Sculpture Trail.
91
ibid
92
Titus Burckhardt, Alchemy: science of the cosmos, science of the soul, trans. William
Stoddart, 4th ed. (Louisville, Kentucky: Fons Vitae, 1997), 60.
93
One of their members worked for the Forestry commission during the 1980s and was
involved with the sculpture’s installation and the original discussions surrounding its burning.
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Early on the morning of the 23rd October about fifteen people assemble on
top of Cannop hill waiting for a truck load of split oak timber pieces of sculpture
to arrive. The charcoal burners had come from Essex, London, Somerset, Wales,
Yorkshire and the Forest, (Jetelová had flown over from Dusseldorf). The lengths
of wood which have been cut roughly to the width and length of a large forearm
are brought to the open space on the hill top over looking the Cannop valley. One
of the charcoal burners builds a chimney shaped stack with the wood and the rest
is stacked neatly around it, leaning in at a slight angle.
The structure begins to form a large circular tiered mound, shaped like a
simple drawing of a mountain. The mountain is completely covered in turf and
earth. A camp fire which has been prepared nearby is the fire starter. Burning
coals are taken and dropped into the centre through the chimney of the turf
covered mound. Kindling is added to encourage the fire, and slowly it gathers
momentum and thick white smoke rises through the top. We all stand around
watching a powerful contained force building up inside. When a sustainable heat
has been generated the chimney is covered over with earth and turf, stifling the
internal fire by suddenly reducing the supply of oxygen that causes combustion.
The heat inside is powerful enough to continue burning but without the added
energy release of combustion.

Constructing the ‘charcoal clamp’, Cannop Hill, Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail,
October 2015
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Turf covered charcoal clamp, October 2015
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After the frenzy of the fire starting, only a core group remain to guard the
burn, taking turns to walk round the mound, looking for breaches in the turf skin
and patching them up, and watching for changes in the colour of the smoke which
begins as a white vapour, slowly turning to a brownish yellow as sulphur and tar
residue burn off, finally the smoke turns blue when the charred wood is ready
to combust. At this stage the vents are sealed up and new ones opened further
down the mound/mountain.

Charcoal Clamp, Cannop Hill, Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail, October 2015

The mound/mountain is full of heat, invisibly radiating. Coils of smoke draw
out through the holes in the turf. These vents are vital, they hold the burn in
balance - not enough air to produce a flame, but just enough to maintain a steady
heat evenly spaced around the form. For three days and two nights the mountain
of wood steams and breathes like a warm gigantic sleeping animal. It feels alive,
occasional breaches expose the red inferno inside - there is always a danger
of collapse and combustion, which would be the end, and those watching are
always alert, walking round checking all the time. By the third day the mountain/
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animal has changed, more lump like, deflated, tired. The smoke has become
steam evaporating through the now cracked and dry leathery skin of turf. The
decision about when to break open the burn is taken collectively amongst those
watching and during the hand-over between shifts. First the mound is doused with
water, subdued, then torn apart with forks and rakes opening up the hissing and
steaming interior body - it is a violent and dangerous transition - small fires break
out on sudden exposure to oxygen. Deep red embers glow through the dense
blackness, it is a scene of devastation - an aftermath, water hissing, shiny oily
looking lumps of coal fall out and are spread out around the core in a circle - the
heat, the mass must be separated and broken up to prevent further combustion.

Heap of charcoal after the burn, 2015
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The huge heap of charcoal made by the burn was so visually and physically
related to coal that my first urge was to return it to the ground - where it ‘belonged’
- and where its life began in the form of an oak tree - a form of burial, a culturally
symbolic and literal act of transformation synonymous with burning. It is like coal
only much lighter in weight, dense but brittle, soft and very black. It is very dry,
has surprisingly little smell and is completely black like the inside of a coal mine.
When the full transit van-load of bagged up charcoal arrived in London it became
apparent how much the charcoal material connected with the mines and other
sites I had been working with.
The Coal Mine: Speculation
The mound of burnt oak pieces on the hill belonged, materially, with
the fossilised ancient forests underneath it. The burnt sculptures’ presence
inadvertently created a vertical link with the hidden seams of coal beneath it,
including the red iron ochre seepages that emit from them. The complex network
of mines under the forest floor have been systematically surveyed and mapped
as they were excavated. Each series of workings clearly differentiated, named
and measured, their depth, length, and height, logged a formal grid structure
dividing and ordering the underground excavations. Larger blocks divided into
smaller blocks, bordered by narrow ‘corridors’ of coal left in place to prevent
the ‘ceiling’ rock above from collapse. Deep mines and shallow mines, surface
workings, mapped, surveyed and measured all over the forest. The new art work
would draw directly from this connection, Charcoal Measure, eventually took the
form of a charcoal line drawing scored into the ground tracing the exact position
of the surveyed coal workings 1000ft directly beneath.
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Mine maps depicting the area under Cannop Hill

Overlaying the forest trail map onto the mine map would reveal where the
mine workings intersect with pathways and routes above ground. Dan Howell
the Deputy Gaveller of the Forest of Dean and surveyor of all the Forests’ mines
identified precisely where three intersections of the grid of the coal workings
crossed the forest trail between the entrance and the site of the charcoal burn.
Surveying the site using a theodolite to map coordinates from ordinance survey
datum onto corresponding points around the site of the burned sculpture 51°48’32.41”N 2°33’34.60”W - began to reveal the grid structure of the redundant
mine workings on the surface of the forest for the first time.
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Connecting the reference points

Each reference point is temporarily marked with spray painted white dots, then
a rope is pulled tight and tied between marker pegs in the ground and white sprayed
painted lines connect the points. As the underground maps begin to be marked into
the surface of the forest a strange realignment of perception occurs as the precision
measurement of vertical and horizontal axis points are transposed onto the scruffy
surface of the forest floor. The temporary markers on the surface locate the exact
position of the old mine workings below. An extract of the invisible grid beneath
is lifted out onto the undulating surface of the forest, locating a fragment of the
hidden excavations from a mine named Speculation 1050 ft directly underfoot. The
mapped lines correspond to supporting ‘corridors’ of coal left in the ground to hold
up the ‘ceiling’ - the only remaining coal material left in the ground. Their structure
and scale are evidence of the method of the mining processes used here.
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Construction of Charcoal Measure, Cannop Hill, Forest of Dean
Sculpture Trail, October 2016

Drawing
The lines are cut by a circular saw cutting directly into the ground, following
the neat white lines and cutting through the charred black earth (stained from
burning as if the coal from below is creeping back up through layers to the surface).
A 10 cm wide trench is gouged out of the ground, cutting through roots and rocks,
following the lines precisely. The charcoal from the burnt oak sculpture is broken
further into small pieces by crushing and smashing with a mallet and underfoot
in preparation for the work. The ground up pieces range in size from very fine
dust particles to 3 or 4 cm in order to create a consistency that will hold together
in the newly made trenches. A cement mixer is used to mix 3 parts charcoal with
1 part lime mortar, then water is added.94 The pulverised charcoal seems to
94
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A combination of lime and black mortar in a ratio of 1:3 is added to a cement mixer which

suck moisture from everything. The mixture needs to be wet enough for the lime
mortar and aggregate to bind everything together, and for it to set, while retaining
a mix that has the visual and material integrity of charcoal. Initially the mixture
looks like the consistency of porridge as it is tipped from the cement mixer into
a wheelbarrow. Once shovelled into the trenches it begins to settle, pressed into
the ground and re-buried into the earth, with the wetter material sinking into the
ground and the larger chunks resting towards the top. The final work covers one
hundred metres crossing paths and intersecting woods, its dimensions measure
out the extent of the mines here.95
The neat geometry of the subterranean grid structure is in sharp contrast to
the rumpled messiness of the space above ground. The charcoal filled lines cross
and disturb the ‘natural’ rhythm of the forest - traversing the surface paths worn by
walkers, forest workers, wild boar, fallen trees, felled trees, a disjuncture of signs
as an un-naturally straight geometric pattern collides into view on the surface of
the forest floor and the mine boundaries become visible for the very first time
above ground. The intersection of the subterranean grid pattern miraculously
forms a cross at the site of the old sculpture. Joining together two distinct realms
in a vertical and horizontal axis where it burned on the high point of the hill.
Charcoal Measure brings into ‘view’ the coal mineral - its formation from ancient
trees - the mining of which causes the iron oxide residues in the streams rivers
and ditches around the forest and across the country.

is filled two thirds with charcoal to make a ratio of roughly 1 part lime mortar: 3 parts charcoal. Lime
was also produced in and around the Forest for the building industry. Lime Kilns at Lechampton
Hill for example.
95
Corroborated by Dan Howell one of the few who knows their scale from personal
experience. During the making of the work I meet ex-miners from Derbyshire and Wales who also
have an experience of the relationship between above and below, and are impressed with the
way the work describes this.
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Onya McCausland, Charcoal Measure, Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail, 2016.
Photography Gareth Bowden
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Onya McCausland, Charcoal Measure, Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail, 2016
Photography David Broadbent
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Charcoal Works
The work in the Forest generated a huge amount of charcoal. In weight it
is a relatively light material, so a ton creates a large volume. Given the nature of
the material produced it seemed right for the ending of one artist’s single work to
become the source for the beginning of many works by many people. The Slade
School of Fine Art Material Museum96 - a small glass and mahogany cabinet - was
filled with charcoal and presented in the school as an offering and celebration of
the material. Bags were filled, with a note about the materials origins and an
invitation to contribute new work for an online publication/collection to be posted
on www.turninglandscape.com The Material Museum toured to Cheltenham
where students from the University of Gloucestershire were similarly invited to
take material and make new works. This began Charcoal Works in which the small
bags of the charcoal became the raw material for students and the public to use in
any way they chose.97 In addition 17 artists were invited to make work especially
for a physical exhibition at the Hardwick Gallery, University of Gloucestershire.98
Another manifestation of Charcoal Works was developed with a small
community arts group called Mindscape - group of Alzheimers sufferers and their
carers who agreed to take part in a drawing workshop. The members of the
group were very familiar with the old oak sculpture. It struck me immediately how
much the forest and the sculpture in particular were a physical link with particular
moments in their lives. The anger they expressed to me about losing this link with
the past felt all the more poignant as memory was being eroded through illness.
Through the activity of drawing, they remained close to the unfolding story of the
old sculpture, placing emphasis on the new charcoal material as a conduit for
those memories and their expression.

96
Jo Volley, “Materials Research Project,” Slade School of Fine Art UCL, accessed February
28, 2017, http://www.ucl.ac.uk/slade/research/projects/materials-research-project.
97
Onya McCausland, “Charcoal Works”, Turning landscape into Colour, accessed February
10, 2017, http://turninglandscape.com/charcoal-works/.
98
Onya McCausland, “Charcoal Works,” Hardwick Gallery, April 03, 2016,
http://hardwickgallery.org/exhibition/charcoal-works/.
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Stamp used for Charcoal Works publicity material
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Edward Allington, Charcoal Needle, 2015, Charcoal Works, Hardwick Gallery,
University of Gloucestershire, Cheltenham. 2016
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Sophie Bouvier-Auslander, Brazil, charcoal on fired clay, Charcoal Works, Hardwick Gallery,
University of Gloucestershire, Cheltenham. 2016
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Charcoal Works, Installation shot, Hardwick Gallery, University of Gloucestershire, Cheltenham.
2016
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Etching a Plate
Scoring the earth with a circular saw is like scoring the surface of a copper
plate, both find the image through excavation and carving and emphasise line
from a different scale and perspective. The charcoal created by burning the the
sculpture was ground down to a very fine dust, mixed with copper plate oil and
ground further on a stone slab. The oily black ink was then spread into the scored
hair line creases of the copper plate that had been etched with a photographic
image of the forest trees shot from above by a camera mounted on a drone. The
movement between scales of making the etching emphasised the realignment of
space, orientation and perspective that occurred during the making of Charcoal
Measure, in which geological time scales (and human ones) are compressed and
where materials and things are connected through resemblance and sympathy.99
The site had changed, the material transformed, and my understanding of the
place had undergone a complete revolution. If symbols can help to communicate
underlying emulations, and find analogies, the multiple scales and material
resemblance unearthed through making Charcoal Measure brought together
different processes, patterns, forms and names.
See Appendix 1 for Charcoal Works exhibition publicity.

Onya McCausland, Forest Trees, etching printed with charcoal ink, 2016

99
Michael Foucault, “The Prose of the World,” in The Order of Things, 3rd ed. (New York:
Vintage Books, 1989), 22.
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Deep Material Encounters: a symposium in a cave

Ruth Siddall presenting at Deep Material Encounters: a symposium in a cave, 2016

Deep Material Encounters: a symposium in a cave took place on the 15th
April 2016 inside the main cavern of Clearwell Caves iron ore mine in the Forest
of Dean. The event began in the morning with an underground tour for the small
group of invited presenters into the deeper passages of the mine led by owner
Jonathan Wright. After which, an audience of one hundred people gathered for
presentations by scientists and artists that took the form of talks, moving image
and performance followed by public discussion. The event coincided with the
completion of Charcoal Measure in the Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail and
Charcoal Works, the group exhibition at the Hardwick Gallery in the University of
Gloucestershire. A coach was arranged to take visitors between the exhibitions
and the Symposium. Both the deep underground tour and the symposium were
filmed and edited and are presented here as a contribution towards the thesis.100
This Cave is a theatre of geological formations, physical materials and
cultural symbolism. Because it has played a central role in shaping the structure
of this research the cave was an ideal setting in which to stage key strands of
the wider research in the form of a public discussion. The symposium was an
100
Deep Material Encounters, A Symposium in a Cave, 2016, Digital Video Duration 124’,
produced and edited by Onya McCausland and Eom Jeongwon.
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opportunity for collaboration with people with contrasting academic, scientific and
creative knowledge who non-the-less share a vital interest in the position we find
ourselves in on the planet. Whether this is by understanding its deep physical/
material structures and formation processes (Professor David Dobson and
geologist Dr. Ruth Siddall), or by considering the relationship between geology
and the virtual and digital as it manifests through e-waste (Phil Thompson Slade
PhD researcher), or by revitalising historic, mythological and symbolic aspects
of human culture to review our increasingly disconnected relationship with the
planet (Henrietta Simson Slade PhD researcher and Dr. Spike Bucklow), or
by attempting to articulate the visceral experience of the place, its history and
memory through language and the human voice (Kay Tabernacle Slade PhD
researcher). The biographies of each presenter are included in Appendix 2 with
the event programme.
Two films by Henrietta Simson and Jonas Brinker were projected in parts
of the cave system throughout the duration of the event. The audience gathered
in the main cavern where talks were delivered alongside power point images of
rocks, paintings, caves, holes and planets projected onto the uneven surface of
the cave wall. Kay Tabernacle gave an arresting spoken word performance in
the completely darkened cave, and Spike Bucklow concluded after a wine break
with a talk delivered solely by the light of a miners lamp. Finally as the chill of the
underground began to take hold, the discussion centred on our responsibility as
humanity, the current environmental crisis is a human crisis, and as Ruth Siddall
calmly pointed out the planet will survive us.
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TAN-Y-GARN

Onya McCausland, Red Lady, watercolour on paper, 56cm X 76cm, 2016

Landscape Journey No. 3
The next site in this research is again in South Wales, but further west.
Again my journey starts in London leaving from Archway up to the North Circular
and on to the M4 motorway. The road to Tan-y-Garn peels off the main South
Wales east-west trunk route - a continuation of the M4 that connects Cardiff with
Neath, Port Talbot and Swansea Bay. Smaller ‘A’ roads fan out from this, winding
north into the valleys. To get to Tan-y-Garn I leave the main trunk route just before
it forks and continue along the Garnswllt road, a smaller single track road peels
off this again into a narrow winding lane several miles from the main road. A
right turn leads onto an even smaller bumpy track that becomes rougher as it
gets deeper into the woods and further up the valley. The road I followed hugs
the base of the Brecon Beacons at their most westerly edge. There is a steep
densely wooded hill to the right and a tall thick hedge to the left which opened into
a grass covered clearing. In the middle of this clearing was a shockingly intense
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bright red swampy lake with sharp pointed young green reeds poking through it.
The sun was strong so the contrast with the bright green growth made this colour
seem particularly vibrant.
The site is quiet. Just the sound of the river and the haunting cry of a buzzard.
The track continues on past the ochre ponds to a single private house. A wooden
gate leads into the ponds, there is no high fencing or barbed wire, the gate is
unlocked. The rim of the pond is messy, although the undergrowth has been
roughly cut to create narrow paths. There are no concrete channels with railings
and edges. It could easily be mistaken for a wild pond, except for the colour.

Tan-y-Garn Mine Water Treatment Scheme, July 2015

The Ponds
The intense tangerine orange begins its passage through the hill as rain water
percolates through the rocks, finding routes through the former mine workings,
absorbing minerals on the way as it drains through the cracks and fissures in the
rock where, on exposure to oxygen the minerals transform into particles of ochre
and the colour pours from the base of the hill. There are no pumps or boreholes;
the water runs by gravity down through the shallow mine workings that were once
accessed via a drift adit into the hill.
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The red ochre is diverted now, and instead of flowing into the River Loughor
that borders the site, it is piped into the first of a series of settling ponds. The
treatment system here is unusual, as it is on a relatively small scale, five small
ponds in a terrace following the course alongside the river. It is a passive treatment
system. The water is not treated using artificial chemicals as in some of the other
sites, but is passed through a Reducing Alkalinity Producing System (RAPS),101
which uses two natural materials to reduce the mine water acidity : limestone and
mushroom compost. Dissolution of the limestone raises the pH, which boosts
iron oxidation rates later in the treatment process,102 and the compost supports
bacterial processes causing anaerobic conditions that prevent the limestone
becoming clogged.103 This treatment scheme is the only source of this particular
red, the conditions are specific to it alone. The unique composition of the iron
oxide minerals, the acidity, other ‘trace’ minerals and the treatment process
belong to this place only.
I begin to collect a bucketful using the fishing net on a pole to scoop out
the material. It is thick and heavy and easy to collect - clear water drains easily
through the mesh of the net leaving the thick ochre caught in its fibre. As I find my
footing around the rough uneven edges of the water I realise I am also standing
on caked ridges of bright red/orange earth under a thin layer of new green growth.
I dig it out directly from under my feet with a large spoon. It had been scooped out
mechanically and dumped on the sides of the lake where it had partially dried out.
It is the texture of soft clay and it peels away with a spoon like ice cream, thick,
damp, cool and soft and very very red.
As the water flows through the system of terraced ponds it gradually deposits
its ochre minerals and slowly clears - the materialising iron particles sinking to the
bottom, and further residue becoming absorbed by reeds and lilies along the way.
The first pond is by far the reddest, by the time the water reaches the last of the
ponds it is clean enough to flow back into the river. The site has been like this for
101
“Tan-y-Garn Mine Water Treatment Scheme”, Coal Authority, October 18, 2016, accessed
February 23, 2017, https://www2.groundstability.com/tan-y-garn-mine-water-treatment-scheme/.
102
When treatment first started the water was very high in iron at around 50ml/g but this has
come down 35ml/g, and the pH has gone from 4 or 5 to 5.5 or 6, by the time the water reaches
the end of the scheme to flow back into the river the water is pH7. Personal communication with
Isla Smail Coal Authority.
103
Isla Smail and Peter Thorn, “Performance review of an operational Reducing Alkalinity
Producing System (RAPS) treating coal mine waters at Tan-y-Garn, Wales,” International Mine
Water Association, accessed 17, https://www.imwa.info/docs/imwa_2016/IMWA2016_Smail_82.
pdf.
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10 years (since it was built) and has not been cleaned or emptied - it is thought
that it may well last another 10 years of ochre accumulation before the limestone
and compost need replenishing and the ochre needs emptying.104
The colour is so deep, warm and intense. The texture of the ochre is like
heavy thick soup in the water and dense sticky sludge on the bank. The red is
surrounded by the sharp green of young fresh reeds and deeper into the shade
the dark velvet green of old oak trees. The red and green intensify each other.
The restfulness of the surrounding site contrasts with the energy of the colours
competing with each other.

Ochre on the bank of Tan-y-Garn Mine Water Treatment Scheme, July 2015

104
Personal communication Isla Smail. Also see: Isla Smail and Peter Thorn, “Performance
review of an operational Reducing Alkalinity Producing System (RAPS) treating coal mine waters
at Tan-y-Garn, Wales,” International Mine Water Association, accessed 17, https://www.imwa.
info/docs/imwa_2016/IMWA2016_Smail_82.pdf.
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Studio
When I get back to my studio a few days later I begin to process the ochre
- washing it to make usable pigment for paint, handfuls of the thick red earth are
put into a large bucket which is filled with water, stirred and squeezed between
fingers to loosen the material in the water, swilling the solution around the bucket
and opening the colour and releasing the particles into the water - the colour
seems to have become much deeper, richer and redder than in the landscape,
like it has matured on the journey. Organic debris; leaves and bacteria float to the
surface and heavier grit particles sink to the bottom and the ochre, which is lighter
in weight, hangs in suspension in the water for longer. The deep thick red colour
is poured off slowly through a sieve to catch pieces of debris while the heavy grit
remains in the bucket. Sometimes this process has to be repeated several times
to thoroughly wash the ochre and remove the debris.

Processing ochre from Tan-y-Garn in studio, London 2015

The now dark red colour from Tan-y-Garn moves heavily and slowly around
the bucket. I notice as it moves in suspension hints of a brighter more orangey
undertone. More water is added to the pigment to thin it down, to open the colour
up and let the particles breathe in the water. The colour changes again, moving
between rich orange/red to something close to purple, it is not purple, but there’s
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a sense of a darker undertone. It is deeper and heavier than the other colours
so far, the particles sink more rapidly. I have to look again at the material in the
bucket to remind myself of the red/orange colour that I started with. Individual
particles of soft red and bruised purple and intense orange move in steady loops
through the liquid.
The ochre in the bucket is left to settle until the water clears - an oily looking
film of bacteria appears on the waters surface - this is slowly poured off with
the clear water. The remaining red sludge now looks more like it did when I first
saw it, the bright orange and darker tones have withdrawn, only the dominant
orange/red colour remains. The colour, now the consistency of yogurt, is poured
or scooped out into a rectangular shallow tray to dry out.
The particular place where this colour comes from is bordered by woods
and trees, hidden away from public view. But many of the other sites I have
been to are surrounded by new housing developments, industrial estates, even
mining museums. Fenced off areas of land where unauthorised access is strictly
forbidden hold enormous pans of unique colours driven up from the depths onto
the earths surface. This particular coloured iron ochre sludge is as unique as the
place that has formed it.

Processing ochre from Tan-y-Garn in studio, London
2015
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Humans and Humus
The relationship between ochre and humans is a long story. It is found
sprinkled on cave floors, surrounding the buried bones of ancient humans. It has
been mixed with binder and turned into paint on cave walls 30,000 years ago,
and it has been found coating the built walls of the earliest human settlements at
Djade al-Mughara, Aleppo, Syria 11,000 years ago.105 Archeological sites in Terra
Amata, France, record traces of ochre connected with burial sites 350,000 years
ago using colours ranging from yellow, brown to red suggesting the material may
have been burned.106 Burning ochre at between 200 and 600 degrees107 will cause
it to dehydrate, turning the yellow ochre material red108. Red is the only colour
that remains saturated (and therefore easily visible) in peripheral vision.109 The
transformation from yellow to red, or from high salience to the highest perceptual
salience, makes ochre especially suitable as a ritual symbolic material because
of its transition from weakness to power. This transformation in the material world
simulates the transitions in the immaterial immortal world - red ochre has the
power to reverse transformations from life to death - its use in burials symbolises
the opposite - from death back to life.
This further supports the possibility that the circumstances of the materials
manufacture - its transformative properties - imbue red ochre with meaning,
establishing it as a source of magic and cementing powerful relationships between
ochre and the human body.110 Such was the proximity of humans connection to the
material world that complex rituals guided powerful transitions from one material
105
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state to another and one psychic state to another. It is said in Maori legend that
the eating of ochre in the netherworld brings strength and restores life.111

Burning Ochre, Camden Arts Centre, London 2014

Does the colour red heighten the symbolic significance of blood, rather
than the other way round? Would blood hold the same power if it were grey the
argument goes.112 This suggests the increasing frequency of burials using ochre
over time corresponds with a growing capacity for perceptual colour categorisation
and shared symbolic experience, and in the later Mousterian or middle Paleolithic
period, with the acquisition of language.113
Etymologically the relationship between red ochre and blood and between
ochre and mothers comes signified in the Greek word haema or haima, as in
haematite, which means blood.114 The relationship has been highlighted between
the emphasis in the word haima and the most emphatic form in which basic root
MA could be vocalized.115 The Greek Metra and the Latin Matrix refers to womb
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which has associations with the earth.116 It was believed for example that ores
grew inside the earth like fruits, which is why many ancient cultures in diverse
parts of the world associate the process of iron smelting with sex and reproduction,
linking the furnace with the female body, and rituals conducted during the smelting
process often involve the sacrifice of blood to the mine and to the earth.117
The material’s transformability has played an important role in the evolution
of human technologies over hundreds of thousands of years. The various theories
relating to the consistent re-appearance of the use of ochre and specifically red
ochre range from its visibility - its hue and saturation, to its associations with
blood, life and rebirth. The red oxidised iron particles forming as bacteria first
learned to harness the sun’s energy 2.8 billion years ago correspond with the
earliest forms of life on this planet. Red, and specifically red iron, is a sign of life.

The Red Lady of Paviland
Dropping directly south from Tan-y-Garn onto the Gower Peninsula and the
driving west between Port Enyon on the coast and the long sandy beach at Rhossili
there is a small single track road that sits five or six fields back from a rocky south
facing coast line. Along this stretch of coast huge diagonally-leaning blankets of
folded metamorphic rock dip steeply into the sea. Tucked in away from sight is
a tiny inlet known as Goats Hole. In 1823 a team of archeologists discovered a
human skeleton caked in red ochre. She became known as the the Red Lady of
Paviland and is one of the oldest known ochre burials in Europe. Back then, the
cave overlooked a vast open plain, now it is almost inaccessible, complicated by
the sea entering the cave at tidal intervals and by the steep coastal cliffs.118
The proximity of this ochre burial to Tan-y-Garn - about an hours drive - has
made the story of the Red Lady of Paviland especially significant for this research.
She is currently in storage, behind the scenes at the Pitt Rivers University
Museum119 where a chance opportunity allowed me to visit her, or rather him.
She has, over the course of time, become rather gender fluid - her 19th century
116
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excavators associated the redness with witchcraft or prostitution and so for a
hundred years or so he was a she and the Red Lady of Paviland name stuck.
What they did not know then, was that the Red Lady is 33,000 years old.120
When I entered the laboratory, where she had been carefully laid out, the
colour immediately struck me, no question about it - red - a red that bore such
a close resemblance to the one I had been using from Tan-y-Garn. The colour
recognition was immediate - like hearing the pitch of a note. It was impossible not
to see the colour of blood, of life and energy in those ancient old bones.121 The
red pigment coats the bone thickly in places, cracked and crusted. The colour is
slightly inconsistent - darker where it is thicker, with a slight purplish tinge, then
more transparent and orangey where the pigment is thinly coated. The solid red
is that of dark blood just as it is beginning to dry, but before it really darkens.
The heaviest colour seems to be around the top of the left femur (there is only
one), and the hip and pelvis which are really thickly coated where the colour has
deposited as the painted skin would have sunk into the bone, distributing the
ochre - which must have been very densely coated - onto every part of the bone,
including inside the ball and cup of the hip.
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One of the richest Palaeolithic sites in Europe is in South West Wales on the Gower
Peninsula between Port Eynon and Rhossili. Sollas, W.J. The Journal of the Royal Anthropological
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol.43 (Jul. - Dec., 1913).
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tusk egg shaped balls with tiny holes for stringing, there is a long stick that was thought to be a
wand, and some loose red earth, gathered from the grave.
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The Red Lady of Paviland OUMNH Q.1.
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Even though large parts of the skeleton are missing she doesn’t feel
incomplete, and the words to describe these parts - ribs, hip, metatarsals, femur seem lacking: to analyse is to disembody which is just wrong here - as if that were
an attempt to undermine one who has survived, against all the odds, for so long,
and has arrived here in this clean white room as a testimony of the drive for life
or something. S/he is whole and real and warm. The ochre, thought to be a good
match chemically with a red seam that outcrops on Mumbles Head a few miles up
the coast from Goats Hole has protected, warmed and nourished her for so long,
just as it was supposed to do.
This red is in a league of its own, obviously. But it is the most visceral reminder
of the very profound and lasting relationship humans have with the earth, s/he
was buried in a cave after all, with red.122 A colour that now has more in common
with soft drinks advertising than with everlasting life. But its potency is well known
and still manifests in various forms : a significant number of nations use red as a
colour on their national flags to symbolize war, independence, courage. Its role
as a signifier of danger still occurs in bull fighting and it represents the left through
the political factions of communism and socialism.
Back in the studio, the ochre from Tan-y-Garn emphatically asserts its
individual character during handling and processing. The colour is heavy and
blood-like, it resonates in its own very particular way, not like the colour from Six
Bells, which is thin and mean, or Cuthill, or any of the others, each with their own
idiosyncrasies. Tan-y-Garn seems as if it comes from an ancient place resonant
with the human body. It is sludgy and foresty with a feeling of mould, there is a
smell of metal, and of blood.
The dark blood-like red settles out, drying in trays on my studio floor.123
I recall how the pigment behaved in water solution where it seemed so alive
and powerful as if it was ‘in its element’, or perhaps its animation was a desire
to escape this watery element, iron is after all defined by the element fire, the
opposite of water. If this is true, the most obvious medium for the colour would be
oil, which also has a fiery nature, as it supports a flame.124
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Ochre drying in trays in the studio, London 2015
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Tests at Winsor & Newton
What happens when a pigment is turned into a paint? How does it change?
What effect does the binder have on the raw unbound colour? Does it alter,
enhance or stifle its performance and character? Could such a wild and unwieldy
colour as Tan-y-Garn be tamed - would it behave itself in a tube? During a two
week research period at the London head quarters of Winsor & Newton I had the
opportunity to work in the research and development laboratory with the support
of Debbie, one of the lab technicians, who guided me through their Standard Test
Method for Raw Materials.125 for each of the collected pigments, and I learned a
lot about how each of the Landscapes colours behaved in watercolour and oil.
The Standard Test Method for Raw Materials is used to prepare pigments
in watercolour and oil to show up comparative levels of transparency, opacity
and hue. The recipe and method are very simple and I used it on all 35 of the
colours that I had collected across the UK. It was from this method, and work
done processing the pigments in the studio, and my notes and knowledge of
the sites the materials had come from, that informed the basis for eventually
selecting the five colours on which the work has since focused upon. At this early
stage I had barely the faintest idea how the five colours would reveal themselves,
and become the work presented here.

Making watercolour paint in the laboratory at Winsor & Newton, 2015

125
ColArt Standard Test Method For Raw Materials. Jivan Patel 2nd October 2001. A
consistent recipe and method for mixing all colours in watercolour and oil. Ochre is ground and
mixed with gum arabic and safflower oil and painted out in a specific way - see images.
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ColArt Standard Test Method For Raw Materials
Test Ref Number:				
Name of Test: 				
Date and Status: 				
Author:					

Method 1
Pigments - Graded Wash
Issue 2 October 2001
Jivan Patel

Purpose: To assess raw material quality for colour in water based
systems.
Equipment required: Analytical Balance, Automatic Muller, Palette
Knife
Method: Accurately weigh out the pigment to be tested. The quantity
for individual pigments can be found under Raw Material Test
Methods file in Datasys Formulations systems. (100ml)
Transfer pigment to the automatic muller.
Add 2 mls. of gum solution for RM Testing to the pigment.
Mix to an even paste with the palette knife.
Lower the muller plate and run for 25 revolutions without weights,
scraping down between each series of cycles.
Make a graded wash as per test ref. Number 8 in the Quality Control
Test Methods Procedure manual.
Findings:
Compare the graded wash with other washes from previous
deliveries for colour variations
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After all the colours have been painted out in this manner, they are laid out
together in an orderly line on a bench in the lab. The technicians gather around
the colours individually at first, then together, weighing up by eye the subtle
differences between them. Debbie wants to organise the colours by their hue,
and using words to describe each one, like depth, undertone, mass tone, density,
vibrancy, saturation, translucency and transparency. They are rearranged until
they form a graduating line from opaque yellows and oranges through to deep
transparent umbers and browns.

Testing the ochre colours in the Winsor & Newton Laboratory, 2015
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The tests revealed the colours characteristics in a new way. Seeing them
side by side and uniformly bound by the same medium, equally ground up,
measured and in neat rows, their optical differences have become exaggerated
and individually they express a new intensity and vibrancy I had not, until now
seen. The gum arabic fixes the depth each colour shows when it is wet, the
richness of its optical range is fully optimised - if a hue has warmth and depth the
medium of gum arabic will support this. The colours had a vibrancy and a warmth
that took the Winsor & Newton lab technicians by surprise as they each expressed
their pleasure at the sight of the colours. It was satisfying to see how well the
colours performed under these conditions - and even more remarkable given the
context of their genesis. However, in some cases their unwieldy characteristics
still came through.
Deerplay Hill126 resolutely refuses to capitulate to uniform grinding, its grainy
particles disrupt the yellow transparent undertone. Its darkness is warm though although it’s not one of the pretty ones (no one else jumps to it) - it is more of an
umber than a sienna. Six Bells, on the other hand, is more like a sienna than an
umber, it has an intensity unlike any of the others and an immense tonal range
running through a deep ‘mass tone’, warm yellow orange ‘mid tones’ through to
a singing bright yellow golden ‘undertone’, it is the one everyone jumps on. Tany-Garn sits back much more, I even think it is actually holding something back.
The deep rich blood red I had seen before has been replaced with something
more moderate, polite, less wild and unwieldy, I am disappointed in a way as
I expected it to be a star colour. I have since come to realise, both that it was
holding something back, and it is a star colour. I have learned that Tan-y-Garn
has three personalities that each take turns to show up.

126
Although I don’t discuss Deerplay Hill in detail, it has been important because it was one
of the first colours I found and through it I learned a lot about the processes of ochre development
inside the mines. One of the first written pieces delivered at a conference at UCL was based on
my experience of collecting this colour from Todmorden Moor.
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Six Bells in watercolour and oil
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Tan-y-Garn in watercolour and oil
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Cuthill in watercolour and oil
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Caphouse in watercolour and oil
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Saltburn in watercolour and oil
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Colour and Material
As the colours revealed themselves in this new way I began to see how
the colour and the place articulated each other - the landscapes had so much
richness that the unique characteristics of their formation and context could, I felt
feed into and develop the colour even more. To explore this more fully I prepared
my own gum arabic based watercolour medium to make a larger quantity of paint
with Tan-y-Garn to learn more about this colour’s behaviour on a larger scale.
Using Kordofan No.1 gum arabic crystals I followed a standard recipe in Ralph
Mayers Artist’s Handbook127 to make a gum arabic watercolour medium to mix
with the dry Tan-y-Garn pigment:

Gum arabic (Pulverised) 4 ounces
Boiling water 8 fluid ounces
Honey-water (hydromel) 2.5 fluid ounces
Glycerin 3 fluid ounces
Wetting agent 2 - 6 drops
Preservative: Dowicide A (sodium orthophenyl phenate), or a few
drops of 10 percent phenol solution.
Method: Pour boiling water over the pulverised gum arabic and mix
it until it dissolves. Add other ingredients in the order given. Alter
recipe according to individual requirements, increasing or diminishing
amounts of each ingredient according to their individual properties:
Gum arabic: a binder and adhesive, too much of it causes a hard and
glittering surface.
Hydromel (honey): gives the mixture greater plasticity and a smoother
texture for painting.
Glycerin: gives greater moisture to the mixture, prevents cracking and
dryness, making the paint smoother and easily soluble. too much will
make the paint too soluble, it will pick up off the paper too easily.
Wetting agent: Improves uniform flow of paints on surfaces. It replaces
oxgall, formerly used for this purpose.
Odourant: If desired, a small amount of oil of cloves may be added to
the binder solution, just sufficient to allow its odour to be perceptible;
avoid perfuming it strongly. This will assist in preservation in preventing
mould growth and will improve the odour of the colours.128
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The gum arabic takes a couple of hours to dissolve in hot water, then I add
the honey, glycerin and oxgall (I already have oxgall in the studio so I use it instead
of wetting agent - it does the same thing). The addition of oxgall immediately
changes the consistency of the mix, becoming thinner and runnier. I don’t have the
preservative - Dowicide, and can’t find a supplier quickly, so I use the drops of oil
of cloves which I can get from the chemist around the corner. These are all stirred
in to make a transparent golden mixture. To prepare the watercolour paint the
mixture has to be very well mixed in small batches with the dry red ochre pigment.
I set aside 500 grams of the washed dried and bagged up Tan-y-Garn ochre,
working in small batches. A small amount of gum mixture is poured into a pyramid
shaped mound with a depression made in the centre, like a crater. The colour
darkens as the two meld and the ochre is absorbed into the gum. Using a palette
knife the dry pigment is worked well into the wet gum mixture until the two are
completely absorbed and amalgamated - Tan-y-Garn pigment is soft and crumbly,
it blends easily with the gum, smoothing into a paste without too much resistance
and grinding - more pigment or more gum mixture can be added if the texture is
too wet or too dry. The ‘right’ texture is the consistency of thick treacle. It should
just about drop from a palette knife in a string.
When the whole batch of pigment (about 500g - watercolour paint comes in
5ml tubes) is mixed with the gum arabic, I use a heavy stone muller to press the
paste further until it is completely smooth. The smoothness is visible when the stiff
ink catches the light at a certain angle - It is important that all the pigment and gum
are fully absorbed to make a fine and uniform paint that will dilute evenly in water.
The process of mixing and grinding is done in small quantities and repeated, until
all the paint has been worked into a smooth viscous paste. The colour becomes
even and smooth, warm and rich. It doesn’t show the complexity it had in the tub
when it was being washed, but it does have a solid dense warmth about it. There
is a very slight purple brown tinge to it like the colour of drying blood.
The 1/2 kilo of pigment has reduced in size and the whole batch fits into to a
medium sized pot (a large cup) of paint - a relatively large quantity, for watercolour
paint. I begin to dilute the sticky paste, part by part into a larger jug with water. It
loosens fairly easily as lumps are pressed to the side of the jug with a brush and
then stirred vigorously, gradually thinning the whole batch of paint.
The jug of watercolour now containing about half the diluted watercolour
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paste is the consistency of single cream, I dilute it into a larger 2 litre container
increasing the amount of water slowly to ensure all the watercolour paint mixture
is properly dissolved throughout the water. A balance is required between the
viscosity of water and the the viscosity of watercolour containing a gum binder.
The mixture seems watery and yet the colour has lost none of its strength.
A sheet of Somerset 300gsm satin is laid flat into a large tray slightly tilted
at one end, its edges curl with the shape of the edges of the tray. I have a 10 litre
bucket of paint beside it. I begin to pour the red paint in to the lowest end of the
tray - I pour in more paint slowly and carefully, letting the liquid find its own position
over the paper. After a while the liquid surface becomes still.
Beneath the surface the material is organising. I can see the paper yielding
slightly to the paint, stretching and pulling against the tension as the dry paper
absorbs the wet paint. The deep red watercolour lays still like a bath of blood. The
paper holds in the liquid form. After a period of time, the paper is slipped up and
out from under the weight of bath of watercolour. I pull it out from one end very
carefully, and the watercolour paint rushes from the papers surface as it is slowly
pulled up and out, a thick sliding viscous film of colour is left behind slipping more
slowly down the papers surface as the watery watercolour drains immediately
from it. The now slowly moving colour follows a route carved by the thiner watery
paint, gravity steers its course downwards over the gently sloping paper that I
hold. Tiny web-like capillaries run towards small veins, and arteries like rivulets
finding a stream, and streams finding a river and the river meeting the sea or
branches fanning out from the trunk of a tree.
The pigment feels its way over the paper surface, its movement slowing,
leaving behind a sticky residue of its wake over the paper. The material has
become “psychically sovereign”129 its vitality made visible in the formation of parts
of bodies, veins, roots, trees, tongues, vulva.
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Aurel Kolnai in Georges Didi-Huberman, “The order of material: plasticities, malaises,
survivals” in Sculpture and psychoanalysis, Ed. Brandon Taylor (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 201.
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Onya McCausland, Red Lady, watercolour on Somerset paper 410 gsm, 152cm x 122cm, 2016
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Onya McCausland, Red Lady, watercolour on Somerset paper 300 gsm, 56cm x 76cm, 2016
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In the tray the material desires to be formed, just as form desires to be
materialised - a hylomorphic performance where composition is a synthesis
between matter (hyle) and shape (morph).130 Two principles that were said to
correspond to the warp (form) and weft (matter) of the physical universe.131 In The
Order of Material: plasticities, malaises, survivals, Didi-Huberman discusses how
this medieval unifying principle has become transformed into one of dissonance
generated by an over valuation or prejudice of the idea creating an anti-value of
material,132 placing (female) matter in a secondary category, one that is submissive
to, rather than in harmony with (male) form. He suggests that the particular
viscosity of wax opposes the polarity between matter and form - describing the
material taking an impression of his warm hand Didi-Huberman states that:
The submissiveness of the material is so complete, that for a moment,
it reverses itself and becomes the power of the material.133
Didi-Huberman’s description of how wax takes too much, how its excessive
behaviour yields to form beyond measure and almost beyond the membrane of
the skin is reminiscent of the behaviour of the congealing ochre on the papers
surface. The plasticity of ochre from Tan-y-Garn bound in gum and poured over
the paper in the tray - simultaneously expresses the material effects of water
coursing over the porous landscape, carving channels, rivers and gorges, the
fluidity of water sculpts and shapes,134 turning insides out, revealing the fleshy
interior body of capillaries and vessels, veins and clots and, as it dries, it recalls the
caked bones of the Red Lady. In this sense a materials’ plasticity suggest multiple
personalities and an ability to move between resemblance and formlessness.
The instability of its liquid state is its uncertainty and also its potential.
Tan-y-Garn’s colour is characterised by this viscous materiality, and this
viscous materiality also describes the colour, ‘matter is subjected to the action of
130
Hylomorphism comes from the Greek words for matter (hyle) and form or shape (morph),
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its own physical properties’135 - to pour slowly, to thicken and congeal - the paper
is tilted to aid the slowly moving liquid.
The attention demanded by the material has forged a completely new way
of working in the studio, sometimes requiring me to stand back completely and
observe the colour behave. In the past, sometimes I have worked against the
inherent characteristics of materials rather than working with them. In the cloisters
of Gloucester Cathedral, the fan vaulting was made possible by the availability
of the ultra lightweight limestone travertine - the form of the architecture, which
was the first of its kind in England was made possible by a sensitivity to the
material.136 What I understood in the past to be my sympathy to the material was
in fact driven by an already shaping idea. My approach to making had placed the
optical ahead of the material, even though it is from the material I derive a desire
for image/for form - I want to harness (to possess?) the landscape, quarry, cave
in the painting. In doing so I let something of the landscape, cave, quarry diminish
in the final painting. In his essay Some Notes on the Phenomenology of Making
Robert Morris states:
Much attention has been focused on the analysis of the content of
art making - and its end images - but there has been little attention
focused on the significance of the means. (…) I believe there are
“forms” to be found within the activity of making as much as within
the end products. These are forms of behaviour aimed at testing the
limits and possibilities involved in that particular interaction between
ones’s actions and the materials of the environment. This amounts to
the submerged side of the art iceberg.137
It is not enough to see how this or that material behaves - that is analysis. It
is not enough to follow a physical trait and process alone is not sufficient. A work
happens when something else is opened by the material that wasn’t there before.
In this case, a painting is revealed through a synthesis of events, materials,
conditions and observations. If I wanted Tan-y-Garn to reveal something of its
personality, I had to allow it to behave, and this meant allowing things I couldn’t
fully control to gradually be discovered through the interaction between my
135
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actions, the materials, the environment and observation.138 Therefore the ‘optical’
nature of the Tan-y-Garn paintings are neither a predetermined physical act or
the arbitrary result of physical conditions, but “forms of behaviour”,139 caught like
matrixes. The optical form develops with the material in the making - the material
follows physical laws - gravity, motion, viscosity, pressure and temperature - the
same physical laws that cause sand dunes, land slides, sediments and mountains
to form. One’s actions follow and support the desire of the material.
The watercolour painting desires the mountain. The environmental conditions
(in the studio and in the landscape) effect the pigments’ behavioural reactions and
become embedded into the web of the final image. The landscape re-materialises
through formations of sedimentary processes succumbing to gravitational force
causing falling pigment particles to drift through the water and course over the
paper, reinforcing the synthesis between optical form and physical behaviour,
and the colours’ image expresses its desire to return to the mountain.
Unlike the famous colour once mined from the slopes of Monte Amiata,
Winsor & Newton Artists Oil Colour Burnt Sienna is no longer based on the
genuine sienna pigment - the genuine Raw Sienna was used in Winsor &
Newton Artist Oil Colour & Artist Watercolour Colour range until 1989 - it is now
a synthetic iron oxide; Pigment Red 101, and the Artist Oil Colour Raw Sienna is
a combination of natural and synthetic Pigment Yellow 42 & 43.140 The mountain
landscape surrounding Tan-y-Garn is not infused with a great tradition of painting
or the landscape immortalised in oil paint. True, it is an hours drive from the
oldest known ochre burial (by far) in Europe, and part of the famous South Wales
coal fields. But it can’t claim to be immortalised through centuries of great art.
However, contexts change. During the 19th century the Grand Tour gradually
brought to light the previously considered naive period of Sienese painting, wealthy
travellers sought to ‘possess’ something of this great tradition, if an altarpiece
was unavailable to the average tourist, then a dollop of earth on the palette taken
from the surrounding hills would have to do. Sienna, once the destination became
the greatest traveller of all. As I watch the unwieldy watercolour painting from
138
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Robert Morris, Continuous project altered daily: the writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1993), 73. Emphasis mine.
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Ian Garrett, Personal email correspondence and “Winsor & Newton Archive of 19th
Century Artists’ materials,” Fitzwilliam Museum Hamilton Kerr Institute, accessed 01/07/17,
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Tan-y-Garn dry on my studio floor I see a simulacra of that fiery burnt earth from
Monte Amiata and fantasise that it too will appear in many paintings and travel to
far away places.
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CUTHILL

Onya McCausland, Cuthill Sedimenting Overnight, Watercolour on Somerset paper 300gsm,
56cm x 76cm, 2016

Making visible the connection between colour and landscape is one of
the principle aims of this research. Each of the landscapes I have visited have
different geological conditions and industrial and social histories, these individual
circumstances shape the unique characteristics of the colour found there. By
gradually becoming familiar with the colours, I have discovered that they each
possess a unique material personality, traits, tendencies and behaviours. As
each colour begins to differentiate from generic ‘orange’ by revealing a little more
of itself - idiosyncrasies start to become an expression of their landscape origins.
The landscape I visited in West Lothian brought attention to the particularities
of the industrial processes and human effort that has shaped and reshaped the
topography over time. It emphasised the visibility and invisibility of these changes
as the post-industrial landscape adjusts to a new economic reality as new uses
and perspectives take hold.
The ochre lagoons are pigment production sites of industrial proportions, a
continual process of a colour in the making - minerals developing and turning the
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landscape into colour - giant watercolour pans in the ground. The schemes are
designed to maximise the process of oxidisation (ochre production), store and
contain the polluting colour while releasing the clean water back into the river. If
the water were allowed to flow directly into the rivers, as it used to, it would leave it
completely lifeless for many miles. The process of oxidisation and sedimentation
are harnessed in these sites to capture the ochre and prevent pollution. The site
is designed to perform this with efficiency. Long stepped cascades maximises
the contact the water has with oxygen in the air, the huge settling lagoons are
designed to allow the solidified oxidised particles of ochre to sink away from
the water. The site is a man made system that harnesses a performance of the
‘natural’ process of ochre development.

Lost River
Hampstead Heath in London is an example of this process occurring
‘naturally’. A porous orangy-yellow iron rich layer called the “Bagshot Sands” was
deposited here 50 million years ago, now topping the high points of Hampstead
Heath. The sands were transported in shallow seas all the way from Cornwall
and now sit over the blue London Clay.141 The iron minerals are carried in the
‘chalybeate’ spring water and leach down through the spongy hill. Evidence of
this is visible from bright orange staining of the bowl of the Goodison fountain at
the bottom of Cohen’s Field142 - the source of London’s lost river Fleet at the high
point of Hampstead Heath. Chalybeate springs were valued for their health giving
properties and taken as a tonic.143
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Diana Clements, The geology of London (London: The Geologists’ Association, 2010),
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Cohen’s field is named after Robert Waley-Cohen who was also chairman of British Shell
and Vice Chairman of UCL. Catherine Budgett-Meakin, “Cohen’s Fields - Hampstead Heath,”
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The Goodison Fountain, Cohen’s Field, Hampstead Heath, London

To take the iron rich waters was said to revive all sorts of diseases and
ailments. But these are relatively tiny amounts of iron - I filled a 2 litre plastic
bottle with clear mineral water from the fountain and by the time I had walked
home, the water had begun to go cloudy as it slowly oxidised - showing a faint
tinge of orange - suggesting an iron content of around 1mg per litre, enough to
give the water the distinctive irony taste of blood (The UK drinking water limit is
0.25 mg/L. 1 mg/L is the environmental quality standard in surface waters). The
content of iron in the sludge collected at Cuthill is typically around 40 to 50%.144
The red ochre that forms in a crusty deposit around the bowl of the fountain is
hardly enough to fill a bag and not enough to pollute the river Fleet, if it wasn’t
lost.
In 1994 when the first Mine Water Treatment Site was built they had no use
for the many tons of waste ochre that the treatment process produced. Twenty
years later in 2014, on average 4000 tones of ochre were being sent to landfill
sites every year because an economically viable use could not be found and
landfill was the cheapest option.145 The Mine Water Treatment Sites are however
144
Chemical data sheet Ref: EFS/165188 (Ver. 1) provided by the Coal Authority 2016.
145
The Coal Authority is now engaged in seeking and encouraging research into finding new
uses for the waste ochre. There are pilot projects and innovations in sewage treatment, fertiliser,
possible use in plastics. The Coal Authority have willingly supported this project, providing access
to a number of sites, facilitating material sample collection and are continuing to support ongoing
work.
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a sustainable system of colour-material-manufacture that links colour with their
individual landscape genesis that create a new sense of connection to a place.
They are performing an important cultural role of turning mine wastes into
usable colours that connect deep human associations with ochre to the current
conditions shaping the contemporary landscape. This section demonstrates how
Cuthill can be reviewed in relation to other historic leftovers of the mining industry
nearby, and how processes of ochre formation can inform proposals for a reconceptualisation of the Mine Water Treatment sites in their landscape setting.
With reference to the surrounding landscape experienced close up, on foot, and
an examination of the processual behaviour of ochre forming in the lagoons I
define a new position for the five Mine Water Treatment Sites as artworks. Such
a repositioning will be used in support of their role as the source of earth colour
repurposed from mine waste to redefine our relationship with colour as material
that challenges our understanding of the contemporary landscape.
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Onya McCausland Lost River, ochre collected from Hampstead Heath,
installation Mecklenburg Square, September 2015
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Journey
Cuthill is 360 miles north of Tan-y-Garn, and 400 miles from Archway, London,
where I set off. I decide to travel up the A1(M) via a detour to Whitby, Saltburn and
Redcar. Leaving via Middlesborough the following day I take the long A68 road up
through the Scottish borders via Jedburgh and Peebles through Lammermuir Hills,
the landscape changes into a low contouring surface, rising and dropping gently,
moorland and grassland with heather and clumps of trees and blocks of conifers.
This soft green topping overlays carboniferous sandstones and organic rich oil
shales of thinly layered bituminous muds and limestone coals.146 The source of
many layers of carboniferous energy that have been intensively mined for over
a hundred years. The appearance of this landscape is deceptive, a soft green
covering concealing the barely buried mechanisms of industry - scant evidence
on first view driving through the landscape. But then as I approached the brow of
a slight ridge a huge conical mountain structure rises out of the landscape ahead
of me in weird contrast to the relatively low lying surrounding topography. It is
impossible to judge scale and distance - if it is close to me then its small, even
though it looks huge, if it is far away then it is massive (like the way Father Ted
explains distance and scale to a confused Dougal - the plastic toy cow in his hand
is small, whereas the ones in the fields are far away!).147 The road dips and I lose
sight of it. It takes some time before I orientate myself and realise it must be one
of the oil shale ‘bings’ that I had planned to visit the following day after collecting
ochre from the Cuthill Mine Water Treatment Scheme. But this one, ahead of me
was much closer than I expected.
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O’Hanlon (UK: Hat Trick Productions, 21 April 1995 - 1st May 1998), sitcom. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=GFTgkibl7DU accessed 07/01/17
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The Five Sister’s bings poking over conifers

Cuthill is on farm land at the edge of Addiewell village in West Lothian beside
the river Almond, an area that became famous for the extraction of gas from oil
shale after James ‘paraffin’ Young patented an extraction process in the 1850s of
mineral oil from shale.148 This became Scotland’s first oil industry and at its peak
before the 1st World War the Broxburn Oil Company employed 12,000 people
and produced 2.3 million tons of oil in one year.149 The local coal that was mined
here was mainly used to fuel the massive oil shale extraction furnaces.150 The
mines cover an area of 80,000 sq ft. stretching from Cuthill colliery 2000ft North
of Addiewell village and 10,000ft back towards the south.151
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Lagoons
I had arranged to meet Isla Smail, hydrogeologist and project manager with
the Coal Authority at a lay-by, and from there we drove down a rough farm track off
the Addiewell road to the site entrance. The track leads past a grass field towards
the edge of a wooded area where it comes to an end with tall grass growing
around a locked wooden gate, through the gate (Isla had keys) the ground was
gently sloping away from us towards a depression, surrounded by a mixture of
youngish trees. I could hear the sound of water and a flow became visible in a
very long stepped concrete channel stretching down and bending towards two
large rectangular ponds at the bottom.
Everywhere felt damp as if there was a fine mist in the atmosphere,
exaggerated by the incessant sound of water gushing down the stepped cascade
sending a torrent of water bubbling rapidly toward the settling ‘lagoons’ - two
pools of brightly coloured red/orange water. The stepped aeration cascade has
the feel of a formal garden watering system that you might see at the Alhambra.
The edges of the channels had tall grasses and flowering wild plants self-seeded
along its length and grown into the walk way alongside the channel. Bright orange
ochre stained the heavily built concrete all the way down its length, further adding
to its decorative attribute.

The air was full of insects - mosquitoes, midges, butterflies and dragonflies.
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Cuthill Cascade
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Then suddenly the water stopped, and everything became eerily quiet, no birds
or traffic or people. The water source is an old mine shaft about 500 metres
away fed into the site via a pump. The pump is activated automatically when
the underground water levels reach a certain level, then continues to run until
the water levels are drawn back down below a set lower level. Then the pump
turns off and the mine water levels start to rise again until eventually the pump
is triggered once more. The abrupt stop of the water flow was triggered by this
system. The mined seams are between 1500ft and 1800ft deep. The maps of this
area show the intricate lattice grid pattern marked out in pink ink traced over the
faint surface markings of roads, rivers, railway lines and buildings, and gives an
idea of the scale of the workings that operated here up until the 1960s.152

Panoramic
This almost completely man made landscape formed from processes of
industrialisation from the archaic and ancient to the modern, is littered with the
ghosts of mine shafts, railways, canals, old quarry reservoirs, traces everywhere
of industry and past communities.153 The oil shale ‘bings’ that form strange
angular mounds into the (near) distance around here are the most explicit visual
reminder of the extraction of earth on a monumental scale - layers of geological
time dug out and turned upside down forming a new, inverted and re-constructed
topography. The coal mines, now faint skeletons of buildings with their shafts
marked as dots on maps, ‘served’ the shale industry by fuelling the furnaces
that extracted the oil. The compressed geology is re-shaped, the land ‘scaped’154
creating a blurring between ‘natural’ and man made structures, everything either
serving industry or emanating from it, like the heaps of condensed compacted
152
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Map of Cuthill Colliery © The Coal Authority. All rights reserved
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shale that I momentarily mistook for hills in the distance.
Material exchange and exploitation is evident all around here, land is reappropriated in a cycle of use, waste, reuse, redundancy, change; shale heaps
become parklands, tourist attractions, and viewing points across a landscape
of lakes that were once quarries, captured wind that was once forest, divisions
that were once railways and depressions that where once hills, in a place where
shepherds’ huts become holiday cottages, and old ‘waste’ heaps become new
spaces for dog walkers and horse riders, and artworks. When is waste waste, and
no longer waste? When eventually it returns to the land, re-absorbed, invisible
again? Or when economic value changes? The man-made structures that echo
the distant hills have become platforms to take in the new ‘view’ - they are places
where perspectives are re-shaped and altered - paradoxically many have become
protected sites, even Sites of Special Scientific Interest, new monuments at risk in
some places of being re-appropriated for road building and other construction.155

View from a bing facing North West, with ex-quarry, now reservoir and wind farm

The iron oxide too, bleeding from the carved out spaces of the coal mines
155
Craig Richardson, Scottish art since 1960: historical reflections and contemporary
overviews (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Pub. Co., 2011), 87.
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below ground, turns up and takes its place, and use, in this changing constructed
landscape. Minerals that should be locked up in the geology but instead pollute
the rivers, poison the ground water, released into the drinking supply have to be
pumped in bursts from the depths in a continual flow of water. The water, treated,
cleaned and released back into the ‘wild’ leaves its residual heap of sludge in its
wake.

Cuthill Ochre Lagoon

Separation
Back in the studio I begin to process the ochre from Cuthill. I don’t notice
at first but the ochre is very sandy. The sand is mixed up with the ochre and
impossible to differentiate, but the bucket felt unusually heavy. As soon as the
thick ochre sludge is scooped in hand-fulls out of the container into a plaster
bucket and stirred with water, the heavy brown sand immediately sinks to the
bottom separating easily from the yellow ochre spinning in the water. As the ochre
is poured off, and suspended in the water, the heavy sandy sediment remains in
the bottom of the bucket. I rewash the sandy sediment to try and flush out more
ochre by pouring clean water over it and stirring it up again. This releases more
yellow ochre from the brown green sand, the two materials visibly separate in
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the spinning water, the dark muddy green brown sinking and releasing the bright
warm yellow to the top. I drain this off and repeat one more time. This time the
yellow that rises to the top is more watery and pale, it is added to the rest of the
ochre. I now have two materials yellow ochre and brown green sandy sediment
separated. I use the yellow ochre discarding the sand.

Levigation or grading of pigment in running water156

The method of particles sinking in water also has a use as a material
technology - levigation is used as part of the preparation of grading course material
from fine material particles using the same motion. The application of Stokes Law
is an equation that can be used to calculate particle size by determining the ratio
between the viscosity of water, the constancy of gravity and the length of time
it takes for a particle to fall over a given distance (say one metre). The coarser
heavier particles sink to the bottom first, while fine particles are left and fall more
slowly, the very finest particles (those that are under 1 micron for example) may
even remain animated in Brownian motion - in which the movement of particles
are kept in a constant state of agitation by disturbance at the atomic level, trapping
them in a continual ‘leaping’ motion, an occurrence that is also visible because
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Patrick Baty, “Paint Technical, Oxford Ochre,” Patrick Baty, accessed February 26, 2016,
http://patrickbaty.co.uk/.
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the water stays cloudy.157 The separation and grading of particles in batches from
coarse to fine can be achieved by syphoning off particles at the right time interval.
The stepped sequence of ochre lagoons perform a similar action, and the same
process can be set up in the studio to follow ochre particles as they sink in water.

Equation for Stoke’s Law produced by David Dobson

Night Paintings
I made up a new batch of watercolour paint, this time I use 1 kilo of the ochre
from Cuthill. I want to make a tank of watercolour one metre deep in order to
follow the colour as it sinks and separates. By measuring the time it takes for the
water to clear I can tell how large the pigment particles are. This begins a series
of watercolour paintings that attempt to catch the falling particles as they descend
to the bottom of the tank. The aim is for the binder to help the pigment adhere
to a sheet of paper suspended into the tank of watercolour without impeding the
motion of pigment particles in suspension in the water (like the way it behaves in
the ponds). At what point does the gum mixture stop being effective as a binder
or does it continue to work however diluted? I imagine pigment settling in layers,
clearly demonstrating a gradation from course to fine. While this doesn’t happen
in a precise or orderly way, it does reveal characteristics of particle movement
and images of the colours behaviour when it is submerged out of sight.

157
See artwork Red Earth Settling 2014 DVD 13mins duration. The video follows the
movement of pigment as it settles in water.
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Onya McCausland, Cuthill Sedimenting Overnight, Watercolour on somerset paper 300 gsm,
56cm x 76cm, 2016
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The bin is filled to the brim with bright orange ochre, the water is heavy with
colour which is stirred to keep the ochre in suspension. As the water slows, a
sheet of Arches 300gsm paper is dipped slowly into the bin until its bottom edge
touches the bottom and comes to a rest. The paper curves easily around the
narrow container which is a tall plastic waste bin from a local shop. The paper,
which is buoyant, is gently taped in place and I leave the studio for the night. In
the morning, I carefully lift the paper from the still cloudy watercolour and a faint
tidemark from the water level is visible at the top of the paper, then a drift of colour
falls down through and across the paper as I pull it gently up and away from the
tank. The water drains away revealing the submerged image of the falling pigment
particles caught in the tooth of the paper, adhering to its absorbent surface and a
V shaped valley dips through the centre of the painting. I test a second paper this
time using Somerset smooth 300gsm, the texture is much softer than the Arches
and its structure much less rigid. The Somerset paper absorbs water more easily
than the Arches (which has a coating of size on its surface) and its tendency is to
float back to the surface but the sides of the plastic bin prevent this as the paper
curls around the contour of the container moving slowly with the slight sway of
the heavily pigmented water. The top edge of the paper is taped in place to the
top edge of the bin.
The watercolour paintings support different materials’ inherent conditions,
as their individual tendencies are opened, followed, and made visible, and their
conflict or synthesis revealed. The submerged painting in the watercolour bin
is formed through the actions of materials in unison, and in conflict - the heavy
pigment (which sinks and adheres to the bottom of the paper) and the fine
pigment that stays in suspension for longer, fixes towards the top of the painting.
As the paper buckles and rolls or folds in the water, it develops channels, valleys
and steep edges where pigment may accumulate or fall away more easily.
The paper is complicit in the making - not a blank sheet - its membrane has
its own physical idiosyncrasies that are vulnerable and sensitive to the events
submerged in the plastic bin. The skin of the paper and the pigment in the water
are involved in the record of motion and time. The watercolour paintings physical
and optical qualities can’t be separated, the pigment and paper have become
bound together by the action of physical processes responding to environmental
conditions. The chosen methods and tools also fabricate ‘natural’ forces and less
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natural conditions. In this way the materiality of the colour in concert with the
absorbent paper, water and motion determines the final image. The paper holds
a pattern of sedimentation, echoed in the processes of formation in the landscape
at Cuthill, as bright orange ochre gurgles up from the depths and settles. The
submerged paintings in the studio form a microcosm of the system of material
organisation underway at the site. The physical processes that are forming in
the studio paintings are an abstraction of geological processes of sedimentation
taking place in the wider landscape.
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Onya McCausland, Cuthill Sedimenting Overnight, Watercolour on somerset paper 300gsm,
56cm x 76cm, 2016
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The Five Sister’s bing, 2016
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The Five Sisters
The submerged active sedimentation accumulating in Cuthill is juxtaposed
alongside the beautifully modelled structure of the shale bings looming nearby,
two players in a constantly changing landscape-energy-production site that is
being reinvented multiple times. This unwitting proximity of just a few fields,
between Cuthill Mine Water Treatment Site and the oil shale ‘bings’ Derelict Land
Art: The Five Sisters (designated an artwork in 1976 by John Latham) highlights
two strands of thinking that run through this section; process and gesture, and
the role of the artist. The first of these, process and gesture, is exemplified in
my attempts to harness the processes occurring in the landscape, in the night
paintings made in the watercolour bins. Latham’s strategy of capturing time as
“event” was first developed in paintings he made from the 1950s in which he
emphasises a shift in thinking from a spatial view of the world to one that is
“event structured” and manifested in his surface spray gun paintings in which the
event of making, retains a constant history of itself, and an abstract of all former
histories.158 The second strand, follows on from the first and involves a re-visioning
of the art object and the role of the artist in its making. The Artist Placement
Group, founded by John Latham and Barbara Steveni, together with a group of
other artists including Barry Flanagan, David Hall, Jeffrey Shaw Stuart Brisley
Hugh Davies, Andre Dipper, David Toop and Ian Breakwell pioneered the role of
the artist within wider social, cultural and industrial context. It enabled the artists
to work in non-traditional art settings without the pressure to perform or produce
material or commercial outcomes and gave them time to observe and reflect on
the structures and processes of the host company/organisation. Their contribution
to the conceptual art movement is exemplified by John Latham’s work in West
Lothian Derelict Land Art: The Five Sisters159 the strange five nippled pyramidmonument structure, a few fields away, may not have survived removal without
the intervention of Latham’s gesture to ‘do nothing’ in response to a commission
with the Scottish Office to find a solution to the problem of the waste heaps.160 His
‘placement’ resulted in a unique series of works of art founded upon the decision
158
John Latham in conversation with hans Ulrich Obrist and Barbara Steveni ‘I make
the world and the world makes me‘, Canvas Events Ridinghouse 2010, 3. “The Interior of the
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to “leave them as they were”.161 Thereby clearing the philosophical space for the
creation of an art ‘object’ that negates the artists hand, like a ready made.

A New Artwork
This presence of Latham’s Five Sisters beside Cuthill was unexpected
yet entirely in keeping with the way things have unfolded during the course of
this research. The apparition of Latham’s philosophical stance and the guiding
principle of the Artist Placement Group within the framework of my own discoveries
reinvigorated the emphasis on time and event and reinforced my conviction as
Latham stated that “the context is half the work”.162 It has demanded the question
of what changes when an industrial waste heap becomes an artwork? The heap is
the same heap, the surroundings the same, its presence in the landscape just as
looming as before, or does its presence change? what comes to the foreground?
John Latham forced into consciousness the fact of the Bings, brought them
crashing into the very centre of the the contemporary debate about legacies of
the earths exploitation and human industriousness. His gesture to do nothing
elegantly redefined the grandiosity of the American Earthworks of the 1960s with
intellectual rigour and lightness of touch - Do Nothing. The gesture has already
been made, there is nothing to do but open the view towards it: leave them as
they are.163 John Latham said of the bings:
The process sculpture sites in West Lothian, incld. Naddrie, should
be classified alongside the Pyramids, Stone henge and the most
important documents in human existence. In fact they do more than
the others, in redefining history itself.164
Latham’s statement is a fact, he did not create the Bings and does not take
credit for their existence. Instead he clarifies and identifies their expression of
something beyond any one individuals voice or vision, as a collective expression
of intention and happening. Acknowledging in this gesture or Event the many
161
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hands (of the often exploited workers who had to buy their own tools - their wages
deducted to pay for their sharpening)165 that formed them, not dissimilar to the
(slave) labour that formed the Pyramids.
Over time the bings have become a vantage point used to see the landscape
from a different perspective, just as Latham intended them to be. They have
changed the way the landscape is perceived. They shift consciousness. The
bings are a record of the relationship between humans, materials and processes
- they document human interaction with landscape. Their placement is the result
of the pragmatics of industry, and their structure a consequence of the poetics
of physics. The confluence of their being here a result of a series of unlikely
simultaneous events and decisions - John Latham’s association with the Scottish
Office, the conditions supporting the formation of the Artist Placement Group, and
a particular moment marking the end of an era in West Lothian industry. Latham’s
gesture brings a new circularity to the exploitative mind set, by setting aside
these forms, and noticing that conditions that shape them can also be reshaped,
reformed, rethought as functions and purposes and demands change.166

Walking
In order to fully grasp the scale of the bings in the surrounding landscape,
their visual effect, and to think about their relationship to the ochre lagoons I set
off to climb the Five Sisters, leaving on foot from Cutlhill along the river Almond
where the five tips can be seen poking above a block of conifer trees in the field
beside the lake of ochre. The pathway follows the course of the river up onto a
bank through trees. Every now and then the Sisters come into sight through gaps
in the trees, ahead and slightly to the left. Their pyramidal form is arresting and
they exude a sense of awe, which comes as much through a knowledge of their
making - tiny precarious little carts on rails hoisted up to the head of the heap
and tipped by hand over the edge - as it does their physical scale.167 They are
on the other side of the river and there are no signs, which makes it unclear how
165
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collection visited 06 2016.
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or when to cross the river to get to them. The path comes to an abrupt end with
a sign pointing in the other direction back towards Addiewell. I persevere along
the rim of a field, a track dips down to the left with an incongruous small and
very narrow arch with what must have been a small gauge railway running over
it. Through the arch the track runs down to the river over a footbridge and then
back up on the other side where the Five Sisters rear up into view again. Standing
underneath them I feel profoundly moved, thinking of the confluence of conditions
that cause them to be here - a heavy shale mountain weighing of so much human
effort. Walking slowly round the base looking up at the ‘face’ each of the five
slopes can be seen together running at exactly the same angle - known as the
‘angle of repose’, this is the optimum slope a material will form given the shape
of its individual particle size. Roundish granular materials like sand will slump at
a faster rate and form a lower angle than angular shaped aggregates which can
stack up more steeply, the addition of water can act as a binder and creating an
even steeper incline.

Spent shale material
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This waste shale is formed of small flat discs of fired brittle rock that
sometimes seem almost melted together. They have the colours of firing too,
from red through to purple and black. Blaes is the Scottish word for mudstone
spoil from shale mining. The name is derived from “blue” owing to the bluish grey
of the raw rock. But when the shale is heated it turns pinky orangey red in colour,
which then is given the oxymoron name of Red Blaes (literally Red Blues)168 They
form exactly the right shape to fall at a very steep angle. Too difficult to climb even
though the surface has become soft with seeded grasses. The angle also makes
them seem extremely close. I walk around the ‘back’ where the little tipper trucks
would have ascended, and follow their course to the top of the bing.

Walking towards the bings, 2016. Photograph Brendan McConville

I climb up the first bing, the one that is closet to the river, (although they are
tightly packed together). There is a sheer drop at an incredibly steep angle to my
left, it is as if only a thatch of thick grasses are holding the whole heap together
- these vertiginous slopes are precarious, fragile, but also somehow strong. The
wind is coming at the face of the bings, so I am protected behind it until I reach the
top and then a violent blast hits me so hard I fall down into the grass. The view is
168
“Museum of the Scottish Shale Oil Industry,” Museum of the Scottish Shale Oil
Industry, accessed February 23, 2017, http://www.scottishshale.co.uk/HistoryPages/Glossary/
GlossaryIntro.html.
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spectacular. In the near distance is West Calder, then up to the north east where
Edinburgh city is visible and the Forth of Firth, closer in, the formless sprawl of
Livingston, and directly below a working stone yard, and what appears to be
the beginnings of a new housing development. The tiny river, the foot bridge,
buildings I recognise from Google Earth. I count the fields and recognise the
block of dark conifers and a bend in the river that marks the site of Cuthill, and
hidden just behind the trees is the bright orange lagoon lying in the ground like a
monochrome painting.

Cuthill, Mine Water Treatment Scheme/Monochrome Painting, from Google Earth
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Turning Landscape into Colour
Looking out across the surrounding landscape of West Lothian there are a
few remaining reminders of its industrial past; the canals, old railway lines, the
distant field of orange ochre. Most are only visible once you get your eye in, or
know where to look. Now the land is mainly inhabited by middle class commuters
and barely worked, apart from a few wind farms, conifers and the odd flock of
sheep. The few traces of old industries are not denied or celebrated, they are
just fact. The Five Sisters evolution from industrial eye sore to protected Site of
Special Scientific Interest and cultural monument is an example of the passage
of time, changing perspectives and orientations.169 The bings stand out in this
landscape as an emphatic statement of an event in human history. While the
bings provide a literal platform for viewing the changing physical landscape, their
designation by Latham also challenges perceptions about the role of art and the
artist in society.170 A beacon that was once a pragmatic element in the complex
process of oil shale extraction, has now transformed into a ‘monument’ or a
memorial in the soft low lying land of the Lothians.171
The bings have been around since the 1930’s, growing and changing transforming from waste heaps into monuments. Whereas the water pollution
from the coal mines has been managed only since 2003. What happens now that
the pollution is managed? What is the status of this site? Does Cuthill merge into
the post industrial landscape of West Lothian, unnoticed and un-acknowledged?
The site, its function and production is part of the lineage of human activities and
cultural practices that stretch back to the beginning of human cultural history. The
process of ochre formation that the site performs is historically unique, and the
material that the site harnesses is an important cultural signifier.
The operation of the Mine Water Treatment Sites are a working document
of contemporary importance - an environmental management project that will go
on for decades, maybe hundreds of years, inadvertently turning the landscape
169
The flora on the bings has become the focus of some attention as the alpine like ground
structure supports unusual lichens and moses, while in other places exotic plants have taken
hold, drifting by air currents from cultivated gardens. Barbra Harvie, “West Lothian Biodiversity
Action Plan: Oil Shale Bings“; Edinburgh Research Archive, January 01, 1970, 11-22, accessed
February 24, 2017, https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/846.
170
Craig Richardson, Scottish art since 1960: historical reflections and contemporary
overviews (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Pub. Co., 2011), 84.
171
Latham originally also intended the sites to house sculptures as well as being sculptures in
themselves. John Latham and Terry Measham, John Latham (London: Tate Gallery Publications,
1976). John Latham archive Flat Time House, 210 Bellenden Rd, London SE15 4BW, UK.
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into colour. The necessity to develop and re-use the ochre colours they produce
(when natural resources are over exploited) has never been more pressing.
Such a gesture acknowledges their role in the history of human interaction with
the landscape. The sites, and the colour material emanating from them will be
designated artworks to distinguish them, to set them aside, opening them up as
vehicle through which a confluence of ideas converge.

Hawden, Mine Water Treatment Scheme/Monochrome painting, from Google Earth
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The yellow-orange earth colours forming here can be used to change
understanding of material processes and relationships with the landscape in
a different way to the “bings”. These sites can be re-visioned as places where
material processes are performed, where ochre colour is (inadvertently)
manufactured and the cycles of material transformations are followed from the
beginning through to a usable colour material in a tube of paint. In this way the
Mine Water Treatment Sites are a continual process recording the legacy of
human interaction with landscape. The colour visualises this relationship; Cuthill
along with the other four sites should be designated and named as part of this
historically significant human interaction. Now the sites have been noticed as a
manifestation of industrial processes that have defined an era. They have been
re-viewed as artworks that distinguish their role in amplifying human interaction
with landscape. Naming them as artworks is a way of setting them aside from
their municipal function, raising their status and expressing their value.172
Cuthill is brought to attention and celebrated as a significant event both
within and outside the framework of the coal mining industry. The colours’
formation is continually marking the ground: it is an earthwork. The lozengedshaped lagoons, structured by the pragmatic composition of environmental land
management engineering are giant orange monochrome paintings lying in the
ground facing the heavens. Watercolour paintings that are visible from Google
Earth, or the hills and heaps in the landscape nearby. Frank Stella said he wanted
his paint to “look as good as it did in the can”. I want my paint to look as good as
it does in the ground.

172

See appendix letter to the Coal Authority.
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Lindsay Ochre Lagoon, 2015
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CAPHOUSE

Onya McCausland, Ochre Wall (detail), 2015

Landscape Journey No. 5
Caphouse is on the shallower western side of the South Yorkshire coalfield
at a point where the coal seam is closer to the surface than in the east of the
coalfield where the seams are at their deepest. The mine shaft here is 142 metres
deep and was built in 1789. It was privately owned and run and it changed hands
many times until 1946 when the Coal Board took over after Nationalisation. It
closed soon after the miners strike in 1985 when shifting economic structures
made imported coal cheaper and entrenched political positions resulted in the
greatest social upheaval of a generation. Within three years Caphouse had
became the National Coal Mining Museum for England. It is now run with the
support of the Heritage Lottery fund and the Coal Authority.
The museum is about 14 minutes drive south west of Wakefield Town and 11
minutes drive north of the Yorkshire Sculpture Park. The Mine Water Treatment
Scheme is on museum land a short walk from the cafe. The bright orange settling
lagoons and reed beds can also be seen, surrounded by dark trees and bright
green fields, from Google Earth. Below ground the old mine has been turned into
an underground coal mine tour and the surrounding buildings above ground have
157

largely been preserved in their original condition. The most recent addition to
the museum complex is the Mine Water Treatment Scheme, which is also partly
accessible to the public, making this the most direct and explicitly visible physical
relationship between coal mining, remediation of end-of-life mines, and ochre
production.

Installing Ochre Wall, Slade Research Centre, Woburn. UCL 2015

A Wall Painting
A proposal to coat an interior wall of the museum with paint made from
Caphouse ochre will be carried out in 2017. Presenting the colour in this context
is an opportunity to amplify the relationship between the colour and its place of
belonging in the most direct way possible. It is a chance for the public to become
acquainted with a colour that has derived directly from the immediate landscape
and been reconfigured onto a wall. It is a chance to notice, dare I say measure,
perceptual and conceptual reorientations during the transition between landscape
and wall.
In preparation for this proposal I painted a wall with the same ochre pigment
in the Slade Research Centre and, although in this case it was not making a direct
visible connection with the immediate exterior landscape, its presence none-the158

less contrasted with the space it inhabited and the context it was in, and provoked
questions and observations about painting, colour and landscape. The ochre wall
took up the entire surface of one wall - which was 3.5 metres tall and 5.4 metres
long - for a period of 10 days in early Spring 2015. The iron oxide/ochre paint was
made in an acrylic emulsion binder to the following recipe:
Dissolve 100g Klucel EF (63700) in 10 litres of cold water.
Add 500g earth pigment.
1/2 litre of Primal AC 35 (7511) acrylic dispersion for greater permanence
(Optional).173
I adjusted the ratios to create the most saturated and densely pigmented
colour I could get without losing its capacity to bind together or fall of the wall.
I wanted the colour to look as good as it did in the ground, where it caked to
the edges of the lagoons and reed beds, splashed and spilled over onto the
green grass and stained the underbellies of ducks. The colour on the wall had to
correspond to the colour in the landscape, it is surprising how much the addition
of a binder can alter a pigments natural hue, so careful measurement and testing
were required. The less Primal AC 35 the better.

Drying Ochre Wall , 2015
173
“Wall Paint: Color Washes on Interior Walls,” Kremer Pigments Inc., accessed February
10, 2017, http://www.kremer-pigmente.com/en/rezepte/detail/wall-paint-color-washes-on-interiorwalls?id=27.
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Surface
After a few tests the final paint mixture was applied to the wall in two coats.
The first coat had to thoroughly dry before the second coat was applied. As the
second wet coat met with the first dry coat it immediately sucked into it as if the
dry ochre was a parched desert. When the wall had completely dried the surface
became like the texture of soft clay, the light, which came through a row of large
skylights above, softly absorbed onto its matt surface. As the light changed,
brightened or darkened the colour intensified and sharpened, quietly expanding
and contracting its mass, weight and volume, overwhelming the otherwise plain
room. Two faintly visible parallel lines six inches apart run horizontally across the
length of the wall, a redundant hanging rail from when the space used to house the
Courtauld painting collection. These and other marks on the wall are coated with
layers of paint over many years but they keep showing through. Closer up, the wall’s
surface is pitted with craters and lumps from buried screws and rawl plugs, roughly
sanded and polyfilled holes, scratches and an undulating and alternating surface
of dimpled and smooth areas - with a shift of perspective such scratches and holes
became planetary craters, geological fault lines, crevasses and canyons, straight
lines became landart interventions. The old textured wall paper and badly sanded
filled holes pick up the heavy orange/red pigment giving the surface an even more
exaggerated deep fury texture, like a thick dusting of earth - the colour emphasises
the marks already present in the walls surface and the side light cutting across the
wall puts everything into relief, further exaggerating the effects, giving them another
dimension, a desert surface seen from above - something like the surface of Mars.

Earth
The powerful visceral materiality of the ochre wall is emphatic, it is not
decorative or even pleasant, it is too intense and assertive, almost overwhelming.
The sensation of weight coming from the colour is something other than purely
optical - it is a strong orange-brown earthy rust colour - a vertical wall of earth.
It pulses heat and dryness, it has density and physical weight like it could drop
to the floor. It is the first time I have seen the colour on this scale away from the
landscape. Concentrated in paint it has become potent and self-confident, specific
and expansive at the same time.
160

Onya McCausland, Ochre Wall (detail), 2015
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Onya McCausland, Ochre Wall (detail), 2015
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Onya McCausland, Ochre Wall (detail), 2015
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Horizontal and Vertical
Robert Morris begins his essay Aligned with Nazca crossing the Pampa
Colorado, Peru, in a car looking for the ceremonial lines. The first day he misses
the lines altogether (he had deliberately ignored suggestions to take a plane to
look at the surface of the plain from above). The second day he tries again, this
time he is on foot, and the surface of the desert comes into view, the contrasting
colours of the earth are discernible. He notices the way the contrast reads
from afar and the way closeness and distance activate perspectival distortions
between the horizontal and vertical plains. It is critical to the discourse that he is
on the ground seeing the work as it had been made, as it had been conceived
in order to realign his perception to the whole landscape of surface and space,
and how the lines and wider landscape converge. His re-orientation pays off in
moment of perceptual re-organisation as the lines stand up on the visual vertical
plane, joining with the distant mountains - which are repositioned on the same
perceptual field as the lines;
Assuming that the lines point to the power points in the Sierra (as well
as literal sources of water) we then have both terms: the flat and the
spatial, line and mountain, the abstract figure and the concrete object,
the notational abstraction and the concrete existent.174
Robert Morris talks of the reduction of complex information into “notational
systems” as a prevailing culturally dominant force where the pervasive spatial
context that most urban boxed in dwellers are unacquainted with is “room
space”,175 with strongly accentuated divisions between vertical and horizontal marking a distinction between a world of surfaces and the spacial realm that
he describes in relation to the vast open plane of the Peruvian desert where
the Nazca lines are found. Morris uses the Nazca lines as an example of how
conventional separations between the vertical and horizontal, and thus between
the notation of meaning in the symbolic sense and its concrete existent in the
world perhaps don’t or didn’t exist in the minds of those that made the Nazca
lines. To them, it is possible that the line and the mountain, or the flat and the
spacial, appear simultaneously.
174
Robert Morris, Continuous Project Altered Daily: The Writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1993), 170.
175
Robert Morris, Continuous Project Altered Daily: The Writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1993), 159.
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This recognition is experienced by Morris as he stands on the desert surface,
looking out to the distant mountains.
The lines…. occupy the horizontal but are located within the perceptual
vertical as well… The horizontal becomes vertical through extension.176
He goes on to describe how, as the eye meets the horizon line without
interruption, the view is divided equally in half between the top half sky and the
bottom half ground. In this case, the ground/horizontal space is tipped up and
becomes simultaneously vertical. His realignment describes a phenomenological
re-reading of conventional spacial relationships, one that acknowledges perceptual
embodiment within and as-part of the perceived whole. Where line and mountain
- flat and spacial - notational abstraction and concrete existent are simultaneously
present. In this sense the surface becomes not a ‘notational’ device aimed at
reducing complex spacial reality, but for joining up complex spacial reality with
the phenomenological experience of making and marking.
‘The further down the line one looks the greater its definition. Yet the
greater its distance, the less definition of detail.’177
Robert Morris’s discussion, while on one level concerned distinctions in the
1970s between the formalities of sculpture and painting, was also driving at a
question about orientation that is as deep as culture itself, as the physical world
divides for us between surface and depth - a division with cultural origins he
argues, that is bound up with the act of writing - a means to objectify memories
into artefacts.178 Notation, he suggests, began not only to record and control but
to shut out the physical world, and a second world was invented: the world of flat
surfaces where notation reigned.
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Robert Morris, Continuous Project Altered Daily: The Writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1993), 159.
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Robert Morris, Continuous Project Altered Daily: The Writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1993), 154.
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Robert Morris, Continuous Project Altered Daily: The Writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1993), 169.
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Wall and Ground
The ochre painted on the wall in London attempts to align the “flat surface” of
the wall with the “physical world” of ochre lagoons, like the line and the mountain
on the ground in the Peruvian desert, Nazca. The pitted cratered surface of the
ochre wall not only suggests or signifies landscape but embodies landscape. The
colour, once extracted from the Mine Water Treatment Site performs as concrete
existent and notational signifier. It points to other things in the world - it points
back to the ochre lagoons and the mines underneath them while it simultaneously
exists as the thing in the world.
If the flatness of painting can mediate between concrete existent and the
internal world of the imagination as a notation system, colour too has taken
the role of signifier within this system by alluding to things in the world rather
than being the thing in the world. The material potency of colour in the archaic/
prehistoric and medieval world was so interconnected with complex social and
cultural systems that its physical and optical properties and symbolic meaning
were interchangeable. The ochre taken from the Mine Water Treatment Site at
Caphouse is not a particularly outstanding hue like Six Bells or Tan-y-Garn, but
like Cuthill, its potency is drawn from a wider complex of meaningful structures
that make it more than just a “notational abstraction” or signifier - Caphouse ochre
too, embodies transformative powers, it does more than just point - rather than
shut out the physical world it embodies and embraces it.
The emphasis on material agency over image works in counterpoint to
the tyranny of the screen in an age of extreme image saturation. This emphasis
attempts a realignment of the visceral properties of matter as new potent narrative
‘actants’ for the 21st century.179 The term ‘materiality’ has infiltrated contemporary
discourse in recognition of an increasingly virtual experience of the world - one
in which the act of looking has itself been hijacked by the proliferation of highly
co-modified imagery. The once primary physical world has becomes the shadow,
other, and is becoming “shut out”, while its simulacra, experienced through
the screen-world is taking its place in a reversal of conventional oppositions of
material-immaterial, physical-metaphysical, looking/non-looking, seeing/nonseeing.
179
Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A political ecology of things (London: Duke University
Press. , 2010), 8-13.
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While the formal distinctions between sculpture and painting that existed
when Morris was writing in the 1970s are far less distinct now, and therefore less
potent, the distinctions between the concrete existent and notational system are
perhaps becoming thoroughly undone and reconstituted through the medium of
the digital screen-world, as new spacial orientations are beginning to take hold
with unknown consequences. We take our cue from images, cave walls, holy
walls, canvas and screen but, over saturation depotentialises the image, over
exposure leads to image loss. The impotent yet all consuming screen-imagehyper-reality, paradoxically fuelled by material under our feet - powers on while
physical things, smells, touch, sensation are relegated to the under-world, matter,
materiality, stuff is trampled under-foot. The underworld is the domain of worms
and a place where earth is turned in a cycle of consumption and displacement;
the worms change the physics, chemistry and biology by eating earth and shitting
earth, by becoming their environment not separating from it. The ochre wall is
an attempt to slow down the manic act of distraction by freeze framing the film
reel - liberating space, body and imagination by zooming in (and out) on the
material physicality of image and reconnecting with what is actually happening
around in the immediate environment of ochre ponds, coal mines, earth worms,
painted surfaces and even the imaginary surface of Mars. Painting’s survival as
a visual form resides in its inseparability from touch, sensation, presence, stuff,
matter. The materials used in painting, the actual accumulation of matter brought
together assembled and disassembled, activated and driven describes the actions
of worms whose material transformations recall their origins. Like stories that fill
the holes in knowledge by giving meaning to our fragmented thought patterns,
materials are agents with histories embedded in their fabric.
The ochre wall, and the colour from the other sites have the capacity to
reorientate the imagination by physically harnessing experience and memory
of landscape. The wall joins together vertical and horizontal axis or “line and
mountain”, wall painting and ochre lagoon exist together, inseparable, even
though they inhabit different physical spaces - one points to the other and opens
up the other - clears space for it to be seen.
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Caphouse, Mine Water Treatment Scheme, image from Google Earth
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Onya McCausland, Ochre Wall, 5.4m x 3.5m, Slade Research Centre, Woburn. UCL, 2015
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SALTBURN

Onya McCausland, Vanishing Point, hand finished screenprint, 56cm x 76cm, 2015

Final Journey
For this final section, through the presentation of print works, I consider how
my own methods of finding the sites, mapping, travelling and orientation through
the landscape to collect the earth colour material has become an inseparable
condition of the earth colours formation as paintings. The methods of access
and identification have become a defining fact shaping the emerging work and
guiding its formation. My perceptual orientations of proximity and distance to the
material draw together the various conditions that have driven the course of these
colours’ discovery.

Deep mines
The mines, mainly for potash and salt along the north east coast are the
deepest in the UK and some of the deepest in Europe too.180 The coal mines too,
travel over one thousand metres down and out under the sea. Several layers of coal,
one seam mined beneath another and another and another with sometimes only a
few metres separating the seams. In the Coal Authority archives, looking through
180
“Geology | ICL UK,” ICL UK | Polysulphate, Potash and Salt, accessed February 09,
2017, http://icl-uk.uk/geology/.
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their map collection I come across a site a few miles north of Saltburn, depicted
in a wad of maps - each sheet representing a single level of coal workings - nine
enormous coal seams descending in a matrix under the sea bed, one overlaying
another, going deeper and deeper and further and further out under the sea. I made
notes to hold the facts in my head, as it was impossible to translate this strange
abstract notation visually in terms other than a compressed, flat-pack subterranean
landscape.181
Shaft sinks just west/inland of Nose’s Point

Upper layers _ Seaham formation/ Upper Magnesian Limestone
Middle Magnesian Limestone Marl Slate Yellow Sands
Index letter		

County name of seam		

local name

C			 Seam 1					
Age of workings: range 1990
81
Depth 9000ft below mine datum - under sea.
300 metres directly out to sea.
Middle coal Measures / Carboniferous

E			
High Main 			Five Quarter			
										
Age of workings Late 1960’s - 66, 67, 68, 69 , 70 further out 600 meters 1982 / 1986.
Depth 8720near / 8860 / 8620 far
		
F			 Main				Seven Quarter
Age of workings 1978 80- - 89 90
Depth 8760 : 8685 ft below mine datum - under sea.
G			

Yard				Main Coal

Depth 8620 near /8400 far ft below mine datum - under sea.
Age of workings 1958 - 1988
300 metres directly out to sea.
H			 Maudlin				Maudlin
Depth 8500 : 8450 ft below mine datum - under sea.
Age of workings : 1951 - 1958
200 meters out under North Sea
J			

Low Main

		

Low Main

Depth 8360 - 8400 : ft below mine datum - under sea.
Age of workings : 1948 - 1957
600 meters out under North Sea

L			 Hutton 				Hutton
Depth 8130 - 8290 : ft below mine datum - under sea.
Age of workings : 1939 - 1950
400 meters out under North Sea
Lower coal Measures
N			

Harvey				Harvey

Depth 8030 - 8000 : ft below mine datum - under sea.
Age of workings : 1939 - 1950
400 meters out under North Sea
Q			 Busty
Depth 8010 - 8290 : ft below mine datum - under sea.
Age of workings : 1938

181
Visit to the Coal Authority Archives, Mansfield 1st March 2016 Dawden Colliery Viewing
ordinance survey maps of Seaham Dawden Murton collieries.
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Blue
During the earlier part of the research a miner friend took me into one of the
old copper mines in Cornwall and told me they used to hear the sound of the sea
bed grinding above them on stormy nights. Those parts of the Cornish mines are
all flooded now, and the mines long closed. But the proximity to the sea can be
unnerving : some old adits on the north coast near Morvah and Zennor are carved
directly into the cliff face, and access to the mines entrance requires climbing down
the steep cliff to just a few metres above the sea which swirls around beneath.
The adit into this copper mine echoed the shape of a human figure, not quite
high enough to stand up straight - a clue to the mines age which dates back to
the 16th century. Sound changes underground, voices are muffled yet footsteps
ricochet sharply, crashing through 10 inches of water, and the familiar sounds
of the world dissolve in this strange acoustic. This is an entrance to another
world that demands a different order of attention and presence of mind - once
experienced, it is just about possible to comprehend the use of caves as sites
of survival, ritual and burial. I had come here to see copper carbonate residues
forming bright blue/green crusty deposits of ochre as salt-waters leak through
the veins of tin and copper. The colour was used as a pigment in medieval wall
paintings, and is sometimes referred to as salt green.182

Salt Green, Morvah, Cornwall 2014
182
Spike Bucklow et al., Turning landscape into colour (London: Slade press, 2013). Also
see: H. Howard, Pigments of english medieval wall painting (London: Archetype, 2003), 72.
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Salt
The axis of the Saltburn landscape on the north east coast reveals it own
paradoxes. It is one of the few places left in the UK where underground mining
development is still underway on a huge scale. The mines were first dug for
ironstone,183 long since closed, they now excavate for salt (which accounts for the
name) and potassium silicate or potash which is used as fertiliser - this is related
to the mineral alum which is hydrated potassium and used to be a valued mineral
in the cloth dying industry - a mordant for fixing colour. I have a pot of aluminium
sulphate in my studio that I use to give pigments more body and structure.184
Cleveland Potash LTD perched alongside the small coastal road between Whitby
and Redcar, just south of Saltburn, is an ordinary looking factory plant betraying a
vast underground mining network (the largest in Europe), estimated at around 600
miles of workings stretching over four miles under the North Sea185 producing 1
million tons of minerals a year, or half the UK output, and employing around 1000
people. What is even more unexpected is the existence of Boulby Underground
Laboratory, a deep space research centre 1100 metres underground, placing one
of the most innovative scientific research centres in the world beside one of the
most deprived cities in the UK.

Visibility
One of the striking things about the Mine Water Treatment Sites is their
visibility - not usually from the ground - as despite the intensity of the colours
the sites themselves are usually hidden behind fences, off tracks, into relatively
inaccessible stretches of waste land - but from above through Google Earth they
are clearly discernible, sometimes from many kilometres ‘up’. I find the sites I am
looking for on Maps on my iphone, if the site can’t be found by its nearest post
code, then I pull over and use Google Earth to zoom out and up to see where I
am, and where the site is.
183
“Geology | ICL UK,” ICL UK | Polysulphate, Potash and Salt, accessed February 09,
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From the Middle Ages (London, New York : Marion Boyars, 2009), 26.
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Simon Redfern, “Carbon capture and storage to be monitored by cosmic rays,” BBC
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Morlais Ochre Lagoons/Monochrome painting, from Google Earth

This paradoxical visibility or vision is mediated multiple times through a filter
of invisible algorithms, technologies run by faceless companies that frame the
world in particular ways (in this case from above looking down) which is also
reminiscent of reconnoissance missions and, while this militarised perspective
may say a lot about how new technologies have become mainstream mapping
devises, it provides a new experiential and sensory knowledge of the Earth from
a ‘distance’. A view that was not readily available to Robert Morris writing about
the Nazca lines, and a view he explicitly rejected as it would not have helped him
read the lines as they had been created.186
Perspectival Devices
Through the course of art history we have seen changing orientations of
visualising the world, through various compositional and perspectival devices that
change the construction of images and the position of the viewer. For example, the
division of holy space from secular or ‘real’ space in medieval Christian iconography
- a rare surviving example in England described as “the most complete set of
Romanesque frescos in northern Europe” can be seen in Herefordshire in a small
186
He expresses his disinterest in taking a plane over the site.
Robert Morris, Continuous Project Altered Daily: The Writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1993). 148
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12th century church in a village called Kemply,187 covering the entire surface of
the tiny barrel vaulted chancel. This kind of flat non-perspectival space was in
turn superseded by the proliferation of illusionistic invitations to the viewer into a
depicted space and the axis of the world image shifted as new notational systems
influence perception and change behaviour, an example perhaps of what Robert
Morris meant by “to shut out the physical world”.188
The relationship between the viewer and viewed is explored by Christopher
Tilley in his discussion on the perception of landscape, and of rock art in particular,
where he describes how the whole body is submerged in the perceptual reading,
citing Bergson’s redirection of perception from a dualistic severing between
mind and body to the carnal body mediating these dualities and providing the
grounding for all perception,189 in contrast to the dominance of a visual reading.
When considering painting he suggests that Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology
‘reduces the body to the eye’ derived, he argues from a tendency to cite ‘museum
paintings and small sculptures’ at arms length. Were Merleau-Ponty to experience
‘earthwork’ or land art first hand, he might have had a different perspective, he
suggests.190 The manner in which perceptual thought takes place is therefore
grounded in the kinaesthetic relationship between person, place and landscape.191
He argues that the manner in which ‘rock art’ is encountered forces the entire
body into experiencing the image:
The perception of rock art images is thus as much a matter of the flesh,
of sensation, of feeling, of corporeality, as it is a matter of cognition
or mental process involving remembering, recognition, and iconic,
indexical, and symbolic association, all culturally mediated processes.
The notion that the whole body is integrated in the perceptual process
through shifting positions in space, re-orientation and memory, means that
perception is intimately linked to the manner in which we encounter and remember
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the world through our movement in it, and as part of it. The body in motion is
always between and transitional, and perception is an action of the body building
a relationship with being in the world, like my searching for orientation in the
unfamiliar surroundings of the copper mine. But what about the virtual movement
through space? My own perspective and ability to see and navigate during the
course of my journeys was hugely augmented by the digital medium of Google
Earth. I scan the earth from above taking it in like a pilot identifying features,
zooming in on targets. My all perceiving gaze enables me to swoop down and
hover over the surface of the earth or speedily glide over its uniform surface, my
progress unimpeded by the inconvenience of topography. Google Earths’ vertical
birds eye vision ignores my body’s limitations - streamlining my ability to find the
sites from the terrestrial setting of a parked car beside a stretch of road. It expands
my experience of the visible realm beyond my body, throws out my perceptual
field into heavenly realms. I can see for as many miles as I like, until I spot the
familiar orange lagoons, zooming in on the bright specks in the surrounding grey
green, often in pairs, sometimes triplets, while I sit simultaneously in the van, on
the road, following another set of signs and directions horizontally.
It is as if I am knitting together snatches of distinct yet contradictory images joining up the horizontal view rolling by outside my van, with the vertical birds eye
view from above - compressing together complex fragmented images as I attempt
to find the place I am looking for. I zoom in from above, stop, park, walk and feel
the soft earth under my feet, the smell of the sea, mixed with sulphur emitting
from the ochre, finding my bearings, in a slippery kind of way, that is both very
general and yet specific. Returning to Bergson’s perceptual wholesomeness, he
describes his internal process of mapping space in an unknown town:
In a town unknown to me, I halt at different street corners, deciding
where to go. Movement is broken and discontinuous. Later after a
prolonged sojourn in the town, I shall go about it mechanically, without
having any distinct perception of the objects I am passing.192
This contrasts sharply with my multi-plicated matrix of points, visions
and orientations all vying for attention, for space. Mine is a semi-disembodied
experience of the world increasingly perceived through the digital realm, through
snatches of mediated data, ‘mapping’ devices and lenses filtering real life space,
192
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and challenging traditional distinctions between real and imagined/imaged
experience. In an essay called ‘Walking is Political’, Will Self describes a typical
journey made by a young girl on her way to meet a friend:
She is completely lost: she could not tell you the name of a single
street or notable building.….She is disoriented – and yet her progress
is a perfectly plotted trajectory through urban space: she looks into
the glowing multifaceted jewel in the palm of her hand and here other
parallelograms interleave, shuffle and montage in response to the
tweezer motions and baton-flicks of her fingers.193
I am aware that my descent onto the landscape site from above and
across the ground is a convergence of virtual memory triggers and real sensorial
knowledge - ‘notational abstractions’ colliding into the ‘concrete existent’ there on
the ground with the sun shining, and my iphone buzzing telling me the “destination
is on my right”. Will Self continues, quoting Marshall McLuhan in Understanding
Media194:
”no new technology leaves human perception unaltered” – the web/
internet represents the most powerful auto-altering of our perception
that we’ve yet devised. Our willingness to upload our social existence
to the web, to rely on it for our orientation, and to depend on it for
our memory, means that when the silvery interface between us and
it becomes perturbed, we seem to be witnessing the very lineaments
of the thing in itself, stripped of its fleshly and humanising coat. It’s a
strange notion, this: digitisation has become so comprehensive and
penetrating it is now able to express the fundamental categories within
which we perceive reality itself .195
I arrive, ‘at my destination’, head spinning, dropped into the landscape like a
pin, and find myself suddenly standing staring at a lake of orange water, with my
bucket, pole and camera. Refocusing my attention, to be there. As it happened,
the site at Saltburn along the north east coast is less visible than many of the
others I have spent time in. The Mine Water Treatment Scheme is so newly built
that it has’t been recorded on Google Earth yet, and so the view scanned through
193
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my iphone is not the lozenge shaped lagoons, instead I see the stain of orange
water still flowing into the sea. But the lagoons are now there, a few miles south
of the industrial city and estuary of Middlesborough, and the toxic orange outflow
is now contained and treated. The site is open and expansive, facing the North
Sea with the Yorkshire Moors behind. The sky is huge and white. Windmills set
out in a geometric grid formation are visible just off the coast. A long sandy beach
stretches from Saltburn-by-Sea all the way to Redcar and the estuary, where the
paraphernalia of the steel industry still marks the horizon. The sun is refracting off
the sea like a mirror, giving off a cold glare. It’s not shadowy like Cornwall or the
Welsh Valleys. You can see a long way in all directions.
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Saltburn Ochre Lagoon
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Vanishing Point
The satellite images of the earth that have helped construct my journeys
have become integrated into the vision of the landscape in my imagination. Seeing
and finding the site from above is intertwined with arriving by van, walking and
digging out buckets of ochre sludge from the settling lagoons. My perception of
these colours is conditioned, partly shaped by the vehicle of Google Earth, I see
the colour from above, the landscape is visioned by the satellite eye and filters
into my imagination. I can’t separate these different images from above, from the
ground and from underground - they all collide into a matrix of impression.
The practice of bringing my impression into the studio requires a distillation
of my experience of the landscape. I want to compress these distinct visions
of the earth - through the colour found there. What I discover in the studio is
that this particular colour happens to have a set of characteristics that mirror
the landscape in-terms of light and clarity. The colour that emanates from these
deepest of mines196 is paradoxically extremely bright and transparent. The colour
has a depth and richness with an extra clean quality, there is no muddiness - I can’t
say this about Caphouse, which is heavier, more earthy and opaque. This colour
has the clarity and openness of the bright north east coast sky. This is not obvious
when processing the raw material, but it becomes apparent later as it dries out in
the trays. It is a little brittle (like Six Bells) and very strong sharp orange red. The
mass tone is deep rich orange, while the mid tone has a sweetness that appears
to emit light, the undertone, the most transparent and open side to the colour, is
bright and a little cold.
I start by rubbing the dry ochre from the site into paper with my hand. The
action focuses the complexities of various sensations and impressions in the
gesture of touch - the soft crumbly ochre crushes easily into the papers tooth
and catches there, pressing down into the surface like soft rouge in a compact.
I rub it in further, now its like soft skin. The pitted pattern structure of the paper
shows through the almost transparent web of earth colour coating the surface,
and the fibres of the paper loosen slightly between the pressure of my hand and
the grain of the pigment. As I rub, the colour changes, the fine dust sits deep in
the tooth while the heavier particles brush off the surface, the finer particles, as I
discovered with Six Bells tend to be brighter in colour.
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The pigment particles organise on the papers surface, and I organise
another set of particles of digital pixels, fixed in a screen shot that I arrange
into many different versions or visions - with seemingly unlimited distortions and
adjustments to reshape, cut, resize, paste, re-view. I can adjust the intangible
scales on the screen - zooming in and out - measuring the distance, I hover
above the ‘ground’ in this slippery dimension. The distance between the virtual
position of the satellite eye to the surface of the ground might just coincide with
the distance between the earth’s surface and the deep mine underground from
where the colour emanates, approximately. The 300dpi print from Google Earth
is exposed over the diamond shaped perforations of a silkscreen.
The dry iron oxide dust coating the paper is also used to make the silkscreen
ink. This is hands on and messy. The thick colour bound in acrylic medium is
dropped onto and squeezed through the mesh of the perforated screen mesh
onto the paper beside the earth that has been rubbed in by hand. These two
positions, the close up contact between the material and the hand, and the other, a
distant gaze mediated through Google Earth, are compressed together in the final
image, bringing together above and below, new and old, fast and slow processes.
The construction of several images, each one taking a different compositional
form and the practice of layering Google Earth photographs and earth pigment
not only attempts to describe the stratigraphic nature of this landscape and my
various viewings of it; within and without, above and below - but also the action
of layering one image of earth over another image of the Earth creates a gradient
of tone from deep through to transparent and (inadvertently) the nuances of the
colours’ mass tone, mid tone and undertone are expressed, and the colour finds
its own stratigraphy.
Unexpectedly, the underground laboratory at Boulby one kilometre beneath
the surface, is supporting an investigation into new methods of deep mining in
ultra hostile environments, technologies which cross over with new methods
of observing life on Mars. The ferrous liquid emitting from the mines deep
underground - and now coating the paper and my screenprint197 - is elementally
connected with the ferruginous surface of the planet Mars, conjuring a medieval
197
I have been unable to discuss the very most recent works currently being made using
stone lithography, a method that brings together the materials genesis with its method of making.
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work.
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world view in which heaven is reflected on earth. Visually and elementally iron
connects the surface of mars, the mineral structure of ochre and human blood.

Onya McCausland, Landing, hand finished screenprint, 25cm x 35cm, 2016
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Onya McCausland, Cross Section, hand finished stone lithograph, 70cm x 100cm, 2017
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Onya McCausland, Stratigraphy, hand finished stone lithograph, 70cm x 100cm, 2017
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Conclusion
This research has presented discoveries of new sources of earth colour
forming as waste from Mine Water Treatment processes across the British
landscape. It has identified that waste ochre materials can be repurposed and used
sustainably as new colour that is named by its place of belonging. The research,
which has been supported by collaborative partners artist paint manufacturer
Winsor & Newton, demonstrates that previously un-named and unused ochre
materials forming in redundant coal mining areas can be harnessed, processed
and sustainably recycled for use as high quality artists pigments that compare in
quality to the famous siennas and umbers of the past. This establishes for the first
time in over 50 years a real connection between colour and place in the British
landscape.
During the research it became evident that the Mine Water Treatment
Schemes themselves should also be acknowledged as performing a significant
cultural event in the post-industrial landscape. Their function is a necessity of
the industrial legacy of coal mining that requires the clean up of polluting ground
water and contaminating land. The production of ochre - as a waste material - is
redefined here; repurposed as a culturally potent material that re-connects colour
with its place of belonging in the landscape and highlights the need for a shift
in perception and change in attitude towards the earth as a finite resource. The
production of colour and the five Mine Water Treatment Schemes are therefore
recognised as important cultural sites, linking the earliest human ochre markings
with the current conditions effecting the contemporary landscape. The deep
orange ochre lagoons are containers for colour and monumental watercolour
paintings in the ground. This has established the basis for a proposal to the Coal
Authority to name the five Mine Water Treatment Sites as public artworks. This
follows the conceptual lineage initiated by John Latham’s designation of the oil
shale bings as artworks in 1976, and makes a new contribution to British land art
by presenting the site of colour production - the Mine Water Treatment Schemes
- as an ongoing act of making.
The intensive research period in the laboratory with collaborative partners
Winsor & Newton provided the structure and methodology to gain a clear
understanding of the optical qualities of the pigments. A comparison was made
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with current industry standards and historic colours like sienna and umber,
supported by George Field’s notes in the Winsor & Newton archive. This
research collaboration was central in grasping how the colours could perform in
the established pigment market for artists paints, and forms the foundation for a
unique opportunity to develop the colours in a commercial context for use as a
watercolour and oil paint. The next phase of research, beyond the current work,
will focus on the manufacture and production of a new British earth colour paint
that acknowledges the environmental, economic and cultural conditions of its
genesis. The aim is for one of the named Mine Water Treatment Sites to be used
as a sustainable pigment processing factory. The production of colour at scale
will help to redefine our relationship with the materiality of colour and its place of
belonging in the landscape. Such a self supporting industry will recycle profits into
further creative research and practice as an integral part of the public artwork.
Each of the selected earth colours has been found to have unique qualities
that link the colour with the specific identity of its landscape origins. The subtle
differences between the optical and material qualities of each ochre have been
explored and expressed through the making and formation of artworks. By
following the transition into paint in the making of paintings and other artworks,
the ochre pigments help to demonstrate how perception of colour as a material in
the landscape, re-establishes a lost connection between colour and place.
These discoveries have been driven partly from a frustration that the colour
in a tube of paint has a fugitive relationship with things in the world - that colour is
an abstraction distanced from its concrete existent, a signifier whose relationship
to meaning is changeable, fuzzy and problematic - a single colour in a tube of paint
refers to many things and can have multiple, if not infinite states. Frank Stella’s
statement about the paint in the can describes colour as emphatically secured
to its industrial origins as paint (in his case house paint), but once escaped from
the can it gets subsumed into the realm of other things, loaded with references
and readings and becomes optically compromised - to Stella, it literally loses its
power. I discovered that the mine ochres had an intensity and emphatic presence
in their raw material state in the landscape - connected with the ground where
they belong.
It is through physical, optical and haptic observation and testing in the
studio and in the landscape that these findings have developed. I sought both
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an intellectual and sensorial immersion with the colour as material. As the work
developed this became integrated with my visual imagination as the colour
began to articulate qualities and behaviours that defined them individually. By
letting the colour and its materiality lead me instead of trying to impose my will
on it I confronted and dismantled many of my own habits, preconceptions and
expectations about colour and painting. This shift in my position meant that
distinct and subtle behavioural differences between each colour became visible
because the materiality of colour was not assumed. And the synthesis between
each colour and its landscape origins had the space to reform.
The landscape context grounded the sense of the transience of colour and
defined the character of the material as its re-emerged - as physical colour - in the
studio. However, as the research process developed the colours began to register
more than their landscape context, their materiality slid into something corporeal,
and an explicitly visceral human material emerged, recalling an excessive and
unwieldy power. It brought forward imagery and resemblance that resonated with
hidden symbolic memory and the imagination with echoes of other things and
images beyond landscape. The colour materials are not just earthy but worldly
and bodily materials complicit with humanness.
My assertions of colour as material are presented against the failings of
language to formulate a reliable framework that can carry the complexity of
colour perception, citing Rudolf Arnheim’s explorations of the rational / irrational
dichotomy of language to define or measure the effects of colour and Kristeva’s
attempts to define the psychical affect of colour on the developmental process
which, while inconclusive in itself, emphasises the difficulties of measuring the
physiological and psychological affects of colour. While the wider subject of colour
science and theory is beyond the frame of the research, the central argument to
reconnect colour with material is supported by locating and re-connecting colour
with things in the real world. I cite Jessica Hemming on the origins of colours
lexical development, and the geographic reach of the symbolism associated with
basic colour terms such as “red” which highlights the relationship between the
perception of colour and the environment in which it is lexically linked, which opens
the possibility that the language of colour develops relative to its environment.
The methodological processes of painting are the primary vehicle of this
research, it is the close focus on process and material behaviour that has shaped
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the finished works. Individual paintings have sometimes made a conceptual leap
between seemingly distinct realms to bring forward new connections - as occurred
with Tan-y-Garn. At other times I consciously draw together particular elements to
clarify relationships, like in the case of Caphouse and Saltburn, and sometimes
the connections are already evident, there to be drawn out, as was the case
between the bings and the lagoons at Cuthill. The differences in the findings in
each chapter have been driven by the individual material qualities and context of
the colour. The individual work I have engaged in with each colour has brought
forward individual discoveries through the process of painting. The discoveries
are synthesised in the final works.
In writing the report I have brought to the foreground the conditions that are
shaping each of the six colours. This has been achieved by drawing upon the
archives of the Coal Authority to learn about the underlying mine workings, dating,
locating and naming particular veins, workings and collieries. I have absorbed
the local geology and traced the geography on foot and in my van. Time spent
working at each site developed new relationships with people who had a closer
knowledge of the place than I did, their insights have contributed a great deal to
my sense of each place.
The absorption with painting as a method of research demands different
positions - to be able to exist inside the painting and inside the imagination,
drawing on my own experience of painting to move beyond the familiar. And at
the same time to remain aware of the material facts unfolding in front of me, to
objectively compare and measure.
The opening chapter Six Bells demanded a clarification of the relationship
between the physics and chemistry of iron oxides forming inside the mines
and the ochres forming as waste materials. It outlined the processes of mine
water treatment specific to the topography of the surrounding landscape and the
passage of water through hidden mine workings. I made connections between
the topographical anomalies of the landscape and the peculiar characteristics
of the minerals that form here. Six Bells pigment has a uniquely high golden
‘transparency’, a quality that was expressed most clearly by mixing and working
with the pigment in oil. The resulting paintings expand the depth of the colours
full transparent register. Juxtaposing two contrasting fields of colour, one with a
single layer of paint (placed on the floor) the other built up of many layers until the
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colour reaches full opacity (placed on the wall). The two mirrored fields inhabit
different locations, have different surface qualities and material structures. These
differences unsettle the viewing position of the painting which articulates the
shifting positions forced when experiencing the landscapes multiple perspectives
and complex topography. The dense undulating surface of the landscape created
an experience of light and shadow, and multiple positions to view the site from
the hills. The changing landscape views are underpinned by the drawn pattern
of structures below ground, presenting yet another - imagined, rather than
experienced landscape complexity.
The resonances between landscape and the formation of paintings appear
differently with each colour and each place and questions are driven by the
demands the colour made as a material. Cuthill, defined by the overwhelming
presence of the surrounding oil shale waste ‘bing’ structures - their physical
presence also part of the legacy of mining - provoked a response to the physical
processes underway at the Mine Water Treatment Scheme. The evidence of
material exchange and exploitation defined my approach to the site and the
process it is performing. I referenced the historical precedence of John Latham’s
Derelict Land Art: The Five Sisters, to establish a new body of work that designates
the Mine Water Treatment Sites as artworks in themselves. The work builds upon
Latham’s gesture by arguing for a usable system of material exchange, where
ochre materials become repurposed for the production of paint for paintings.
Working with Cuthill demanded a change in emphasis from individual
paintings to a system of making, reenforced by the cyclical process of material
transformations underway at the sites. With this view in mind, paintings became
evolving ‘events’ within the system of making - and less definitive statements.
The process of making a painting is a process of thinking through the material,
the landscape and the colour. Each colour material demanded different questions
and responses and presented individual elements forming within this system of
exchange. At Cuthill the site itself became the work, performing an act of making,
and a system of exchange.
The studio paintings that I produced as a result of working with Cuthill also
amounted to a thinking through of ideas as I observed material behaviour. By
setting up a structure in the studio that mirrored the methods of sedimentation
in the lagoons I was recreating the hidden material events underway at the site.
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Forms emerged that echoed the physics creating the ‘bing’ structures a few fields
away. These methods in the studio established both a defined structure to work
within whilst allowing the conceptual space to witness events and and allow
connections to form.
My awareness and sensitivity to each material as landscape and as colour
guided the form of individual works. With Tan-y-Garn the thick blood-like flows
of viscous material joined landscape formations with resemblance to processes
within the human body. The intense red materiality compressed together the
ancient history of ochre as a potent symbolic agent synonymous with the earliest
markings of human culture, with the current legacy of the coal mining industry
and its marking the contemporary landscape. The connection between this dark
blood red colour material and the human body unexpectedly recurred with the
proximity of the Red Lady of Paviland an hours drive away. The visual resonances,
resemblances and behaviours seen in the paintings that resulted from Tan-y-Garn
are specific to that colour and reinforce the independence between individual
colours and the place they form.
The Standard Test Method for Raw Materials practiced in the laboratory at
Winsor & Newton, in contrast, gave the materials a uniformity that emphasised the
optical properties in order to compare the differences between each colours’ hue,
tone, opacity and transparency. While the tests revealed that the colours perform
as well as pigments currently in use as commercially available manufactured
paint ranges, they also restrained their wilder raw materiality.
The colour painted on a large wall at Woburn Square from Caphouse
mediates between surface colour and its grounded position in the landscape.
Citing Robert Morris’s discussion about the Nazca lines, I present the wall
painting as a notational system or symbol as well as material existent that points
beyond its own visual/physical boundaries. The material potency of the colour
connects it with other complex social and cultural systems in such a way that its
material and optical properties and symbolic meaning become interchangeable.
The materiality of Caphouse ochre has a potency that is drawn from a matrix
of meaningful structures that make it more than a “notational abstraction” or
signifier - it is also the embodiment of the physical world, not a just symbol of
it. Therefore, I argued that the wall joins together vertical and horizontal axis
like the “line and mountain” in the Nazca text, wall painting and ochre lagoon
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exist together, inseparable, even though they inhabit different physical spaces one points to the other and opens up the other - clears space for it to be seen.
In this way Caphouse builds the conceptual framework for a re-examination of
the relationship between colour and material that links colour with its landscape
origins through the material presence of an expansive coloured wall painting.
The ochre wall and the colours from the other sites have the capacity to
reorientate imagination by physically harnessing experience and memory of
landscape. Saltburn demanded particular attention to methods of finding the sites,
mapping, travelling and orientation through the landscape. However, Saltburn
had not yet appeared on Google Earth, and this paradoxical invisibility brought
attention to methods of access and identification that have become a defining
fact of the research. Here perceptual orientations of proximity and distance to the
earth draw together the various conditions that result in these colours’ discovery.
The notion advocated by Tilly that the whole body is integrated in the perceptual
process through shifting positions in space, requiring multiple adjustments, reorientation and memory, demonstrates that perception of the site is intimately
linked to the manner in which we encounter it. The de-materialising experience
of landscape through the digital lens of Google Earth brings about a disorienting
sensation of simultaneous distance and proximity to the earth through augmented
distortions and encounters with each site. The resulting prints demand different
gages of spacial perception as the tactile surface tooth of the paper ruptured with
compacted ochre is aligned with an optical distance introduced by the pixilated
image of the landscape from above.
The work Charcoal Measure made in the Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail
was achieved by following the transformation of one material form into another
material form as Jetelova’s work gave way to a new conception of place in the
form of a charcoal cross. The realignment that occurred in the Forest shifted
perspective - literally - as the chair sculpture looked across the landscape while
the charcoal drawing’s alignment was vertically orientated - to see it one has to
look down - this shift of position also exposed the geological complexities and
material interconnectedness of the landscape. The lines scored in charcoal on
the forest floor make a visible and physical link between the hidden mine working
underground with the contemporary forest landscape. The form of the cross
marked in the ground defines a core element of this research - the black charcoal
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repurposed from the decommissioning of Jetalova’s sculpture in the Forest of
Dean demonstrates ways in which a colour as material can be used to re-focus
connections across layers of landscape use, and through layers of geological
time and a complex of material processes, that reconnect people and place in the
contemporary landscape.
The five ochre colours, repurposed from the pollution caused by two hundred
years of coal mining, demonstrate that we cannot ignore the causes and effects
of continuing exploitation of finite resources. They are a poignant visual reminder
of the demands humanity is placing on the earth. This union between colour and
landscape integrates the visual colour with its potent visceral materiality, joining
together the intangible affect of colour together with its physically rooted place in
the world and our own sense of belonging.
As the research has developed, supported by Winsor & Newton, an exciting
opportunity has emerged for the pigments to be made commercially available for
the production of artists oil and watercolour paints. The opportunity will be used
to foreground the unique genesis and sustainable production of the five distinct
colours from five distinct places around the UK that have been named by their
landscape origins, making a real connection between colour and landscape for
the first time in over 50 years. In addition the Coal Authority have agreed that
the Mine Water Treatment Sites producing the colours will be named as a public
artworks making the processes of colour production from mine waste visible and
accessible in the landscape for the first time, demonstrating that the new colours
can be used as a vehicle for changing perception of landscape.
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Appendices
Appendix 1

Charcoal Works
Hardwick Gallery 6 – 22 April 2016.
Charcoal Works is an exhibition of commissioned artworks that have been produced with the

charcoaled remains of the iconic oak sculpture ‘Place’, that stood on the Forest of Dean Sculpture
Trail for 29 years.
In October 2015 a charcoal ‘clamp’ was built on the same spot in the forest where the oak sculpture
had stood. For three days and two nights, beneath a huge earth covered mound, an intense heat
steamed, smoked and slowly carbonised the wood.
The exhibition at Hardwick Gallery brings the recycling of a single artwork into multiple elements
full circle. Onya McCausland has invited 18 artists to produce new work from the charcoal
according to their diverse practices, and the exhibition includes works that have been drawn from its
material, physical or chemical properties, or historical uses.

Image: Edward Allington Charcoal Needle 2015

Artists include Edward Allington, Sophie Bouvier Auslander, Jess Bryant, Marcin Gawin &
Malgorzata Lucyna Zajac, Tess Jaray, Joy Gregory, James Keith, Sam Llewellyn- Jones, Lisa
Milroy, Onya McCausland, Jayne Parker, Andrew Stonyer, Joy Sleeman, Lotte Scott, Kay
Tabernacle and Jo Volley.

Charcoal Measure

Alongside the exhibition and symposium, Onya McCausland has created a new temporary work for
the Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail. Charcoal Measure is a line of charcoal on the forest path that
draws attention to the scale of the underground coal excavations, working from the surveyed grid
structure that maps the empty cavities 1000ft below the surface. The work may be viewed on the
Trail from Tuesday 15th March 2016.
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Appendix 2

Deep Material Encounters:
a symposium in cave

This	
   Symposium	
   at	
   Clearwell	
   Caves	
   -‐	
   one	
   of	
   the	
   countries	
   oldest	
   iron	
   ore	
   mines	
  
surrounded	
   by	
   ancient	
   coal	
   fields	
   in	
   the	
   Forest	
   of	
   Dean	
   brings	
   together	
   researchers	
  
from	
   different	
   disciplines	
   across	
   the	
   arts	
   and	
   sciences	
   to	
   share	
   insight	
   into	
   ways	
  
that	
   knowledge	
   is	
   developed	
   through	
   the	
   close	
   encounter	
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   and	
  
material	
   and	
   how	
   such	
   specific	
   material	
   encounters	
   or	
   relationships	
   shape	
  
experience	
  and	
  alter	
  perceptions.	
  

Programme
Deep Underground Tour
12.30

Deep mine tour led by mine owner and free miner Jonathan Wright.

2.00

LUNCH

Symposium Starts
2.30

Introductions - Andrew Stonyer

2.40

Dr. Ruth Siddall

3.00

Prof. David Dobson

3.20 Break Tea /Coffee 15 mins
3.35

Phil Thompson

3.50

Kay Tabernacle

4.00

Henrietta Simson

* Poetry Performance

4.15 Break - Wine 15 mins
4.30
4.50

Dr. Spike Bucklow
	
  

Summing up and thanks - Jo Volley
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Discussion Chaired by Jo Volley and Andrew Stonyer
5.30
END
BUS Leaves the cave 6.15

The Speakers

Ruth Siddall
Dr. Ruth Siddall is a geologist who has applied petrological analytical techniques to
further the understanding of mineral-based objects in archaeological and cultural
heritage contexts. She is a specialist on pigments, and is co-author of The Pigment
Compendium. She also works on the use of stone and the petrology of ceramics,
mortars and concretes in archaeological settings.
Prof. David Dobson
Professor of Earth Materials at University College London. Awards include the
European Mineralogical Union Research Excellence Medal 2005, and the Philip
Leverhulme Prize 2005. Current research activity funded by the Natural Environment
Research Council - NERC includes ‘Premelting in Iron Alloys’’, ‘The seismic signature
of serpentine in subduction zones’ 2015-2018 and ‘The strength of the lower mantle’
2014-2017.
Phil Thompson
Phil Thompson is an internationally exhibiting artist living and working in London. He
is currently researching a PhD at the Slade School of Fine Art on digital materiality.
Working across many media his work attempts to address the myth of immateriality
that surrounds digital technologies. Recent exhibitions include Screen/Space at XPO
Gallery, Paris and Eternal September at Aksioma Gallery, Ljubljana.
Kay Tabernacle
Kay Tabernacle is an artist and PhD candidate at the Slade School of Fine Art, UCL.
She works in painting, drawing and animation. Her research is about imagination and
focuses on the transformative function of imagination in the work of the German
artist, Hannah Höch. Her thesis proposes that Höch’s work enacts a metaphysical
aesthetic theory of imagination with intended social effect, as a radical force that can
change people’s perception, and in doing so change social reality.
*Subterranean Utterances is a text created for today’s event and performed here for
the first time. www.kaytabernacle.com

Henrietta Simson
Henrietta's practice explores the notion of the landscape image, its manifestation in
and interaction with the physical space of the exhibition environment. The work is
concerned with the relationship between art history and contemporary practice; how
the former informs present cultural assumptions. It engages with technologies of
vision derived from linear perspective, and the cultural impact these have had on our
relationship with the landscape.
She completed an MA at the Slade in 2007 where she is currently researching for a
practice-related PhD. She received the Clare Winsten Memorial Award and the
Gordon Luton Award for Fine Art in 2007, and in 2011 won the Threadneedle Prize
for Painting and Sculpture. Her work has been exhibited widely including in New
Contemporaries (2006), the John Moores Painting Prize (2010) and the Jerwood
Drawing Prize - in 2005, and as Simson&Volley in 2012.
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Spike Bucklow
Dr. Spike Bucklow is the Senior Research Scientist at the Hamilton Kerr Institute, University
of Cambridge. He is author of ‘The Alchemy of Paint: Art, Science and Secrets from the
Middle Ages’ (2009), and ‘The Riddle of the Image: The Secret Science of Medieval Art’
(2014), both about the meaning of materials in art. His next book 'Red the Art and Science of
a Colour’ is published in May 2016.

Chair:

Andrew Stonyer
Chairman Forest of Dean Sculpture Trust and Trail
Jo	
  Volley	
  
Jo Volley is an artist and senior lecturer at the Slade School of Fine Art, UCL where she is
also co-director of The Materials Research Project. She is currently working on two UCL
funded cross disciplinary research projects: The Pigment Timeline Project and From
Pigments to Solar Power.

Artworks
Jonas Brinker
“Franklin” 2015, Super 8 film transferred to HD video, 4:17 min
Henrietta Simson
Digital projection
Deep Material Encounters has been coordinated by Onya McCausland with funding from the
Slade School of Fine Art and an Octagon Small Grant from University College London. It
would not have been possible without the generous support and enthusiasm of Jonathan and
Heather Wright who have opened Clearwell Cave exclusively for this event.
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Appendix 5
Proposal to designate five selected MWTS artworks:
This proposal seeks to clarify a vision for naming five Mine Water Treatment
Schemes (MWTS) as artworks.
The designation of these MWTS as public artworks, will help to transform
the status of ex-mine sites through publicising the processes they perform as a
transforming creative action. Naming them will assist in changing perceptions
associated with ochre sludge as a waste material and its transformation into a
pigment used in paint.
Giving the sites the status of iconic artworks, in a manner which is similar to
John Latham’s designation of the Five Sister’s in 1976, will help to transform the
publics understanding of the re-purposing of waste industrial materials through
land remediation. By naming selected MWTS as artworks their status becomes
elevated and the role they are performing can be acknowledged and indeed
celebrated as a significant event in the cultural, social and industrial history of
the UK.
Furthermore this would represent the first ever example of a change in status
performed on a functioning industrial site and as such would be a significant
event in an art historical context. It would highlight the action the sites perform
as an iconic example of human endeavour in the context of the ‘post-carbon’
economy enhancing understanding of land-remediation and changing land use.
Furthermore it significantly alters the cultural and economic value of the ochre
colours emitting from the sites.
Below is a draft document for review by the Coal Authority which formally
requests the designation of selected Mine Water Treatment Schemes to be
nominated as public artworks, acknowledging their role as functioning industrial
processes performing the production of ochre colour and which if approved would
be published to highlight this important event.
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The Coal Authority

200 Litchfield Lane
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NG18 4RG
T : 01623 637000
E mail: jonaumonier@coal.gove.uk
8th January 2017

Conversion of status of five Mine Water Treatment Sites
Following the example and aesthetic precedent set by John Latham over 40 years
ago when he designated five Lothian oil shale sites as ‘monuments’ in the category of
art, thereby raising the status of these objects,
I am therefore declaring that the five sites listed below and their continuing function
and capacity to work as Mine Water Treatment Schemes as relayed in a report to the
Coal Authority :
Cuthill
Caphouse
Saltburn
Six Bells
Tan-y-Garn
should be designated as Works of Art
This designation is not intended to restrict the ability of the Coal Authority to operate
the sites, such that they achieve their primary environmental objectives.
Yours Sincerely
Onya McCausland
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